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''First name" af yidish

Der Redaktor

Zellig Bach

"Why should I contribute to the success of
der bay?" This question might better be worded"How can I get the most out of this regular
monthly newsletter.
There are three ways of getting free
advertising--even if you don't contribute.
1 List your event in der kalendar Send in
your information by the first of the previous
month. Send in date, time, city, name of the
event, and a contact phone number.
2 Send a letter to the editor. Excerpts up to 8
lines are used. You may have the information
given about your book, CD, availability for
gigs, club dates, requests for information...
3 Articles are the finest means of getting
your message across. They may have a hum.an
interest aspect, be informative, and should beready for publication. It may be sent hardcopy
or online where it can be reformatted.
As a clearinghouse, der bay has The Yiddish
Network, TYN (176 people in cities in every
state in the U.S. and in 26 other countries-all
over the world, the largest updated,. international list of Yiddish teachers, clubs, and
Klezmer groups. Other lists are; translators,
radio announcers, and computer mavens.
Please look under your address on the back
page. It shows the date you last contributed.
If it has been a year already, please, contribute
again. Send correspondence and contributions
to the editor's home-It will reach him faster.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers,
gigs programs, translators, and help for
beginners online. There is no listing charge.
"Fishl" Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San
Mateo, CA 94403, is your editor. Home-phone
(415) 349-6946, E-mail to: FISHL@WELL.COM
Make checks for chai ($18) payable to der l,ay.
r

Mendele online

How do you say ''first name" in. Yiddish?
The answer-"rufnomen" (plural: rufnemen).
To the question, depending onwh~ther you
"dutst" or you "irtst" the person: "VI"!Truft" men
dir I aykh/ ?" or "Vi heystu I vi heyst ir / ?"
[What is your first name?J, the answ~r.is:
"Maynmfnomen iz... [my firstname--is...].
Th.ere are "formal" rufnemen, the name a
child is given at birth, and "infonnal" ones,
the name{s) by which one is addressed at
home, by friends, and, generally, in secular life.
Informa:L"mfneroen" often present intetesting changes, such as-clipped, shorter forms,
differences in pronunciation, an occasional shift
in the syllabic stress, diminutions,. augmentations, or forms of endearment, for e)(ample
(some of the names quoted below are from
Mordkhe Schaechter~s "Yiddish Tsvey", p. 271):
SroL Srolikl (from Yismel), Avrorn,
Avremele, Avremtshik (from Avrohom), Yo'me
(from Binyomin}, ~ itsikl (from Yitskhok),
Sender (from Aleksander) Yoske, Yosl (from
Yoysef}, Motke, Motl (from Mordekhay),
Lyokem {from Elyokum), .Ki've (from Aki_v_e),
Zalmenke, 2.emele(from Zahnen); Leyke,
Leyele_(fr.om Le'a),. Sime1.Simke (from Sirokhe),
Serke, Sorele (from Sa'ra), Mirke, Mirele (from
Miryom), Rive, Rivele, Rivtshe (from Rivke),
and so one.
This- list, of course, is not a comprehensive
one, and there are many more male andiemale
informal ..-mfnemen" to be-added.
Note that all the "formal" rufnemen (in
parentheses above) are of Hebrew-origin, while
the variOttS changes they underwent in their
transffion to become ••informal" n1foemen are
the names in Yiddigh.
1

intematsionaler kalendar
January
ti! 1/12 "The Maiden of Ludmir Folksbiene, by
11

Miriam Hoffman, Bernard Mendelovic,
Simultaneous English & Russian Translation
Available, NYC Call 212-755-2231
12/29-1/5 Yiddish Mini-Festival in Israel,
Neve Han - Jerusalem Hills, email to:
neve-ilan@kibbutz.co.il or fax 972 2 5339335
5 Sun., 7:30 p.m., A Gebirtig Evening at
Yiddishland, Alon Nashman and klezmer

Toronto, Canada, Call 416-787-4634
5-10 Elderhostel, Yiddish Short Stories, Troim
Handler, Oveida, R., Call 407-684-8686
6 Every Mon., 2:00 P.M., A Bissele Yiddish,
Phoenix, AZ Call 602-264-2325
6 Every Mon., 8:30 P.M., Fraynt Fun Yidish,
Montevideo, Uruguay Call (5982) 925-750
6 Every Mon., 5:00 P.M. Yiddish Culture Soc.
of Jerusalem, 10 Rechov Sholom Aleichem,
Jerusalem, Israel, Call 02-712-218
7 Every Tues, 7:00 PM, Yiddish Culture Club,
Thousand Oaks, CA Call 805-499-2512
10 Fri., 11:00 A.M., Yiddish Tish at U of CO,
Call 303-494-3817
11 Sat., 7:30 P.M., Molly Picon's Return
Engagement, by Sarah Blacher Cohen,
Palo Alto, CA Call 415-493-9400
12 Sun., 7:30 P.M., yidishland kafe ovnt, a
Gebirtik ovnt, Workmen's Circle, Toronto,
Canada Call 416-787-4634
12 Sun, 7:00 P.M., Yiddish Humor & Song,
Archie Barkan, Arbeter-Ring, San Francisco, CA
Call 415-349-6946
15 Wed., 2:00 P.M., Yiddish Humor, Troim
Handler, Margate, R., Call 407-684--8686
15 Wed., 1:00 P.M., Peninsula JCC/WC
Yiddish Club, Yiddish Word Game,
Belmont, CA Call 415-349-6946
18 Sat., 8 p.m., Claire Klein Osipov in
Concert at Yiddishland Cafe. at Workmen's
Circle, Toronto, Canada, Call 416-787-4634
19 Sun., 8:00 P.M. , Yiddish Labour Songs,
Naomi Bell for The Friends of Yiddish, Toronto,
Canada Call 416-635-1145
19 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Friends of Yiddish,
New York, NY Call 212--666-6244
25 Sat., 8:00 P.M. , Klezamir Klezmer Band,
West Hartford, CT Call 413-253-383 l
26 Sun., 3:30 P.M., Cafe Kasrilevke, Miriam
Isaacs, Rockville, Md Call 301-230-3756
26 Sun. (Last Sun.), Noon, Lomir Redo Yidish,
Kansas City, KS Call 816-363-6259
26 Sun. (Last Sun., 5:00 P.M. , Manhattan
Leyenkrayz, NY Call 212-874-4765
27 Mon. (4th), 12:30 P.M., Arbeter Ring Br.
104 6, Lauderdale Lakes, FL Call 954-733-3790

Fourth Conference of the IAYC:
First Monthly Update
In last month's issue of der bay, this
conference was first announced. This month
additional information on programming and
travel from the New York airports to the
conference site is reported.
The feature Klezmer groulP wiU be one of
the premiere Klezmer groups in the world,
Klezmer Conservatory Band of Boston under
the direction of Hankus Netsky.
Dr. Barney Zumoff, past president of the
Arbeter-Ring, will be the keynote speaker. He
is an active Yiddish translator. His latest book
is Laughter Beneath the Forest translations
of recent works by A. Sutzkever.
Leading an impressive array of Yiddish
instructors is Prof. Mordkhe Schaechter of
Col umbia Univ. and the League for Yiddish.
Other highly qualified and internationally
known Yiddish teachers include: Peysakh
Fiszman, JTS; Danielle HarPaz, Brandeis; Dr.
Heather Valencia of Glasgow, Scotland; Chava
Lapin, Educational Director of the ArbeterRing; Pessl Semel Beckler Stern, formerly at
Queens College; and Nikolai Borodulin, YIVO.
Several of the lectures have been formalized. Troim Handler will speak on "The Singer
Family". Yosef Vaisman, of the University of
North Carolina, will present "The Virtual
Shtetl" and "Yiddish in Czernowitz". He is
very active on Mendele online.
Anita Weiner, program associate at the
National Center for Jewish Fillm, will discuss
The Yiddish Film Restoration Project. The
Center is located at Brandeis University.
Joachim Neugroschel will have a session
on translation. This topic has been requested
and should be well-attended. Additional programming will be announced in the next issue.
An application is located on the inside of
the back page. Make checks for registration
payable to Mame Loshn. Sendl to WC Book
Center, 45 East 33rd St, New York, NY 10016.
We'll have Bus transportation from the
NY airports. If coming in Thursday, we shall
have pickup at JFK at 2:30 P ..ML, and La Guardia
at 3:00 P.M. Remember to include $40 per
person for round trip. If you come Wednesday
evening, add $50 per person for the extra day.

Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye
Currently I'm studying Yiddish on my
own. Your publication is an aid to me. I am
located in downtown San Francisco, and buy/
sell Yiddish books. Please tell your readers.
boychik@hollanderbooks.com
Henry Hollander, Bookseller, 415-882-4541
How lucky for our band, Second Avenue
Klezmer Ensemble, the baby-boomers are
booming. We're doing a lot of gigs in the next
few months. Our grant has been renewed-so
we'd like to visit Northern California again.
Also we've added a drummer to the group.
This helps tremendously at Bar /Bat Mitzvahs
and weddings when people are dancing.
Debby Davis, San Diego, CA 619-275-1018
I am enclosing an article which I wrote for
a New Jersey B'nai B'rith publication, which is
about Yiddish in Japan. I'm still writing poems
for my second book, and have completed 192.
Troim Handler, West Palm Beach, FL
The Beginners Yiddish class which was
taught to adults at the Academy of Lifelong
Learning (part of the Univ. of Delaware) was
very successful. The class has now, (in its 3rd
semester, reads biblical history in Yiddish.
The class discussion is held entirely in Yiddish.
Having started with the aleph-beyz, I think
my students deserve accolades.
Ruth Fisher Goodman, Wilmington, DE
Thank you for those compliments about
two of my CDs in which I sing in Yiddish,
"Forever Yiddish" and ''A Yiddish Delight"
as well as the cassette "Yiddish Songs of the
Holocaust". Your first name has become
embedded in my vocabulary due to the song
I recorded about the trolley car conductor.
Paul Zim, Jamaica Estates, NY
Editor's note) These excellent CDs are available
from the WC Book Center.
I have been attending the Yiddish Culture
Club which meets every Tuesday for the past
couple of years at 7:00 P.M. Is it possible for
you to add the group to your intematsionaler
kalendar? I pass der bay around for all to read
each time I get a copy. Hope you can help.
Marvin G. Schwartz, Calabasas, CA
Your issue, Vol. 6 No. 8, contained a poem
of great interest to us. The author is Mendy
Fliegler, who wrote a truly fine poem about his

uncle Franz Fliegler. He was a neighbor of ours
on the Lower East Side many years ago.
Emma Zahler, Great Neck, NY
Thank you for listing our major Yiddish
events coming up at our JCC. However, your
readers may also wish to know that we have a
highly talented group, The Choristers directed
by Lottie Solomon, a Yiddish Literature class
taught by Clara Sump£, and a Yiddish club.
Frank Kushin, Program Director, Albert L.
Schultz JCC, Palo Alto, CA Call 415-493-9400
The Rose Horse, is on ''Best of the Bunch "
list of the Association of Jewish Libraries. It is
my story of a Jewish family drawn to Coney
Island att the tum of the century.
Deborah Lee Rose, Walnut Creek, CA
Thought you'd like to see this article.
Sid Resnick, Hamden, CT
Editor's: note) In the Connecticut Jewish Ledger
of November 8, 1996 there was an article about
the Yale-New Haven Yiddish Reading Circle.
This group which is the Yale Yiddish Tish has
been meeting for over ten years reading
Sholem Aleichem, and Peretz in the original.
Prof. Victor Bers has been a regular attendee.
I read your e-mail address in the Internet.
You are the right person to help us. We are a
jiddish Klezmer Band from Germany and we
are looking for a distributor of our two CD's.
We've been together for 4 years.. If you know
someone, especially in Germany, who doesn't
want to miss the opportunity to listen to
'Mesin:ke' please let me know.
Nicole :M acek <nm6@st-andrews.ac.uk>
a yiddisher festival in eretz yisroyl kumt
for dem 29tn detzember-Stn yanuar baym
neve-ilam rezort lebn yerushalayim. me vet
forn in yidishn teater in yerushalaym gufe,
makhn aroysforn ibern gantzn land vu me redt
oder shtudirt yiddish. es vet zayn a klezmer
ovnt "new years eve". kontakt ella gaffen
neve-ilan@kibbutz.co.il.
Sylvia Schildt <Pcreativa@charm.net>
My translation, A Treasury of Sholom
Aleichem Children's Stories, has come out.
Il is a collection of 25 charming, heart-warming, sad and funny, typical Sholom Aleichem
stories for and about Jewish children. This is
my 7th SA translation. I speak about the book,
Sholom Aleichem or the art of translating.
Aliza- She-vrin <she-vrin@umich.edu>

Yiddish Conference in Kishenev
Leybl Botwinik leybl@telecomm.tadiran.co.il

dem fargangenem zumer, iz in keshenev, tsvishn
dem 15tn bizn 17tn oygust, forgekumen di "konferents
far yidisher shafung, dertsiyung un komunikatsye in
mizrekh eyrope". loyt di informatsyes vos ikh hob
bakumen, zaynen dort geven 65 forshteyers fun
farsheydenem elter, fun moldaviye, rumenye,
vaisrusland, rusland, un ukrayne. es zaynen oykh
baygeven lektorn un observatorn fun yisroyl, un
forshteyers fun der moldaver melukhe, funem Joint,
funem sokhnut, un der hoypt rov fun rumenye.
ot zaynen di deklaratsyes un rezolutsyes:
di onteylnemer fun der konferents shteln mit
hartsveytik fest, az der sof funem totalitaristishn
rezhim, di demokratizatsye un di farbreyterung fun
di kontaktn mit oysland hobn nit farbesert di lage fun
yidish in di gevezene sovetishe republikn.
als bayshpiln fun di kritishe lage fun der yidisher
kultur konen dinen azelkhe faktn, vi lemoshl: fun
1991 hot men in moskve oyfgehert aroys- tsugebn
bikher in yidish, un in 1993 iz farmakht gevorn der
yidish opteylung in turo koledzh. di filtsuzogndike
kulturele initsyativn, vos hobn shoyn bakumen a
groysn gezelshaftlekhn opklang, shtitsn zikh
oysshlislekh oyf der mesires nefesh fun entuziastn, vi
tsum bayshpil, der yidisher teater in lemberg, oder
der literarisher zhurnal "mame- loshn" (odes).
emes, di melukhishe instantsn in di gevezene
sovetishe republikn shtern nit, un oyfl vifl s'iz
meglekh, helfn tsurikshteln di yidishe kultur. tsum
bayshpil, inem melukhishn gezets vegn shprakhn in
moldave iz yidish tsuglaykh mit hebreish onerkent als
natsyonaler shprakh fun yidn. farsheydene initsyativn
fun di ukrayinishe un moldavishe makht-organen
bavayzn, az di dozike tsvey republikn nemen oyf un
folgn nokh di algemeyne bashlusn fun yunesko [1988]
un di rekomendatsyes funem eyropeyishn rat vegn der
yidisher kultur, vos der parlament-sesye hot
ongenumen dem 20-3-96.
in der tsayt ven der eyropeisher rat ruft tsu
bashitsn di yerushe fun yidish, gefinen zikh yidn, un
nemlekh, di forshteyer fun der sokhnut, velkhe tretn
aroys kegn yidish.
es baumruikt zeyer, der forshteyer fun dem
sokhnut in ukraine un moldave, yoysef traupianski,
mit zayne demagogishe reyd vegn der "nit-neytikeyt"
fun der yidisher shprakh, un derniderikt di aktivistn
far yidish. di dozike oyffirung fun der sokhnut un fun
di yisroyldike kultur-tsenters antshprekht nit dem
gezets vegn bashitsn yidish un ladino, vos iz
ongenumen gevorn in yisroyl [7-3-1996].
tsum glik, nit ale organizatsyes firn zikh azoy.
men darf opshatsn vos der dzhoint hot oysgeteylt
finantsyele hilf durkhtsufirn a yidishn lerer- seminar
in kishenev in 1995 un in 1996. ober dos vos gevise
yidishe organizatsyes zaynen kegnerish geshtimt tsum

goyrl fun yidish, farshaft unds fill tsar, un freyt zeyer
di yorshim fun hitler un stalin.
nemendik in akht dos alts, vendn mir zikh, di
delegatn fun 18 yidishe kehiles (keshenev, tiraspol,
bukaresht, moskve, sant-peterslburg, minsk, kiev,
kharkov, odes, lemberg, tshernovits, belatserkov,
berditshev, rovne, slavaute, t ruslkavets, kanatop,
vinitse, kamenets-podalsk), tsu di forshteyer fun
medines yisroyl un tsu di forshteyer fun di yidishe
gezelshaftlekhe organizatsyes furn~m gevezenem
ratnfarband, mit di folgndike foderungen:
1. tsu di geherike makht-organen in medines yisroyl:
A) shikn in di mizrekh eyropeistle lender shlikhim
mit a pozitiver batsiyung tsu yidish, vos zaynen
farinteresirt in ophitn un antviklen di yidishe kultur;
B) aynfirn yidish als obligatorisher limud in ale
yidishe mitlshuln vos vern gesht:itst durkh yisroyldike
kultur-tsenters;
2. tsu di forshteyer fun der sokhnut:
A) oyfhern diskreditirn di yidish1e kultur in undsere
lender;
B) helfn di natsyonale un lokale lkerpershaftn, velkhe
farnemen zikh mit antviklen di yidishe kultur.
3. tsu di forshteyer fun dzhoint:
A) fargresern di shtitse far di yidishe lerer-seminarn
in dem gevezenem ratnfarband.
4. tsum veltrat far yidisher kultur:
A) fodern fun di regirungs instantsn in medines
yisroyl tsu shtitsn yidishe teaters, lern-krayzn,
prese, un azoy vayter;
B) shafn a fond baym veltrat oyf aroystsugebn di
bikher fun yidishe shrayber fun g1evezenem
ratnfarband.
5. tsu di amerikaner yidishe organizatsyes vi,
"der komitet far vider oyflebung fun yidish in di
gevezene sovetishe republikn"; "di natsyonale bikher
tsentrale"; "der forverts"; un andere vos pretendirn
oyf helfn yidish kultur tetikeyt in mizrekh eyrope,tsu farvandlen zeyere derklerung1en in konkrete
maysim.
di onteylnemer fun der konferents drikn oys a
hartsikn dank dem veltrat far yidisher kultur far
organizirn un durkhfirn dem eyntsikn, dervayl,
seminar far yidish in di post-sovetishe republikn,
un oykh dem joint, der mishpokhie klurman, dem
moldavishn melukhishn universit,et un der keshenever
gezelshaft far yidisher kultur, far finansyele,
moralishe un praktishe shtitse far dermeglekhn
dos durkhfirn di konferents far yidisher shafung,
dertsiyung, un komunikatsye in mizrekh-eyrope.

Yiddish Conference in Kishenev
Leybl Botwinik
leybl@telecomm.tadiran.co.il
The participants of the conference painfully
acknowledge, that since the demise of the totalitarian regime and increased ties with other
countries, the fate of state of the Yiddish language and culture has not improved in the
lands of the former Soviet Union.
The various cultural initiatives are mostly
by unsupported enthusiasts, such as the Yiddish
Theatre of Lemberg, or the literary journal
"Mame-Loshn" (Odessa).
True, governmental offices in the former
Soviet Republi cs don't set obstacles, and as far
as possible, actually help rebuild the Yiddish
culture. For example, in the Moldavian government's language policy, Yiddish and Hebrew are
equally recognized as national languages for
Jews. Various initiatives in both Moldavia and
the Ukraine clearly demonstrate that these governments are following up on the UNESCO
General Assembly resolution [1988], and the
recommendations of the European Council
about Yiddish Culture adopted in their parliament session on the 20th of March, 1996.
At the same time as the European Council
calls for protecting the Yiddish heritage, there
are Jews, specifically the representatives of the
Sokhnut (The Jewish Agency) who speak out
against Yiddish. It is very disturbingf that the
representative of the Sokhnut in the Ukraine
and Moldavia, Joseph Traupianski, speaks out
demagogically about Yiddish not being necessary, and humiliates the Yiddish activists. This
behaviour by the Sokhnut and by the Israeli
culture centers goes contrary to the Israeli
Parliamentary decision [7-3-1996] protecting the
Yiddish and Ladino languages.
Not all organizations behave in this manner. We are grateful for the Joint's financial
assistance for the Yiddish Teacher's Seminary in
Kishenev in 1995 and 1996. The fact that certain
Jewish organizations have an actively negative
attitude vis-a-vis the fate of Yiddish, can only
bring joy to heirs of Hitler and Stalin.
Taking all of this into consideration, we the delegates of 18 Jewish communities
(Kishinev, Tiraspol, Bucharest, Moscow, StPetersburg, Minsk, Kiev, Kharkov, Odessa,
Lemberg, Czernowitz, Belatserkov, Berditshev,

Rovno, Slavaute, Truskavetsf Kanatop, Vinitse,
Kamenets- Podalsk), -- appeal to the representatives of the State of Israel, and to the Jewish
communal organizations in the former Soviet
Union, with the following demands:
1. To the State of Israel:

A) To send Shlikhim to the East-European
countries who have a positivE~ attitude towards
Yiddish, who are interested in preserving and
propagating the Yiddish cultutre;
B) To introduce Yiddish as an obligatory subject
in all the Jewish High Schools. supported by the
Israeli Cultural Centers;
2. To the representatives of the Sokhnut:
A) To put to a stop the discrediting of Yiddish;
B) To help national and local bodies who
participate in developing the Yiddish culture.
3. To the representatives of the Joint:
A) To increase their support for the Yiddish
Teacher Seminaries in the foirmer Soviet
Union.
4. To the World Council For Yiddish Culture:
A) To demand from the governmental bodies
in Israel to support Yiddish Theatre, Studygrou ps, Press, etc;
B) To create a fund for publishing the books of
Yiddish writers in the former Soviet Union.
5. To the American Yiddish organizations such
as, "The Committee for the Revival of Yiddish
in the former Soviet Republiics"; "The National
Yiddish Book Center"; "The Porwards"; and
others who proclaim to help Yiddish cultural
activity in Eastern Europe, -- to transform their
words into concrete acts.
The participants of the conference express their
heartfelt thanks to the World Council for Yiddish Culture for organizing and carrying out the
only seminar for Yiddish in the post-Soviet
republics, and the Join t, the Klurman family,
the Moldavian University and the Kishinev
Yiddish cultural society for their financial,
moral and practical help in carrying out the
Conference for Yiddish Creativity, Education
and Communication in Easte:rn Europe.
Conference for Yiddish Creativity, Education
and Cernmunication in Eastern Europe
(Kishinev 15-17 /08/96)
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Fourth Conference of the International Association of Yiddish Clubs (IAYC)
This information is a reprint from last month. Mame-Loshn 97 hosts the (IV) IAYC. It is
scheduled for May 22nd - May 26th, 1997. It includes dinner Thursday night and lunch on Monday.
Sacred Heart University is in Fairfield, Connecticut, 90 minutes from New York City near
Bridgeport, CT. It has modem facilities and a new sports hall that should be open by the conference.
Nearby there are several synagogues. Food will be vegetarian, dairy, and kosher. There is a Jewish
Home for the Elderly on the grounds. The university will use the Home's food vendors, and has
ordered new dishes for the conference.
Rooms are double-occupancy with shared bathrooms. It is typically 3 rooms to a bathroom
-separate bathrooms for men and women. They have a few apartments for families or groups of 4
or more. The buildings have elevators and are secure_ The buildings with apartments do not have
elevators.
Pricing (US$) for Yiddish club members & non-members: For a private room add $36.00
Yiddish Group Members Non-Members of a Yiddish Group
Prior to 2/ 28 / 97 $250
$250
3/1-3/31 $275
$325
4/1-5/10 $325
$325
Children 4-12
$36
13-17 $100
Student/ college/ work study/ scholarship may be available $100
Cancellation Policy: Entire refund except for a $25 charge/person until May 10, 1996. The above
includes 3 meals a day, all programming, taxes and tips. If you cannot stay in a dorm, there is a
motel 5 minutes away. You have to make separate arrangements with the motel, and for the
conference will be charged commuter rate $180, ($140 WC members).
TRANSPORTATION: Sacred Heart Univ. is reached b-y Amtrak, car or bus. We will have a bus
($20 each way) from La Guardia & Kennedy airports and from the Workmen's Circle building
Thurs. May 22nd and pickups from the local train station in Bridgeport Thurs. and Fri. afternoons.

Registration Application
--------------------Retum with check (payable to Mame-Loshn, to WC Book Center 45 E. 33rd St. NY, NY 10016)
Name/s _____________________________________________________________ _
Address _____________________________________________________________ _
City ________________State/Province _______ Zip ______________ Country _________ _
Phone _______________ Fax _______________ E-mail _________________________ _
Member of the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Yiddish Group. Not a Group Member_
Please circle proper answer-I attended/ did not attend a previous Yiddish Club Conference
You

should

know

that

1/ we ________________________________________________ _

I plan to arrive on._ _ _ _ _I'll need bus transportation ($20 each way per person) _ __
I plan to arrive Wed. (Dinner available and all day Thursday, add $50 per person)_ _ _ __
Amount enclosed: _ _ _ _Based on date check is received. Note dates when prices change.

If you have a question, call 1-800-922-2558 ext 285 or email stdowling@aol.com or ruvn@aol.com

A Radio Announcer in Oviedo, FL

Yiddish in Rhode Island

by Hy Meltz

by Jane "Chana" Civins

Jewish music keeps getting bigger, better
and more interesting. Recently I've had CDs
from the U.S. and Canada which are varied
and quite different, but all based on Yiddish.
Here are just a few (which make my radio
program better, too).
Wolf Krakowsky amazing CD-Yiddish
words and today's music-Reggae, Rock, etc.
What The Chelrrl-Jewish music from
around the world-a great band.
Moe Denburg, up in Canada, has a new CD
by Tzimmes called A Lid for Every Pot. Great!
Just received a CD of Jewish a cappella by a
group of singers called Blat 'Achon.
Honey Novick has a CD called Rising
Toward the Seraphim. She does Yiddish songs
with a strong feminist leaning. Steam, Steam,
Steam-early American-Yiddish Tam, and
Mickey Mazl, a children's round, are a few.
Editor's note) The Jewish Humor Hour with
Hy Meltz is on WUCF 89.9FM Sun- 8-9 AM

The- Bureau of Jewish Education has offered a lunch
time course since September of 1992. I've- been studying
since then with Mrs. Lea Eliash, a survivor of the Kovno
{Kaunas} Lithuania ghetto during World War II. There's
a dedicated group of six women, who regularly meet to
read, converse, and tell stories. We're not learning to
write, but Mrs. Eliash will not let us use transliterations.
Tne 13ureau has also offered Yiddish camp, a five
day program for varying levels of knowledge with
varying kinds of classes, held during July. This has not
been offered during the last two years. (However, I am
now chairman of the Bureau's Adult Education Committee, so this may change!
The Jewish Community Center of Rhode Island
sponsors a Yiddish Vinkl which seems to be an informal
gathering for conversation. All of the above takes place
in the same building (Rhode Island is a very tiny state).
My own independent research project looks at the
Jewish community of Paris. I've visited the Bibliotheque
Medero and have enclosed copies of the new newsletter
Gilles Rozier publishes.
I'm delighted to know that there's a devoted,
studious group of Yiddish students out there.
I gave s copy of der bay to the Bureau's staff member
for adult education-so you may hear from Ruth Page.
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Der Redaktor

Cincinnati Yiddish Club
Herbert Megel

"Why should I attend the upcoming IAYC
(International Association of Yiddish Clubs)
Conference over the Memorial Day Weekend"?
That's a fair question. For Oub Leaders it is an
absolute treasure-house for contacts and
suggestions for programming. Then there are
the great workshops from which Yiddish
teachers will get many new ideas. If you are a
Klezmer musician or have a band, here is
where the best contacts are made.
Feelers are being received for the Fifth
Conference. If your city is interested in hosting
one of the future Conferences, do contact the
editor for requirements.
Remember to send in suggestions for
nominations to the Board of Directors which
will be elected at the IAYC Conference.
Send in your application early. We had to
turn away almost 100 at the Miami Conference.
As a clearinghouse, der bay has The Yiddish
Network (TYN), 176 people in cities in every
state in the U.S. and in 26 other countries all
over the world, the largest updated international list of Yiddish teachers, clubs, and
Klezmer groups. Other lists are; translators,
radio announcers, and computer mavens.
Please look under your address on the back
page. It shows the date you last contributed.
If it has been a year already, please, contribute
again. Send correspondence and contributions
to the editor's home-It will reach him faster.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers,
gigs programs, translators, and help for
beginners online. There is no listing charge.
"Fish.I" Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San
Mateo, CA 94403, is your editor. Home-phone
(415) 349-6946, E-mail to: FISHL®WELL.COM
Make checks for chai ($18) payable to der bay.

hmegel@TSO.Cin.IX.net

I received your newsletter for which I thank
you very much. I'm sorry to say that the Yiddish
Club in Cincinnati is defunct.
As I explained in my e-mail note, it started
many years ago and it served its purpose. I was
gratified to see the note sent by Lin Schlossman
in your newsletter. She and Ida Selaven, who
emigrated to Israel, played major roles creating
programs for the Russians.
My own interest in Yiddish stems from my
childhood days where Yiddish was my first
language. I was brought up in the Borscht Belt
in the Catskills Mountains between the two
World Wars. My father owned a hotel and my
grandfather ran a 'Kokh-a-leyn'. Many of the
guests spoke Yiddish only.
I remember the Yiddish theater groups who
recited poetry and performed in the round and
then passed the hat. I still feel the excitement
of having seen Aaron Lebidorf and the Barry
Sisters perform at th-e hotel.
I remember the Black singer wearing a blue
shirt and red bandanna, parking his Cadillac
down the road, and singing Yiddish songs and
for nickels and dimes during the depression era,
and the Italian girl who took out a Yarmulke
and sang Cantors.
My own interest, as I have previously mentioned, was to reacquaint myself with a language that I haven't used in more years than
I can remember.
As I grow older, hearing Yiddish spoken brings
back pleasant memories of my youth. Alsol.find
myself expressing myself in idioms that only
Yiddish provides.
I will show your newsletter to the librarian
at the Hebrew Union College.

internatsionaler kalendar

Second IAYC Conference Update
Summary of Articles of llt\corporation

February
1 Every Sat., 3:00 P.M. Friends of Yiddsih,
London, England Call -+44 (0) 171-488 3092
2 Sun., Film Carpati, Wexner Center, Columbus,
OH Call 310-312-9955
2-3 Sun.-Mon., 10:00 AM, Ashkenaz, Michael
Alpert & California Klezmer, San Francisco JCC
& Berkeley, CA Call (415) 731-0941
3 Every Mon., 2:00 P.M., A Bissele Yiddish,
Phoenix, AZ Call 602-264-2325
3 Every Mon., 8:30 P.M., Fraynt Fun Yidish,
Montevideo, Uruguay Call (5982) 925-750
3 Every Mon., 5:00 P.M. Yiddish Culture Soc.
of Jerusalem, 10 Rechov Sholom Aleichem,
Jerusalem, Israel, Call 02-712-218
5 Wed., 1:00 P.M., Itzhak Luden (Israel) 120th
Jubilee of the Yiddish Press, YIVO Forum, Miami
Beach, FL Call 305-931-1622
6 Thurs., 2:00 P.M., David Kunigis,
"A kultureler banket in yidish" Palm Springs, CA
Call 619-325-4565 or 619-323-2899
6 Thurs., 2:00 P.M., Yiddish Humor, Troim
Handler, Plantation, FL Call 407-684-8686
10 Mon., 1:00 P.M., Florida Atlantic Univ.
Jewish Folk Chorus, Concert, Lynn Univ.,
Boca Raton, FL Call 561-369-0057
11 & 25 Tues. l :00 P.M., About Yiddish, JCC of
Metro. Detroit, MI, Call 810-967-4030
12 Wed. (2nd), 7:00 PM, Yiddish Cultural Assn.
Albuquerque, NM Call 505-856-2171
12 Wed., 1:00 P.M., Mina Bern Bomus, My Life
and the Theater, YIVO Forum, Miami Beach, FL
Call 305-931-1622
16 Sun., 2:00 P.M, Rosalie Williams, Yiddish
Culture Oub of Century Village West, Zingt
Yidishe Lids, Boca Raton, FL, Call 407-482-5918
16 Sun., 1:30 P.M., Florida Atlantic Univ.
Jewish Folk Chorus, Zinman Hall-JCC
Boca Raton, FL Call 561-369--0057
17 Mon., 1:30 P.M, Circle of Yiddish Clubs
Soref JCC, Plantation, FL, Call 305-792-6700
18 Tues., 10:00 A.M., Yiddish Humor, Troim
Handler, West Palm Beach, FL Call 407-684-8686
18 Tues., (Film) Carpati, Jewish Film Festival,
La Jolla, CA Call 310-312-9955
19 Wed., 1:00 P.M., GershonWeiner, YIVO
Forum, Miami Beach, FL Call 305-931-1622
20 Thurs., Flying Bulgars Klezmer Band,
Toronto, Canada Call 416-703-6895
22-23 Sat concert, Sun (2) lectures JCE at Home
Prof. Mikhl Herzog, The Mystery of Yiddish,
The History of Yiddish, Workmen's Circle, NYC,
Call Dr. Chava Lapin, 800-922-2558 xt 205
23 Sun., 3:30 P.M. , Cafe Kasrilevke, Di Shpilers,
Rockville, Md Call 301-230-3756
23 Sun, Heszel Klepfisz & Shoshona Ron,
YIVO, Miami Beach, FL Call 305-931-1622

The International Association of Yiddish
Clubs has become a non-profit corporation
chartered in the State of Maryland, and has
received non-profit status from the Internal
Revenue Service.
Our purpose is to encourage, support, and
spread the teaching and knowlledge of Yiddish
and to foster Yiddish-oriented study of the history, culture and tradition of the Jewish people.
No part of the earnings of the corporation
shall be distributed to its members, trustees or
officers, but it may pay a reasonable compensation for services rendered in pursuit of its
goals. The corporation is not permitted to
influence legislation or participate in campaigns on behalf of any candidate for public
office.
If the corporation is ever dissolved, it shall
dispose of its assets to another non-profit, tax
exempt institution or organization.

Farlorn
Gregory Sohn
Hilda Wolf
Gitel Garfinkel
Judy & Hugh Sinclair
Helen Zuckerman

Washington, DC
Flushing, NY
Montreal PQ
North York ON
North York ON

If you attended one, two, or all three of the
previous Conferences, you surely remember
the camaraderie developed among us.
Maintaining contact with past attendees is
essential. Club newsletters keep us in touch
with the latest news. When one does not send
a change of address, we need help.
Our database is strained when shneyfeygelekh, shneyelekh (snowflakes) un shneymobils are on the move without letting us
know. Our regulars tell us of their anticipated
leaving and returning dates.
People listed above are no longer at their
originally listed locations. Please assist us in
informing them of future conferences. If you
know the address of any of these people, or
someone who wishes to receive a notice from
der bay, please let us know. It maintains the
official list.
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My Three Yiddish Typewriters
by Troim Katz Handler
1. Twelve years ago, a friend telephoned to tell
me that several Yiddish typewriters were for
sale in her office, Yidishe Kultur magazine.
Frank, my husband; Dovid, my brother, and I
looked over the machines and chose the
seemingly- newest one, probably about 60 years
old-a heavy, standard Underwood. Although it
didn't hold the margin on the right side and
wasn't always uniform in its spacing from one
line to the next, it had a sharp, clear typeface
and seemed to be worth the $50. In the ensuing
years, I paid triple that amount to try to have it
repaired; but no one could restore it.
2. In 1991, we started spending winters in FL;
and the typewriter took up a place of honor in
the back seat as we drove from north to south or
back again. Three years ago, I noticed that the
ayin or e was typing above the line, moving up
slightly; but I used the machine despite that.
Suddenly, the ayin vanished completely; and
although we shook the machine and searched
the desk-area, it was not to be found. I then
developed this system: Every time I had to use
the ayin, I typed a period instead, then went
back and penned in all the missing ayins. It was
not the most-attractive text, but I had no choice.
3. In Dec. of 1994, my friend, Velvl Patt, olevasholem, died in Florida, and I was very saddened.
He was a fine person, a Yiddish writer, and a
fellow member of the Menke Katz Reading Circle
in West Palm Beach. I was in New Jersey, but a
few weeks later I paid a belated shiva visit to his
widow Reyzl. While in his house I reminded
myself that VeM used to write me letters on his
Yiddish typewriter during the summer months. I
dared to ask Reyzl what would become of his
machine and added that I need but cannot find
one. She replied that his had been a birthday
gift from her and that she would let me borrow
it. The machine was portable, and I carried it
away.
4. I am a very fast touch-typist in Yiddish, faster
than in English, because Yiddish has no capital
letters; and there is no need to shift. What a
disappointment it was to discover that Velvl's
machine did not have a standard keyboard and
that I had to slow down to hunt 'n peck each
letter! The slowdown made me wild with
impatience, but at least it had an ayin.
S. While I was s-truggling with the "toy" typewriter, which I regarded as an implement of
torture, I tried one more time to search for the
missing ayin. I spread out a white tablecloth on
my bedspread and asked my husband to take the
old Underwood and give it one last, really- hard
shake, hoping the trapped ayin would-fail out.

But there was no need. When he lifted the
machine from the desk, there was the ayin,
lying peaLcefully beneath it.
6. We happily took the Underwood to a West Palm
Beach repair sh op, which dealt with wordprocessors and had a typewriter of the same vintage as mine in the window as a curious antique.
I left machine and ayin there and told the clerk,
"Just solder this letter back on here. I know it
doesn't hold the right margin; don't touch it, I
know how to handle it. I know it does not always
move to the next line; don't touch it, I know how
to handle it. Just solder this letter back on."
7. The man pressed a few keys and said, "There is
something wrong with this machine. It goes
backwards, Lady."
8. A week later, when I returned, I found that
this non-Jew, who had never seen a Yiddish
typewriter before, had not only soldered the
ayin on perfectly but had also repaired the right
margin and the line-spacing!
9. At the same time, I read in the FORVERTS that
my former employer and friend, Gedaliah
Sandler, o levasholem, had died. This was a great
loss to th.e Yiddish world. After worrying about
what would happen to the Yiddish clubs he ran, 1
turned m.y attention back to the Yiddish
typewriter situation.
10. What would I have done if the ayin had
indeed bc~en lost? Hebrew typewriters are a
nuisance to the Yiddish typist. My husband was
becoming vociferous in his o bjections to
dragging the Underwood in the back seat of the
car; it took up too much room during the
north-so1llth migrations. Would I be forced to
type with one finger on Velvl's non-standard
toy? I needed another Yiddish typewrtter, one
for New J[ersey and one for Florida. And the real
question: who has Gedaliah's typewriter?
11. I telephoned Lucy, Gedaliah's daughter, who
works in the Workmen's Circle office in NY, to
extend condolences and to ask the ghoulish
question. She informed me that her father had
had two Yiddish typewriters, but that people had
already taken them. However, the Workmen's
Circle was about to auction off two other Yiddish
typewriters. I begged her to sell me one, sight
unseen, and that I would pay anything she
asked. She said I could have it!
12. A month later I was back in the North; we
drove to her office. I gave Lucy a contribution to
the Workmen's Circle and became the owner of a
magnificent Yiddish Royal Standard with an
easy touch and smooth action, only about SO
years old.
13. When I returned to Florida the following
season, I tried to return the toy machine to
Velvl's widow Rose. She refused, saying "Velvl
would want you to have it."
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Der Redaktor

by Prof. Meyer Chessin

This expanded issue resulted from an
increasing amount of submissions and correspondence. Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye
continues to receive the largest volume of mail,
and is a great clearinghouse of information.
A larger clubs and events listing covers two
pages-response to many requests. The editor
regrets that he still is unable to list all clubs and
events. Notify us of any corrections, deletions
or additions. There is no charge for listing.
Feelers are being received for the Fifth Oub
Conference. If your city is interested in hosting
one of the future Conferences, do contact the
editor for requirements.
Remember to send in suggestions for nominations to the Board of Directors which will be
elected at the IAYC Conference.
Send in your application early. We had to
turn away almost 100 at the Miami Conference.
As a clearinghouse, der bay has The Yiddish
Network, TYN (176 people in cities in every
state in the U.S. and in 26 other countries all
over the world, the largest updated, international list of Yiddish teachers, clubs, and
Klezmer groups. Other lists are; translators,
radio announcers, and computer mavens.
Please look under your address on the back
page. It shows the date you last contributed.
If it has been a year already, please, contribute
again. Send correspondence and contributions
to the editor's home-It will reach him faster.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers,
gigs programs, translators, and help for beginners online. There is no listing charge. "Fishl"
Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA
94403, is your editor. Home phone (4-1-St 34-96946, E-mail to: FISHL@WELL.CQMMake
checks for chai ($18) payable to der bay.

The most authoritative history on the Jews of
Montana was written by Rabbi Benjamin Kelson
for a History M.A. thesis "The Jews of Montana",
1950 Univ,e rsity of Montana. Also under that title
he-published in West States Historical Quarterly
3 (Jan. '71); 113-120; 3 (Apr. '71): 170-89; 3 Ouly
'71): 227-4'.2; 4 (Oct. '71): 35-49; 4 Oan.'72): 101-12.
There are several references in the Rochlin's
"Pioneer Pioneer Jews of the West',. te Montana
(cf.
61, 73, 77, 121-2,_ 184. Active Jewish
congreaga.tions exist i.n Billings, GNat Falls,
Butte, Bozeman, and Kalispell and my home
town of M[issoula. We have an annual Shabaton
in the Spring which draws aroundthe state.
There_is a brief history of the :Missoula Jewish
Cemmunity in the "Missoula Valley History".
Shpiel This Book

w

bamusic@eden.com Bill, Averbach

SHALOM Y'ALL!
I now live in Port Aransas, TX, and still have
an-office-in Austin but spend most-of my time on
the Gulf of Mexico on one of the barrier islands.
My sen is having his bar mitzvah in March and I
stillpta.y aind have the Austin Klezmorim. In fact,
we just reieased a fakebook of 50+ kfezm.er tunes
called Shpiel This Book (special thanks to Jerry
Ru&n). U1e book has many standards and some
original- k.lezm.er tunes. It is for instrumentalists,
there-are no lyrics but with it you should have no
problem playing a wedding or bar mitzvah. If
anyone is interested contact me at BA Music P.0.
Box 1317 Port Aransas, TX 78373 512-749-5689
OR by going to my web site at:
http:/ JW\&JW.eden.com/ ~bamusic
music-is-played it goes-into the air-and can never
be heard.attW11

intematsionaler kalendar
March
1 Every Sat. 1:30 P.M., David Pinsky Yiddish
Culture Club Miami, A... Call 305-53 1-0198
1 Sat., 7:00 P.M., Hot Pstromi Klezmer
Concer t, Yale Strom, New York City,
Call 212-213-0392
2 Sun., (Film) _Carpati, Cong. B'nei Jeshuru n,
New York City, Call 310-3 12-9955
2 Sun., 10:00 A .M, Influence of the Yiddish
Theater on Broadway Musicals, Faye
Kellerstein, Toronto, Canada Call 416-633-6558
2 Sun., 2:00 P.M., An Afternoon with Zalmen
2.almen Mlotek, Palo Alto, CA Call 415-493 -940()
2 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Sholem Aleich em-Hi s
Years in America, Jeffrey Shandler, Friends
of Yiddish, New York, NY Call 212-924 -5890
2 Sun., 7:30 P.M., The Art of the Cantor,
Berkeley, CA CAil 510-848-0237
2-6 Elderh ostel, The Singer Family, Troim Handler,
Fort Lauderdale, A... Call 407-684-8686
4 Tues.(l st), Noon, Yiddish Luncheon Group,
Toronto, ON Canada, Call 416-483 -1570
5 Wed., 1:00 P.M., "Gebirtig Plus" , YIVO
Forum, Miami Beach, FL Call 305-931-1622
5 Wed., 7:00 P.M, Gerry Tenney's California
Klezmer, Berkeley, CA 510-848-0237
5 Every Wed., 2:00 P.M., A Bissele Yiddish
'
Phoenix, AZ Call 602-264-2325
6 Thurs., 7:30 P.M., Zalmen Mlotek, From the
Music of the Yiddish Stage to the Klezme r Revival
Berkeley, CA Call 510-597-1897
8 Sat., 7:30 P.M., Festival of Yiddish Film
Uncle Moses, Dr. Michael Steinlau f discussiod
afterwards, Philadelphia, PA Call 215-844-1507
9 Sun., 7:00 P.M., Preserving Our Yiddish
Heritag e, Aaron Lansky, Leisure World Yiddish
Club, Laguna Hills, CA, Call 714-463 -3450
9 Sun., 8:00 P.M., Isaac Bashevis Singer and
His Times, W. Lafayette, IN Call 317-255-3305
9 Sun., 7:30 P.M., FAU Jewish Folk Chorus,
Boca Raton, FL Call 561-369-0057
11 Tues., 10:00 A.M., The Singer Family, Troim
Handler, Delray Beach, FL Call 407-684-8686
12 Wed. (2nd), 7:00 PM, Yiddish Cultural Assn.
Albuquerque, NM Call 505-856-2171
13 Thurs., 2:00 P.M., Yiddish Humor, Troim
Handler, Davie, FL Call 407-684 -8686
8:00 P.M Bernard Mendelovic, Friends
Thurs,
13
of Yiddish, Toronto, Canada, Call416-787-05 26
20 Thurs., 8:00 P.M., Klazzj Klezmer Band,
Los Angeles, CA Call 310-553-8420 xt 206
23 Sun, (Film) Carpati, Jewish Community Center
'
Reading, PA Call 310-312-9955
Yiddish
on
ence
Confer
Annual
23-25 Third
Culture, Theme: Yiddish Folklore, Hartford, CT
Call Hartford JCC 860-236-4571
30 Sun. 7:30 P.M, Yiddish Singalo ng, FOY, Ellie
Kellman. Toronto . Canada. Call 416-787 -0526

30 Sun, 7:30 P.M Cafe Kasrilevke, Cantor Romer
& Chorus, Rockville, MD Call 301 -230-3756
30-4/4 Elde.rhostel Beber Camp, Archie Barkan ,
Yiddish: the Language Wtithout a Country,
Mukwo nago, WI Cal 414-363 -6820

East
2 Every S un. , 7:30 P.M., Riverdale Yiddish
Leyenlkrayz, New York, Call 718-678-8977
3 Every Mon., Noon, Yiddish Tish, U of MD,
College Park, MD, Call 202-362 -9554
3 Every Mon., Noon, VIVO Yiddish Tish,
YIVO in New York City, Call 212-246 -6080
3 Every Mon, 1:00 P.M, Red Lion JCC Yiddish
Club IPhiladelphia, PA Call 215-698-8948
4 Every Tues. Noon, Yale-N ew Haven Leyenkrayz New Haven, CT Call 203-288 -8206
4 Every Tues., 10:00 A.M., Forver ts Sho, BJE
'
Rockville, MD, 301-984-4455
Yiddish
y
Tuesda
A.M.,
10:00
Tues.,
4 Every
Class, Pittsburgh, PA Call 412-421 -4269
4 Every Tues., Noon, Workmen's Circle Br.
ll00 Shmue skrayz , D.C., Call 301-464 -3992
4 Every Tues., 7:30 P.M., Teaneck Study
Group, Teaneck , NJ Call 201-833-4748
5 Altemalte Wed., 1:00 P.M., Kum Shmoo z,
JCC, Rockvil le, MD, Call 301-230 -3756
5 Every 1Wed., 10:00 A.M. , Kim Redo Yiddish
Philade:lphia, PA Call 215-698-8948
6 Every Thurs., 10:00 A.M., Yiddish Culture
Club, Philadelphia, PA Call 215-725-6285
6 Thurs. (1st & 3rd) 2:30 P.M., Ohr Kodesh ,
Chevy Chase, MD, Call 301-649 -3509
6 Thurs. (1st & 3rd) Yiddish Club of
Baltim ore, Baltimore Hebrew College,
Call 410-486 -1100
7 Fri. (ls.t & 3rd) 1:00 P.M., Friday Yiddish
Progra m, JCC of Greater Washington,
Rockvil le, MD, Call 301-881-0100
7 Fri .. (ls:t) 1:30 P.M., Leyenk rayz,
Cranbu1ry, NJ Call 609-655 -8019
12 Wed. (2nd) 7:30 P.M, Mamaloshn Mayvonim
Buffallo, NY (Visitors welcom e) 716-834-7075
13 Thurs., (2nd) 2:00 P.M., JCCNV Midweek
Yiddis h, Fairfax, VA, Call 703-323 -0880
16 Sun, (3,rd) 2:00 P.M, Newpo rt News Yiddish
Club, Newport News, VA Call 804-249-4401
16 Sun, (3rd), 10:00 A.M., In a Mazldi ker Sbo,
JCC of Northern Virginia, Fairfax, VA,
Call 703-323 -0880
18 Every Tues, 6-8 P.M, Workmen's Circle
Choruas, New York City, Call 800-922-2558
20 Thurs. (3rd), 8:00 P.M., Teanec k Yiddish
Club, Teaneck, NJ Call 201 -833-47 48 (H),
212-723 -2476 (0) or at ghudis@ix.netcom.com
30 Sun. (Last Sun.), 5:00 P.M., Manhattan
Leyenk rayz, NY Call 212-874-4765
30 Sun. (Last), 6:30 P.M., Baltimore Klezmer
Club, Machaya Klezme r Band, Pikesville, MD
Cal-l 410-484 -6200

Central
2 First Sun. each month, 7:30 P.M., Yiddish
Vinkl, Cleveland, OH, Call 216-381-4515
5 Every Wed. , 10:30 A.M, Des Moines Yiddish
Club, Des Moines, IA, Call 515-255-5433
5 Every Wed., 8:00 P.M., Maxwell Street
Klezmer, Chicago, IL Call 312-525-3091
6 First Thurs, 12:45 P.M., Brandeis Yiddish
Group, Southfield, MI Call 810-350-9789
9 Sun (2nd) 1:30 P.M, Milwaukee JCC Yiddish
Club, Milwaukee, WI, Call 414-355-1938
9 Sun. (2nd), 10:00 A.M., JCC Yiddish Vinkl
Minneapolis, MN, Call 612-377-5456
11 Tues. (2nd & 4th) 1:00 P.M., About Yiddish
JCC of Metro. Detroit, MI, Call 810-967-4030
12 Wed. (2nd, 3rd, & 4th), 7:30 P.M., Unzer
Shprakh, Columbus, OH, Call 614-231-2244
15 Sat., (3rd), Noon, Fraylache Fraint,
Southfield, MI Call 810-557-8599
25 Tues., (Last) 2:00 P.M., Redt Yiddish,
Louisville, KY Call 502-895-5996
30 Sun. (Last ), Noon, Lomir Redn Yidish,
Kansas City, KS Call 816-363-6259

West
1 Every Sat., 7:30 P.M. Yiddish Culture
Club of Los Angeles, 8339 W. 3rd St A
Los Angeles, CA Call 213-275-8455
2 Sun (1st), 2:00 P.M., Yiddish Anyone?!,
Mercer Island, WA, Call 206-232-7115
2 Sun. (1 st), 1:30 P.M, Yiddish Conversation,
S.H.J., San Diego, CA Call 619-722-3431
3 Every Mon., 1: 15 P.M, East Bay Jewish Folk
Chorus, Berkeley, CA Call 510-482-8816
3 Every Mon., 1:30 P.M., Lomir Ale Zingen,
Workmen's Circle, L.A., CA Call 310-552-2007
3 Mon. , (1st) 1:30 P.M, The Yiddish Circle,
JCC, La Jolla, CA, Call 619-458-1302
3 Every Mon, 10:00 A.M, Yiddish Folk Players
B/RJCC, Berkeley, CA, Call 510-547-6173
3 Mon. , 6:30 P.M., Mill Valley Leyenkrayz,
Mill Valley, CA Call 415-868-2309
4 Every Tues, 7:30 P.M, San Francisco Jewish
Folk Chorus, S.F., CA Call 415-239-6785
4 Every Tues., 11:00 A.M., Khavurah Yiddish
Club, Torrance, CA, Call 310-371-9940
4 Tues., 7:30 P.M, West Marin Yiddish Group
Point. Reyes Station, CA Call 415-868-2309
5 Wed., (1st) 1:00 P.M., JSC Yiddish Club,
Rancho Bernardo, CA, Call 619-674-1123
5 Wed. (1st & 3rd), 7:30 P.M., Eugene Yiddish
Club, Eugene, OR, 541-484-2252
5 Every Wed., 2:00 P.M., A Bissele Yiddish,
Phoenix, AZ Call 602-264-2325
5 Every Wed., Noon, Yiddishkeit Rap Group,
North Hollywood, CA, Call 818-984-0276
6 Every Th., 10:00 A.M, Temple Chai Yiddish
Choir, Phoenix, AZ Call 602-274-8964
6 Every Thurs., Noon, Santa Barbara Leyenkrayz, Santa Barbara, CA Call 805-962-8451

9 Sun., (2nd), 1:00 P.M., Svive Leyenkrayz,
Palo Alto, CA, Call 510-886-1888
9 Sun., (2nd), 2:00 P.M., Seattle Yiddish
GroUJ(), Seattle, WA, Call 206-523-6564
12 Wed. (2nd) 7:00 P.M, Yiddish Cultural Assn.
Albuq1Uerque, NM Call 505-856-2171
16 Sun, (3rd), 10:00 A.M., Seminar far shafn
fun yidishe shraybers, Seymen Gerber,
SF JOC, San Francisco, CA Call 415-922-2719
18 Tues. (3rd), 2:00 P.M., Yiddish Club,
Ashland, OR Call 541-488-2909 (NEW)
19 Wed. 1(3rd), 1:30 P.M., Peninsula JCC/WC
Yiddi:sh Club, Belmont, CA, Call 415-349-6946
20 Thurs. (3rd), 7:30 P.M. , Santa Cruz Yiddish
Vinkl, Santa Cruz, CA Call 408-429-6214 or
e-mail TRUMBENIK@eworld.com
27 Thurs., (last) 7:30 P.M., Mame-Loshn,
Millbme, CA Call 415-697-433O

South
3 Every Mon., 1:00 P.M., Yiddish Club, 7000
Canal Blvd, New Orleans, LA CaU 504-288--0325
5 Every Wed., 2:00 P.M., Tamarac Library
Yiddish Club, Tamarac, FL, CaJ-1- 305-726--0288
6 Every Thurs., 1:15 P.M., Jewish Folk Chorus
of FAU, Boca Raton, FL Call 561-369-0057
7 Fri., 10:00 A.M., Menke Katz Leyenkrayz,
West Palm Beach FL Call 407-684-8686
10 Mon. 1(2nd), 7 :30 P.M., Fun With Yiddish,
Coconut Creek, FL Call 954-970-8007
10 Mon. 1(2nd), 10:30 A.M. , Sands Point Yiddish
Club, Tamarac, FL Call 305-722-7623
11 Tues, 1(2nd & 4th) 7:30 P.M, Wynmor Yiddish
Vinkl, Coconut Creek, Call 305,.978-9713
12 Weds. (2nd & 4th) 7:30 P.M, Yiddish Culture
Club, Coconut Creek, FL Call 954-970-8007
12 Wed. 1(2nd), Noon, Arbeter Ring Br. 1051,
Delray Beach, FL Call 954-733-3790
12 Wed. (2nd), 2:00 P.M, Palm Chase Lakes YC,
Boynton Beach, FL Call 407-738-6390
16 Sun, (3rd), 2:30 P.M, Yiddish Culture Club
Centuiry Vig W, Boca Raton, FL, 407-482-5918
17 Mon. (3rd) 1:30 P.M Circle of Yiddish Clubs
Soref JCC, Plantation, FL, Call 305-792-6700
21 Fri. (3rd), 10:00 A.M., Yiddish Vinkl
Sarasota, FL Call 941-378-5568 (Oct-May)
24 Mon. (4th) 12:30 P.M, Arbeter Ring Br 1046
Laudeirdale Lakes, FL Call 954-733-3790

Overseas
1 Every Sat., 3:00 P.M. Friends of Yiddish,
London, England Call +44 (0)171-488 3092
3 Every Mon., 8:30 P.M., Fraynt Fun Yidish,
Montevideo, Uruguay Call (5982) 925-750
3 Every Mon., 5:00 P.M. Yiddish Culture Soc.
of J e1rusalem, 10 Rechov Sholom Aleichem,
Jerusallem, Israel, Call 02-712-218
5 Every Wed., 2:30 P.M., Kadimah Meeting,
BsteFElWick-, Australia Call 61-3-523-9817
9 Sun. (2nd & 4th), 2:30 P.M., Tokyo Yiddish
Ckl-h-; JCC ef. Tekyo, Japan, Catt 0-3-3400-2559

Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye
Berel Howard is in his 50th year as conductor of the
Jewish Variety Hour on station WADS-AM, New Haven,
CT, in Yiddish. Probably the longest continuous Yiddish
radio show in existence-it airs Sundays 10-11 am. The
Greater Hartford Jewish Area holds its 3rd Annual
Conference on Yiddish Culture, March 23-25, 1997 on the
theme Yiddish Folklore. Jerry Wagner, Bloomfield, CT
Our Yiddish group, "Redt Yiddish" meets monthly
the last Tuesday at 2 P.M. in the JCC.
Albert Goldin M.D., Louisville, KY
My wife says you ought to run a singles-marriage
column with paid ads, to help support the work you do.
Why don't you put your fax number on your literature?
Max Grant, Hollywood, FL
Editor's note) No paid ads, but if a Yiddishist is looking
for a Yiddishist, why not? E-mail, yes-fax, no. Editor's
wife says, "Why not?"
I started a Jewish film discussion on the internet.
My twice a month column and the ensuing discussion are
on The Jewish Communication Network.
http://www.jcn18.com
David Notowitz, Los Angeles, CA 310-312-9955
or e-mail notowtz@leonardo.net
"Transmigrations" ("Gilgul") a CD of Yiddish
WorldBeat Soul music is at Sam the Record Man
(Canada) and Workmen's Circle. International
information is available at http:/ /www.kamea.com
Includes 26-page booklet of Yiddish, transliteration and
English. media@kamea.com
Wolf Krakowski, Box 66,
Northampton, MA. 01060
Teaching children Yiddish continues to be a pleasure.
I hope you still enjoy listening to my tape "A Fegele
Zingt". It would be great to perform in sunny California in
the winter. I hope you will be at the Yiddish Club Conference and we'll meet again. Faye Kellerstein,
Willowdale, ON Canada, Call 416-633-6558
Could you have articles written in Yiddish in der
bay. Where can we obtain some of the old "Bintl Brivs"
written in Yiddish. Some of my people remember reading
them with their mothers years ago.
Muriel Beck, Phoenix, AZ
Editor's note) 1906 was the start of this column and ended
in the 70's. There is no publication in Yiddish of these
letters. YIVO and the NY Public Library has back issues
of the Forverts.
This is the fourth year of unstructured enjoyment of
reading, speaking, listening and enjoying Yiddish. Our
group, About Yiddish, meets the 2nd and 4th Tuesdays at
1:00 P.M. We are sponsored by the Institute for Retired
Professionals. Our meetings are at the JCC in Oak Park,
MI. Co-founder, Harold Weiss, Bloomfield Hills, MI
Call 810-967-4030
We have invited Zalmen Mlotek for a series of
lecture/recitals on "100 Years of Jewish Theater Music".
He will also be at the JCCs in Palo Alto and Walnut
Creek, March 2-6, 1997. For information contact
Deborah Bernick, Piedmont, CA Call 510-597-1897

I teach a course in Yiddish discussing current events
using the "Forverts" and English Forward at the Academy
of Lifelong Learning-the Senior's Division of the Univ.
of Delaware. My book, for children ages 9-14, deals with
cultural similarities and differences between Israeli Jews
and American Jews-good reviews. Ruth Goodman,
RuthFG@aol.com
Wilmington, DE
May I, at this time, on the part of my Jewish inmates,
please ask for a year's subscription to your monthly
newsletter featuring national and international Yiddish
events. Thank you for your kind attention, and all favors.
Rabbi L. Alpern, Jewish Chplain,
Washington Correction Facility, Comstock, NY
More Yiddish dubs may wish to sell my Rosh
Hashanah cassette as a fundraiser. I enjoyed The Maid of
Ludmir and noticed a Kut(t)ner's name. Any relation? (no]
Cantor Sheldon Feinberg, 24 St Thomas Pl. Malverne, NY
Call 516-593-7327 or 516-593-1554
Our young synagogue will hold a festival June 1, 1997.
Debby Davis will be here with her San Diego based
Second Avenue Klezmer Ensemble. We are a short
distance north of Sacramento in an area well-known for its
music festivals. It would be great to have your San
Francisco area people come. Dr. Arnold Adicoff, Grass
Valley, CA Call 916•477-1904
Enclosed is a copy of our brochure for the Jewish Music
Festival, scheduled for March 2-9, 1997. During that
week, we have 2 Yiddish concerts that wiH be of
particular interest to your readers. Please place this in
your news-letter. Ursula Sherman, Berkeley/ Richmond
JCC, Berkeley, CA Call 510-848-0237
Presently I teach Yiddish to a beginning class at the
I. L. Peretz Institute, and our Yiddish group meets once a
month for the third year.
Haya Fuchs-Ravid, Vancouver, BC Canada
Max and I attended a session of the David Pinsky
Yiddish Club in Miami. Their Leader, Sara Fershko, does
such an impressive job in the Miami Beach Community. I
am forwarding the information so that you may add her
dub to your list. Sara is a remarkable lady who is giving
Max her story of how she escaped during Shoah.
Eleanor S. Robinson, Sunrise, FL
I am going to Costa Rica with the American Jewish
Congress. There will be time to contact any Yiddish connections you have and would appreciate the necessary
information. Last year you sent me the name of a contact,
but there was no time. This time I'm returning because of
my interest in Biology and to become knowledgeable about
Yiddish there. Lillian Feldman, Syracuse, NY
I'm 16 years old. 1 go to Bialik High School. I'm in
grade 11 and graduate this year. When I got your letter I
was very surprised. I had no idea that there were this
many people involved in Yiddish culture. I think it's
great that you started a newsletter documenting
Yiddish events . It helps keep the Yiddish language
alive. I did not have time to respond because I was
overloaded with exams.
Jai:ett Aaron- jar-ett.aaron@Bialik.NetAxis.qc.ca
Bialik High- Seheol, Montreal, PQ Canada

Vegn lemsistem ''Yidish a lebedike shprakh"
by Arn Krishtalke

The Jewish Education Council of Montreal
and the Jewish People's and Peretz Schools of
Montreal proudly announce the publication
of Yiddish a Living Language, Part B, (yidish
a lebedike shprach, teil beys), by Shlfra Shtern
Krishtalka.
Yiddish a Living Language, published in
three volumes, is a guide and resource book
for the teaching and learning of Yiddish as a
second language. it provides a culturally rich
curriculum, teaching methods and classroom
materials, integrated in 189 demonstration
lessons and pedagogical aids, complete with
stories, songs, games, puzzles, and exercises,
all in idiomatic Yiddish. The three volumes
span the school year, the seasons, and the cycle
of Jewish holy days and festivals.
Volume 1 appeared in 1992. It covers the
Autumn season, Rosh Hashana, Yorn Kippur,
Succoth, and the arrival of winter.
Volume 2, lessons 36 to 114, continues and
develops the themes of volume 1, and runs
from before Chanukah to Purim. Volume 3 is
scheduled to appear in 1997.
Volume 2, published by the Jewish
People's & Peretz Schools of Montreal, is
available from: Yiddish A Living Language,
5563 Oakwood Avenue,
Montreal, QC, Canada, H4W 2A8.
telephone:
(514) 489-0403 or (514) 731-0624;
or e-mail:
akrishtalka@dawsoncollege.qc.ca
vol. 1 or vol. 2, one copy, $25.00
vol. 1 and vol. 2, the set, $40.00
plus postage: in Canada, $4.50 per copy; to
U.S.A., $5.50; overseas, $10.20.
der yidisher dertsiungs rat fun montreal
un di yidishe folks un peretz shuln in
montreal hobn dem koved tsu anonsirn di
dershaynung fun "yidish a lebedike shprakh",
teyl beys, fun shifre shtern krishtalke.
der lern program yidish a lebedike
shprakh, aroysgegebn in dray teylnr iz a
moderner metodish pedagogisher lern sistem

tsum lernen kinder fun yedn elter yidish als a
tsveyte shprach. der program nemt arum dos
gantse shul yor - tsen khadoshim lernen-mit
zyn seder fun 189 lektsies, greyte lern
materialn, shpiln, mayses, lider, un ibungen
far di shiler un dem lerer, alts in mame loshn.
durkh zayn seder hayom un zayne temes-shule, heym, yomtoyvim, tsaytn fun yor, der
droysn, arbet, oyneg shabes - bazorgt der
program dem lerer un dem shiler mit a
durkhoys yidisher un kulturel rykher
dertsiung in der yidisher shprakh.
te-yl alef, dershinen in 1992, nemt aryn di
ershte 36 lektsies, fun harbst biz erev vinter,
fun rosh hashone biz nokh sukess, vi oykh di
arynfirn tsum program vegn gramatik,
vokabular, tematik, lem· praktik un alerley
materialn.
der teyl bays zetst for dem seder biz lektsie
114, geyendik du-1'.kh dem vintel'., fu.n far
khanuke- biz erev purim.
teyl giml, lektsies 115 biz 189, nemt arum
dem £reeling un zumer, purim, pesakh, di
shoa, lagboymer, shvues,_ un sof shulyor, un
darf deshlnen free in yer 1997.
zikh ayntsushafrr ytdish a lebedike
shprakh, oder mit nokhfragn, vendt zikh
durkh dem internets tsu:
akrishtalka@dawsoncollege.qc.ca
oder telefonish tsu:
freydl wisener, (514) 489-0403, vi oikh tsu:
am krishtalke (514) 73-1-0624,
oder durkh der post tsu:
Yiddish A Living Language,
5563 Oakwood Avenue,
Montreal, QC, Canada, H4W 2A8.
der farkoyf fun di tsvey teyln darf dekn di
oysg.abn oyf drukn un aynbindn:
teyl A un teyl B tsuzamen kostn $40.00. teyl A
oder- teyl B, eyn kopie, kost $25.00. ·
git tsu postgelt, far yeder kopie: $4.50 in
kanade, $5.50 in di fareynikte shtatn, $10.20
oyser tsofn amerike.
ir zayt mit dank gebetrr tsu batsoln mit a post
onvayzung oder a tshek, oysgeshribn letoyves:
S. Krishtalka, un tsu shikn ayer ayntsol mit
ayer bashtelung tsu dem. oybn dermontn
adres.
mit frayntlekhn grus,

From Our New Orleans Contact
Fannie Yokor

It was disheartening to read that here and
there (Texas and Cincinnati) Yiddish groups
are going out of existence. But that fact has
prompted me to write and tell about our Yiddish
group in New Orleans that has been ongoing for
better than ten years.
It is amazing that in a "farvorfn vinkl" like
New Orleans, embedded as it is in the Deep
South, that there should be a viable Yiddish
group that meets-not monthly, but weekly.
Our sessions always begin with a bit of
humor (that the students supply). It sets a tone.
Most of our work is in transliteration, but that
doesn't prevent us from filling our programs
with (and thereby learning, Yiddish) Yiddish
songs-folk songs, holiday songs, and theatrical
songs. We also discuss the lives and influences
of the authors of these compositions (Gebirtig,
Manger, Sutzkever, etc.).
From time to time I present excerpts from
the Yiddish edition-the Forverts. We enjoy
learning some of the delightful, pungent idioms
and sayings that embroider our Yiddish. We
develop dialogs that we practice and dramatize.
And we keep all our work (yes, homework too)
in organized binders.
But most of all we have a good time, and
there has developed among us a camaraderie
that is unique. I hope this will be of interest to
readers of der bay. Maybe there are other stories
about other groups.
Response to February Article
Lin Schlossman

As the founder of the Cincinnati Yiddish
group, I was saddened to see the so-final notice
that the group is now defunct, although I knew
it had been fading since I left Cincinnati 2 years
ago. I would like to correct several impressions.
I started the group in February 1987, and it
was a vital source of Yiddish enjoyment for
over 8 years. We had a wonderful time with
conversations, discussions, lectures, readings,
films, games, singing-everything in Yiddish.
Ida Selavan was generous in helping to
create programs for the group, and other
members also assisted me by presenting an
occasional program.

When the group began, we had no Russian
members. They joined us several years later.
They were interested and interesting, enthusiastic, delightful additions to our club. Our
programs, however, were entireley in Yiddish
and created for all groups.
The Hebrew Union College Library in
Cincinnati has a vast collection of Yiddish
books and periodicals-a valuable and accessible
resource for material for a club. It's a pity that nc
one is keeping the club alive. 1t was unique in
Cincinnati and its loss has left a void.
Call for Papers

The American Association of Professors of
Yiddish will be holding its annual conference
at the Annual Convention of the Modern
Languages Assn. Dec. 27-30, 1997 in Toronto,
Proposals must be submitted by March 15,
1997. These are in three areas.
Yiddish Literature: "Yiddish Writers: New
Perspectives". Send proposals to Joseph Landis,
48 Eastwood Lane, Valley Stream, NY 11581.
American Jewish Literature: "North
American Jewish writers: A Closer Look" Send
proposals to Adam Fuerstenberg, 90 Charlton
Blvd., N. York, Ontario, M2M 1B9, CANADA
MLA Yiddish Discussion Group: "Issues in
Translating Yiddish Literature". Send
proposals to Michael Taub, 3001 Henry Hudson
Parkway, Bronx, NY 10463
Membership in AAPY is only $20 and
includes a subscription to Yiddish. Send check
to Prof. Landis (above) made out to AAPY
Yiddish Stories
Cara Jane Jacoby cjacoby@knox.edu

Various people suggested contacting you
about a project that I'm working on here at Knm
College, Galesburg IL. I'm curious about Yiddisl
storytelling and how these stories were passed
on throughout the years. Have any of you been
told Yiddish stories, in Yiddish or English, by
your parents or grandparents? How were they
told to you? Have you passed them on?
I wish to chat with anyone via e-mail about
their experiences. Also, if the stories have not
been told to you, is there a reason why? For
example, assimilation, or that just wasn't something that your family did, etc. Thanks for help
or suggestions of literature that you can offer!

Hermetically Sealed Communities
Mendele

Yiddish in Missoula, Montana

Michael Steinlauf

In recent Mendele postings, there's been
talk of pre-Holocaust Jewish communities as
hermetically sealed from the surrounding nonJewish world. I beg to differ. This is an especially
important point because it plays into stereotypes
of pre-Holocaust East European Jewish life that
seem prevalent even among us Mendelyaner.
Let's remember that by the 1930's, most East
European Jews did not live in shtetlekh but in
the largest cities. So in Poland, for example, no
more than forty percent of Jews lived in
shtetlekh, while about one-half of all Jews lived
in the largest cities such as Warsaw, Vilna,
Lublin, Lodz, etc. where they made up about
one-thirdof the total population. And even in
shtetlekh, they were going to Polish public
schools, serving on the town council, etc. So to
speak of Jews being hermetically sealed off from
non-Jews in such situations clearly makes no
sense.
Even in pre-modern Jewish communities
it doesn't make much sense. Look through
Max Weinreich's "History of the Yiddish
Language". You will find mountains of truly
fascinating evidence documenting multi-faceted
inter-relations between Jews and their nonJewish neighbors. This is important because it
goes to the heart of what allowed Jews to survive for so long, that is, what a successful
diaspora culture is all about. Diaspora is about
carrying your borders with you wherever you
go. But these have to be permeable. You have to
let some of what's outside in because if not you
will stifle. If you let too much of the outside in
you will disappear.
The trick, and one the East European Jews
were masters of, was knowing how to let just
enough in to adapt, to respond, to remain
creative. What was allowed in was "faryidisht,"
so that, in one of endless examples, the
Ukrainian peasant song became a holy hasidic
nign. Taking -- just enough but not too much
from co-territorial cultures was not just an
important aspect of traditional culture, but the
key to its success. This then can segue into
discussions about the multi-cultural world we
increasingly live in; that is, once again one can
do worse than learn from "undzere yidelekh."

Born of immigrant parents (Russia and
Ukraine) I was raised in the Bronx where I
completed high school. We moved to South.
California in '37 where I attended UCLA, then
received my B.S. at Berkeley. I served in the
U.S. Army in WWII, then returned to Berkeley
for my Ph.D. in Botany. In 1949 I joined the
faculty at the Univ. of Montana in Missoula,
where I taught until my retirement in 1991.
My wife, Florence, and I tried to give our
five children an appreciation of Jewish tradition and culture; our older son, Bert, who lived
in Chapel Hill, NC, leads a klezrner group
there. About fifteen years ago I organized a
small folksong group, with instrumentals,
and on and off since then, we have played for
ourselves, as well as for special occasions, such
as Bar and Bas Mitzvahs, weddings and comm unity gatherings. We have.more recently
kept a Yiddish club going, which has included
language instruction.
There is interest in my forthcoming
Yiddish language classes. In 1996 a booklet of
my poems (27 pp.) titled "Yippie Yi Yiddish"
(from the "Broncs" to the Big Sky) appeared.
Most of the poems celebrate the Jewish experience, including my own, in the American
West, and are written in "cowboy" style. The
booklet retails for $2.95.
More recently, I have published a 116 page
book. "Passing in Constantsa" (and Other Tales
of Eastern Europe in Change) based on experiences on eight visits to Eastern Europe from
1971-1994. Our total residence was for two years
over that time period, mainly in Romania,
Bulgaria, the Soviet Union and Russia. These
were scientific exchange visits between those
countries and the U.S. National Academy of
Sciences and the Fulbright programs. The book
retails for $9.95 and a 20% shipping charge.
They can be ordered from the UC Bookstore, University of Montana, Missoula, MT
59812 (406-243-4921, ext. 611, Attention: Keith
Hardin) or directly from me at 400 University
A venue, Missoula, MT 59801 (406--549-9408).
Meyer Chessin
Division of Biological Sciences
The University of Montana (406) 243-2617

Columbia Summer Yiddish Program

It's time to begin thinking about intensive
summer Yiddish programs. One of the most
popular and prestigious is the Uriel Weinreich
Program in Yiddish Language, Literature and
Culture. From June 23-August 1, 1997 this
program will be held at Columbia University
in New York City, This program is cosponsored
by YIVO affording you the opportunity of the
foremost Yiddish library and archives.
Apply for the available scholarships by
March 25, 1997. Notification occurs in a month
so you have time to see if you can afford
this extremely rewarding learning experience.
As for the program itself, it is held at four
levels making it easier to fit into the proper
level for each student. In the mornings formal
classes are held, and they are augmented with
workshops in the afternoons. A Reading Skills
Workshop is recommended for beginners
with no knowledge of the Yiddish alphabet. In
addition there is a two-week refresher course.
Both will be held just prior to the start of the
regular program.
A look at the list of teachers reads like
a Who's Who in the Yiddish world. Master
teachers Mordkhe Schaechter, Avrom
Nowersztern, Pesach Fiszman, and Sheva
Zucker lead an array of top Yiddish teachers.
Afternoon workshops are taught by an
equally talented group including; Michael
Alpert, Adina Cimet, Adrienne Cooper,
Zalmen Mlotek, and Perl Teitelbaum.
Jeffrey Salant will again be in charge of
the entire summer programs. He is located
at the YIVO headquarters at 555 West 57th
Street, Suite 1100, New York, NY 10019. Call
(2120 246-6080 or for those who have access
to e-mail, YIVOsummer@aol.com.
Other excellent summer Yiddish college
courses will be held in Paris, Oxford, London,
Jerusalem, and Bar Han. As information is
received on their programs, they will be
written up in these issues.
Decisions on whether to attend a university program or to go to one of the shorter,
cheaper, and less rigorous institutes, conferences or camps is a personal matter which
should be based on time, ability to pay, and
level of interest.

A Great Yiddish Club/Class Idea

Eric Gordon, Director of the Workmen's
Circle Southern California Region, has a
wonderful program on 100 Yiddish words.
Variations of this idea have been used
successfully in both a vinkl setting and as a
teaching tool in Yiddish classes at all levels.
One variation is to come in with a numbered list already prepared. On one side are the
Yiddish words and on the other side are the
English words. Both columns may be scrambled or placed in alphabetical order. The idea
is to match the numbered column with the
corresponding word in the opposite column.
A second variation is to start from scratch.
Ask the class/ dub to suggest words which
they think are the 100 most important Yiddish
words to know. Then the discussion hinges on
who is using these words. A child at play has a
different set of needs than a tourist. A homemaker likewise has a need for a different set
of key words than a businessman.
A variation on the second variation is to
have the group come up with English words
which would be the key words and then have
them look-up the Yiddish equivalents. This
could be done in conjunction with a dictionary
exercise. Too little emphasis has been placed on
dictionary oriented activities. There are severaJ
good dictionaries (also in Romanization for
those who do not know the Hebrew alphabet)
which may be used. It is one thing to be able to
say the oysyes as one does the sing-song ABCs,
but knowing them well enough to look up
words quickly, is another matter. Have a copy
of the alphabet handy. A sheet with the letters
both in script and cursive with the names of
each letter on it will be an excellent aid.
Many words have more than one meaning,
so be prepared for a discussion and the discussion is more important than the fine line as to
which is the better word.
A look at other foreign language books
shows that there are universal words which
are key in any language. Surely among them
are the courtesy words like please and thanks.
Then come the JournaJist's question words;
who, what, where, when, why, how, and how
much/many.
Send us your list!
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Fourth Conference of the International Association of Yiddish Clubs (IAYC)
This information is a reprint from last month. Mame-Loshn 97 hosts the (IV) IAYC. It is
scheduled for May 22nd - May 26th, 1997. It includes dinner Thursday night and lunch on Monday.
Sacred Heart University is in Fairfield, Connecticut, 90 minutes from New York City near
Bridgeport, CT. It has modem facilities and a new sports hall that should be open by the conference.
Nearby there are several synagogues. Food will be vegetarian, dairy, and kosher. There is a Jewish
Home for the Elderly on the grounds. The university will use the Home's food vendors, and has
ordered new dishes for the conference.
Rooms are double-occupancy with shared bathrooms. It is typically 3 rooms to a bathroom
-separate bathrooms for men and women. They have a few apartments for families or groups of 4
or more. The buildings have elevators and are secure. The buildings with apartments do not have
elevators.
Pricing (US$) for Yiddish club members & non-members: For a private room add $36.00
Yiddish Group Members Non-Members of a Yiddish Group
Prior to 2/28/97 $250
$250
3/1-3/31 $275
$325
4/1-5/10 $325
$325
Children 4-12
$36
13-17 $100
Student/ college/ work study/ scholarship may be available $100
Cancellation Policy: Entire refund except for a $25 charge/person until May 10, 1996. The above
includes 3 meals a day, all programming, taxes and tips. If you cannot stay in a dorm, there is a
motel 5 minutes away. You have to make separate arrangements with the motel, and for the
conference will be charged commuter rate $180, ($140 WC members).
TRANSPORTATION: Sacred Heart Univ. is reached by Amtrak, car or bus. We will have a bus
($20 each way) from La Guardia & Kennedy airports and from the Workmen's Circle building
Thurs. May 22nd and pickups from the local train station in Bridgeport Thurs. and Fri. afternoons.

Registration Application
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Return with check (payable to Mame-Loshn, to WC Book Center 45 E. 33rd St. NY, NY 10016)
Name/s ___________ ___ ____ ___ _____ ___________________________________ _
Address

--------------------------------------------------------------

City ________________ State/Province _____ __ Zip ______________Country _________ _
Phone _______________ Fax _______________ E-mail _________________________ _
Member of the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Yiddish Group. Not a Group Member_
Please circle proper answer-I attended/ did not attend a previous Yiddish Club Conference
You

should

know

that

I/ we ________________________________________________ _

I plan to arrive on_ _ _ _ _I'll need bus transportation ($20 each way per person) _ __
I plan to arrive Wed. (Dinner available and all day Thursday, add $50 per person)_ _ __ _
Amount enclosed: _ _ _ _ Based on date check is received. Note dates when prices chan~e.

If you have a question, call 1-800-922-2558 ext 285 or email stdowling@aol.com or ruvn@aol.com

Yiddish Club of Leisure World: Laguna Hills
by Stanley Bunyan

Our Dynamic Yiddish Club has 300 paying
members, and meets every Sunday at 9:45 am.
On March 2, 1997 we'll have the Twentieth Anniversary Memorial Concert for Sidor
Belarsky. An acquaintance of Belarsky, Cantor
Jeff Cohen, will perform for us. Also present
will be Belarsky's daughter Isabel coming in
from New York.
Other programs include Malke Shaw who
performs and lectures on Yiddish music., She
is a walking encyclopedia of Yiddish songs,
and an expert on old Workmen's Circle songs.
Johana Cooper, West Coast director of the
NYBC speaks on the topic of the many new
achievements and projects of the National
Yiddish Book Center. We look forward to the
new building to be dedicated this summer.
Charlotte Chafran does a magnificent
presentation in her Reminiscing of the
Yiddish Theater, and Sabell Bender has a
Multi-Media Presentation on the History
of the Yiddish Theater.
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Charlotte Institute-1997
by Baila Pransky

The Charlotte Institute announces its
nineteenth season at the beautiful Wildacres
Retreat, Little Switzerland, North Carolina
from August 14-17, 1997 featuring guest
speakers, performers, Yiddish classes, workshops, giflt and book shop, daily and Shabbes
services, outstanding southern hospitality and
much mo:re. To place your name on the
Institute's mailing list or call:
Baila Pransky, coordinator, at 704-366-5564
or write t•D the Charlotte Institute at:
Shalom P.ark, 5007 Providence Road,
Charlotte, NC 28226.
To seE~ the growing lists of Yiddish events
included iin your monthly calendar is to
realize the exciting growth of the Yiddish
movement throughout the world.
Editor's note) Of all the summer programs,
this long-time program, has the most
beautiful surroundings. Particulars for the
presenters and performers will be included in
a near future issue.

The Golden Gate to the World-Wide Yiiddish Community
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Der Redaktor
Please look under your address on the back
page. It shows the date you last contributed.
If it has been a year already, please, contribute
again. Send correspondence and contributions
to the editor's home-It will reach him faster.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers,
gigs programs, translators, and help for beginners online. There is no listing charge. "Fishl"
Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA
94403, is your editor. Horne phone (415) 3496946, E-mail to: FISHL@WELL.COM Make
checks for chai ($18) payable to der bay.
As a clearinghouse, der bay has The Yiddish
Network, TYN (176 people in cities in every
state in the U.S. and in 26 other countries all
over the world, the largest updated, international list of Yiddish teachers, clubs, and
Klezmer groups. Other lists are; translators,
radio announcers, and computer mavens.
Last month's issue had articles referring to
upcoming sum.mer Yiddish programs at the
Charlotte Institute and Columbia University.
This month we add Prof. Itzhok Niborski's
Paris program. It received very high marks
from our U. S. attendees. This, of course, in
addition to our May 22-26 great, rv Conference
of the International Association of Yiddish
Clubs to be held in Fairfield, Connecticut. Did
you remember to send in your reservation?
Other worthwhile programs later this year
are the ever-popular Yiddish summer programs
at Cirlcle Lodge sponsored by the Workmen's
Circle, The Summer Yiddish institute at Bar Dan
which will have Dr. David Fishman, the second
Klezkanada (which doubled their expected
attendance last year) in the Laurentians, and of
course Helen Schechtman' s Annual So£ Vokh,
sponsored by the Chicago JCC.
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Second Annual Paris Summer University
Prograrn in Yiddish Language & Literature

If this year's program matches last year's
start, the Yiddish world will have yet another
wonderful choice for advanced education. It is
important to get feedback from attendees, and
your editor receives them regularly from many
of our reader's. This information is sent back to
the institllltes.
For a start, Prof. Itzhok Niborski leads an
internationally renowned list of teachers which
also includes Sonia Pinkusowitz of Brussels.
Prof. Niborski has taught at several universities
and instit1L1tes in the United States. He is surely
one of the: top Yiddish teachers in the world.
This is in .addition to the famous Medero
Biblotheque and Association pour l'Etude et la
Diffusion de la Culture Yiddish.
This SulilUiler University in Yiddish Language and Literature Institute is given in
conjunction with the great Center for JewishAmerican Studies-English Department at the
University of Paris VII-Denis Diderot.
Being held from July 7-25, 1997, this program has lectures in Yiddish and French.
Lectures and workshops will cover language,
literature, theater, singing as well as writing.
Similar to the programs at both Oxford and
Columbia there will be multiple ability levels.
In Paris there will be four levels of instruction
with the two advanced courses conducted
entirely in Yiddish.
Tuition is 3,000 French francs and only 2300
French francs for students. For additional
information and application contact:
AEDCY-Universite d'ete, B.P. 3256
75122 Pariis Cedex 03, FRANCE
Telephone or fax 33-142 7130 07
e-mail medem@club-intemet.fr

internatsionaler kalendar

National Center for Jewish Film (NCJF)
Anita Weiner ncjf@logos.cc.brandeis.edu

April
1 Every Tues, 7:30 P.M, San Francisco Jewish
Folk Chorus, SF JCC, Call 4 15-239-6785
2 Wed., Noon, U of CT Yiddish Tish, Alan
Davidson, Lecture, Storrs, CT Call 860-486-2271
3-13 Yiddish Festival, Brave Old World, Zalmen
Mlotek, JCC Houston, TX Call 713-772-3036
4-6 Fri.-Sun., Institute for Yiddish Culture,
Miami Beach, FL Call 954-974-3429
6 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Nassau
County Yiddish Vinkl, East Meadow,
Long Island NY Call 516-681-1465
6 Sun., 7:30 P.M, Odyssey Through Jewish
Music, Faye Kellerstein, Ottawa, Canada,
Call 416-633-6558
6 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Third Seder, Friends of
Yiddish, New York City, Call 212-666-6244
9 Wed., 12:15 P.M, Songs of the Syngogue,
yidish un loshen koydesh,Y osl Kurland,
Greenfield, MA Call 413-773-5018
11 Fri., Brave Old World, UCLA Center for
the Arts, Los Angeles, CA Call 310-825-2101
13 Sun., Dr. Barney Zumoff, 64th Annual
Traditional Cultural Seder, Workmen's Circle,
New York, NY Call 800-922-2558
13 Sun., 8:00 P.M., Bernard Mendelovic,
Friends of Yiddish, Toronto, Canada
Call 416-787-0526
13 Sun., 11:00 A.M., Yale Strom, at Yiddishkayt
Los Angeles, CA 213-962-1976
13, 27 Sun. (2nd & 4th), 2:30 PM, Tokyo Yiddish
Club, JCC of Tokyo, Japan, Call 03-3400-2559
16 Wed., Noon, University of Connecticut
Yiddish Tish, Storrs, CT Call 860-486-2271
16 Wed., 1:00 P.M., Gomelsky & Gladisheva
Yiddish Club, Belmont, CA Call 415-349-6946
19 Sat., 2:30 P.M, Santa Monica Music
Festival K.lazzj K.lezmer Band, Yale Strom,
Santa Monica, CA Call 213-962-1976
19 Sat., 8:30 P.M., Festival of Yiddish Film,
The Dybbuk, Dr. Michael Steinlauf discussion
afterwards, Pbjladelphia, PA Call 215-844-1507
19-20 Sat.-Sun., (Film) Carpati, Museum of Fine
Arts, Houston, TX Call 310-312-9955
20 Sun., 1:00 P.M, Yiddish Seder, Yiddish Club,
Indjanapolis, IN Call 317-251-9467
20 Sun., 7:30 P.M., Cafe Kasrilevke, Holocaust
Memorial, Rockville, MD Call 301-230-3756
25 Fri., 1:30 P.M., Laughter & Song with a
Yiddish Tam , Meyer Zaremba, Luzerne
Point Yiddish Club, Call 561-439-4736
26 Sat., 5:00 P.M., Malke Shaw, WC Third
Seder, San Francisco, CA Call 415-349-6946
27 Sun., 11:30 A.M., Concert, Yosl Kurland &
Peggy Davis, Mjnn_, MN Call 612-377-8330
30 Wed., Noon, University of Connecticut
Yiddish Tish, Storrs, CT Call 860-486-2271

NCJF is a non-profit film archive, resource
center, and distributor established in 1976 to
preserve the cinematogr aphic records o f the
Jewjsh experience. With over 12,000 reels of
film, NCJF is the largest Jewish film arch:ve
outside of Israel, and with 250 titles in a circulating collection, the handler of the world's
largest collection of Jewish-themed film.
Best know for our restoration of classic
Yiddish feature films, the NCJ.F collection
includes films/videos on a variety of topics,
including: Israel, Sephardim, women,
Holocaust, immigration and Hollywood
features wi th Jewish subjects.
The main activity of NCJF is film restoration and, 28 Yiddish featur e films have been
restored. Film and video rentals and video
sales are ways we raise funds for this endeavor.
Screenings are an opportunity to enjoy the
Center 's classic Jewish films. The NCJF rents
film and video for class-room/ p ublic viewing
and sells video-tape.
To receive a catalogs and fiilm lists, send us
your postal address. Catalogs are free within the
United States; Canada and Mexico send $3.00
(US); All other countries please send $6.00 (US).
The National Center for Jewislh Film
Brandeis Univ. - Lown 102
Waltham, MA 02254
phone: 617-899-7044
email: ncjf@logos.cc.brandeis.edu
Among the list of Yiddish films are:
A Day in Warsaw
American Matchmaker
An Appeal to the Jews of the VVorld
Cantor on Trial
Catskill Honeymoon
Children Must Laugh
East and West
His Wife's Lover
Flames in the Ashes
Long is the Road
Overture to Glory
The Bent Tree
The Cowboy
The Dybbuk

"Di grine katshke" (The Green Duck),

It is an anthology of Yiddish animal-songs
for children, and will feature a menagerie of
two dozen "lider". The songs have been
researched and will be performed by singers
and instrumentalists renowned for their work
in klezmer music and Yiddish education.
"Di grine katshke" features folksongs
learned from family members, long out-ofprint recordings and historical documents,
and compositions by such beloved writers as
Yehoash, Aliza Greenblatt, Mikhi Gelbart, and
Ben Yemen, and delightful children's songs by
contemporary Yiddish poet Beyle SchaechterGottesman.
The CD features performances by
Lorin Sklamberg (Klezmatics lead singer) and
Paula Teitelbaum (singer and innovative
native-Yiddish-speaking educator), Lauren
Brody (original accordionist/pianist with
Kapelye) and Jeff Warschauer (guitarist/
mandolinist with Boston's Klezmer
Conservatory Band), and guest artists
Adrienne Cooper (lead singer, Kapelye) and
Henry Sapoznik (founder, Kapelye).
ln conjunction with the release of the CD,
Living Traditions will publish an 80-page
songbook featuring all the material on the
recording in musical transcriptions, enhanced
by original illustrations by papercutting wizard
Adam Whiteman, plus games related to the
theme of the collection. Jeffrey Shandler will
provide the translations and historical
annotations in the booklet and songbook.
The CD and book can be used separately
or together by parents, teachers and kids as
a valuable introduction to the songs and the
culture that created them. Living Traditions
is looking for sponsors for this project.
For pre-production ordering or sponsorship info, ca11, e-mail, or write to:
Living Traditions Suite 514
430 West 14th Street
New York, New York 10014
Telephone: 1-212-691-1272
Henry Sapoznik: sapoznik@aol.com
Living Traditions will also be presenting: Spring
KlezKamp'97 -- Russia - March 1997 Winter
K1ezKamp'97 -- USA -- December 1997

New: En~;lish-Yiddish Glossary and Verb Key

The Glossary and Verb Key accompany
the textbook Yiddish: an Introduction to the
Language, Literature & Culture by Sheva Zucker.
The Glossary has all the vocabulary used in
Volumes I and II, approximately 2,500 words. Fot
easy reference, each entry is accompanied by the
number of the lesson in which it first appears.
Each noun is accompanied by the appropriate artidei and by the plural form, each verb by its
past participle and auxiliary verb, and each
adjective by any irregular comparative and
superlative forms. Loshn-koydesh words are
transliterated to aid pronunciation. A handy
glossary for owners of the book Yiddish or for
those in search of a basic, manageable EnglishYiddish dlictionary.
The Verb Key contains all the verbs used
in Volumes I and II of Yiddish, approximately
500. Each verb is listed with its infinitive, first
person singular present tense as well as any
irregularities in the present, past participle and
accompanying auxiliary verb, first person future
tense, preisent participle, and English translation. Some dialectical variations are listed as
well. Thei Glossary and Verb Key may be purchased separately or with the Answer Key to
satisfy your needs.
The Answer Key provides the answers to all
the exercises in Yiddish and is an indispensable
aid both for self-study and for your classroom
instruction.
Cost of combined Answer Key, Glossary and
Verb Key:: $6.25---postage $2.25.
Sheva Zucker, 1114 Iredell St. Durham, NC
27705. Inquiries: 919 286-3628
E mail sc.zucker @aol.com
Also available: Eight audio-cassettes, the
complete companion to the book Yiddish:
an Introduction to the Language, Literature
& Culture, includes Dialect Cassette! A vilde
metsie, $30 plus $4 postage.
Dr. Sheva Zucker was the feature Yiddish
writer for der bay during 1995. As a native
Canadian she had the Yiddish heritage deeply
inbedded in her upbringing. She has taught at
several universities. The last being at Duke.

Vort ba VortMaterials for [Yiddish] Beginners

Vort ba Vort - materyaln far onheybers, fun
khanan bordin, iz a nay bukh fun der serye
"shtaplen in yidish-limed", fun dem hebreyishn universitet in yerushalayim, farlag
Magnes. der redaktor fun serye iz novershtern,
un di redaktsye-kolegn zaynen turnyanski,
yitskhok niborski, un dovid roskes. in dem
araynfir vort, vert oykh mordkhe shekhter
badankt farn durkhkukn di materyaln.
dos nay bukh anthalt a serye vikhtike sp
materyaln vos kenen vern banutst say fun dem
onheyber, un say far mer avansirte. materyaln
dinen vi a tsogob tsu uriel vaynraykhs koledzh
yidish [College Yiddish) vos vert genutst vi a
hoypt lern-tekst in a sakh universitetn. loyt
dem mekahber: "ot der khiber darf ... batrakht
vern koydem kol vi a hoysofe tsu uriel
vaynraykhs !em bukh, un efsher oykh vi
materyaln far a nayem bukh far onheybers ..."
dos bukh fun 232 zaytn, mit a veykhn tovl
hot 4 teyln: lernvarg; dugmes fun ekzames;
leyenvarg; kompozitsyes fun studentn.
di same greste teyl inem lernvarg kapitl, iz
materyal vegn gramatik (zikh-verbn; perifrastshe verbn; feminine sufiksn bay substantivn; un nokh an erekh 10 temes). bordin git
oykh etlekhe interesante geografishe informatsyes mit mapes, un etlekhe zaytn fun
tabeles un bamerkungen (mit bayshpiln) fun
dialektishe untershidn fun fonetik, gramatik
un leksik tsvishn klal-yidish, tsofn-yidish,
dorem-mizrekh- yidish, un tsentral-yidish.
der tsveyter teyl funem bukh, bashteyt fun
bayshpiln fun fir ekzames farn student far
yidish oyf dem universitet nivo.
in dem tritn teyl (leyenvarg), gefinen mir
deriker lider un poemes fun bakante shriftshtelers vi nadir, gebirtig un bialik. a reye
manger poemes vern gebrakht fun di tsiklen
"megile-lider" un "rut", etlekhe zaytn fun
materyal mit dem sovetishn oysleyg un
materyaln vegn khurbn vern oykh gegebn.
a spetsyel derfrishndiker teyl iz der letster,
vu mir antplekn di gefiln un makhshoves fun
di talmidim aleyn, in zeyer sheyne kurtse
mayses, mit afile an iberzetsung fun dem
populern hebreyishn kinder-lid: "farvos trogt di
zebra a pidhzame?"

Vort ba Vort - [Word by Word] Materials for
Beginners, by Hanan Bordin, is a new book in the S<'rics
"shtaplen in yidish-limed" [Phases in the study of
Yiddish], from Hebrew University in Jerusalem, Magnes
Press . T he editor of the series is Avrom Novershtern,
and the editorial board consists of Khave Turnyanski,
Yitskhok Niborski, and David Roskics. In the introduction, Mordkhe Schaechter is also thanked for looking

over the mateiials.
The new book h as a series of important m aterials
which can be used by beginners as well as advanced
students, alike. The materials also serve as an addition
to Uriel Weinreich's "College Yiddish". According to
the author: [My translation-LB] "This work should ... be
considered first as an addition to Uriel Weinreich's study
book, and possibly also as materials for a new book for
b eginners... "
The soft-covered book of 232 pages is in four parts:
study material; examination examp.les; reading material;
student compositions.
The largest section of the s tudy materials chapter,
concerns grammar ("zikh" -reflexive- verbs; perifrastic
verbs; feminine suffixes for substantives; and about another
ten subjects). Bordin also presents various very interesting
geographical data with maps, and several pages of tables
and commentary (with examples) of dialectic differences
in phonetics, grammar, and lexicon between Standard
Yiddish ("klal Yiddish"}, No rthern Yiddish, SouthEastern Yiddish, and Central Yiddish.
The second part of the book contains examples of four
examinations for students of Yiddish at the University
level.
In the third part, we are presented with mostly songs
and poems b y well known writers such as Nadir, Gebirtig
and Bialik. A series of Manger poems from the "Megilelider" and "Rut", several pages of materials in the Soviet
Yiddish spelling system, as well as several pages of
material on the Holocaust arc also included.
An especially refreshing section is the final part,
where we discover the feelings and thoughts of the
students themselves, in very nice short stories and even a
translation of the popular Hebrew children's song: "Why
does a zebra wear a pyjama"?
The book is entirely in Yiddish, except for eight
pages of translation exercises from English and Hebrew,
and four pages of a list of Linguistic terminology (YiddishH ebrew-English).

The book costs 43 Shekels / dos bukh kost 43
shekel (plus post) And can be ordered from: /
dem bukh ken men bashteln fun:
Magnes Press,
P.O.Box 7695,
Jerusalem. 91076. Israel.
FAX/ telekopirer: 972-2-563-3370
by one of TYN Israeli contacts
Leybl Botvinik, Netanya, Israel
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Circle of Yiddlsh Clubs in Florida
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary
by Meyer Zaeremba

Address delivered in honor of Sonny
Landesman- Founder, Coordinator and the
Inspirational Force behind the success of the
Circle of Yiddish Clubs.
Tayere Sonny:
Geveyntlakh, ven men git a mentshn op
koved far zayn tetikayt, far zayne dergreykhungn, drikt men oys a vuntsh az er oder zi
zol lang, Jang ongeyn mit di arbet un leybn biz
(vi lang?) a hundert un tsvontsik.Ober dos tsu
zogn veygn aykh Sonny, volt nit geveyn akurat.
Farvos? Vayl loyt mayn rekhenung, Sonny,
un alevay vayter, un nokh vayter Jeybstu shoyn
asakh lenger fun a hundert un tsvonstig yor.
Nu, meygst freygn, "Vi Iigt di khokhme in aza
rekhenung?" Vel ikh aykh geybn tsu farshteyn.
Ir hot ale gehert fun Einstein's Teoriye Fun
Relativity. Dos iz a teoriye vos halt az tsayt iz
nit statik; tsayt iz relativ. Nu, ikh hob bashafn
der Zaremba Teoriye Fun Relativity, khotsh
emes gezogt, men zukht mir nit oys kedey mir
tsu geyben a Nobel Prize derfar. Un mayn
teoriye freygt di frage, "Vi azoy rekhent men
tsayt?"
Nu, men ken avade rekhenen tsayt azoy
vi der zeyger geyt. 60 minit in a sho, 24 shoen
in a tog, 365 teyg in a yor, un azoy vayter. Ober,
un du ligt di khokhme in der Zaremba Teoriye
Fun Relativity, men ken oykhet rekhenen tsayt
durkh vos a mentsh hot oyfgeton, hot oysgefirt,
hot dergreykt in a gevis shtik tsayt.
Tsum bayshpil, lomir redn fun eyner a
mentsh, mir vein im rufn, Mentsh Aleph.
Mentsh Alef, bemeshekh fun a vokh leynt eyn
bukh, geyt tsu eyn lektsyeh-un azoy vi mir
zenen dokh nit kinder, kenen men fun dos
redn-Mentsh Alef makht libe mitn vayb eyn
mol a vokh. (Farvos lakht ir farvos, fun
Einstein volt ir oykhet gelakht?)
Ober, lomir dos shteln in kontrast mit
Mentsh Beys. Mentsh Beys bemeshekh fun
a vokh leynt 5 bikher, geyt tsu 5 lektsyes. un
makht libe mit zayn vayb 5 mol a vokh. (Ir
lakht vider amol. Es treft zikh-nisht bay mir
un nisht bay dir nor es treft zikh.)
Iz es nisht rekht tsu zogn az Mentsh Beys
leybt finf mol azoy lang vi Mentsh Ale£? (Vos

es treft zikh mitn vayb zayner, veys ikh nisht.
Efsher farkirtst es ir di yom. Ober veygen dos
vein mir redn an ander tsayt.)
Dos :iz di Zaremba Teoriye Fun Relativity.
Ober rnit yidn geyt gornisht azoy vi geshmirt.
S'iz beseir tsu laydn di tsen makes fun
Mitsrayim eyder tsu handln mit a yidishn
oylem.
Dos :iz mit mir getrofn a por khadoshim
tsurik ven ikh hob derklert tsu a yidishn oylem
mayn Zar emba Teoriye Fu n Relativity. Eyner a
yid, a yid mit a pupik, heybt zlkh oyf un zogt az
er hot tsu mir a tayne, un di tayne iz azoy.
Er taynet az leynen 5 bikher a vokh iz far
im a kindershpil. Un geyen tsu finf lektseys a
vokh iz azoy vi esn kreplakh. Ober di fin£ mol a
vokh.... Neyn, khap nisht, siz nit vos ir meynt.
Der yid, der shtarker, hot derklert az finf mol a
vokh ken er take ton, ober er hot gevolt visn tsi
ale finf mol darf zayn mitn eygenem vayb.
Hob ikh im derklert az avade muz es zayn
mitn aygenem vayb. Vayl men darf haltn in
batrakht di tsil. Di tsil iz MEN ZOL LANG
LEYBN. Un az du shpilst zikh mit a fremde froy
un dayn vayb gefint es oys, vet zi dir derhargenen un In drerd di gantse dreyenish! Sonny,
ernst geredt, khotsh ikh hob getribn katoves
un forgeshtelt mayn teoriye oyf a humorishn
shteyger, vii ikh az ir zolt visn az di teoriye iz
nisht derklert mitn tsung in bak. Ikh gloyb az
men ken,, take, rekhenen tsayt durkh vos a
mentsh tot oyf in a gevis shtik tsayt.
A geveyntlekhe mentsh volt gedarft leybn
asakh, asakh, asakh lenger fun 120 yor kedey
oyftsuton vos ir hot oyfgeton, kedey oystsufim
vos ir hot oysgefirt, kedey tsu inspirirn vos ir
hot inspirirt, keday tsu oyfboyen vos ir hot
oyfgeboyt.
Sonny, bist an oysgetseykhente froy un der
gantser Florida yishuv darf zikh haltn shtoltz
un filn zi~yer gliklakh az zey hobn, tsvishn
zikh, a Sonny Landsman.
Meyer Zaremba is a retired proncipal, an
entertainer/ lecturer/ teacher, who presents
programs built around the Jewish Experience.
He is the author of a book dealing with the
humor in Yiddish Expressiveness entitled,
Freud and Fargenign (Delight). Meyer is at 6406
Pointe Pleasant Circle, Delray Beach, FL 33484.
(561) 496-3514. He's available for performances,
lectu res, etc.

Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye
Bar-Ilan Univ. announces the participation
of Dr. David Fishman in its Summer Institute
Yiddish Studies Program, July 27-Aug. 26, 1997
in Rarnat Gan, Israel. Classes in language,
literature, folklore, music and drama taught in
Yiddish are designed for all levels and ages.
Contact: Prof. George Cohen, Rena Costa Center
for Yiddish Studies, Bar Han University, 91
Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10003, Tel. 212-337-1270
Arn enjoying der bay and look forward to
its arrival each month. Keep up the great work!
Mildred Hoffman, Milwaukee, WI
In looking through my papers I found the
text to the comments I made at a party honoring Sunny Landsman for her leadership of the
Circle of Yiddish Clubs. Since I am a "standup
humorist/ comic, it's funny, and the readers of
der bay would enjoy reading it along with giving credit to a woman who richly deserves it.
Meyer Zaremba, Delray Beach FL
Our "JCC Chicago Yiddish Institute VIII"
will be held September 11-14, 1997 at the
Perlstein Conference Center and Resort, in
Lake Delton, WI. We are again looking forward
to another successful, informative and funfilled weekend to supply our guests with
enough Yiddish to carry over for a while.
Helen Schechtman, Director, JCC Chicago
Yiddish Institute, 773-743-7680
Joe Katzelnick and I lead a Yiddish group
called Chaverah while I'm in Calif. When I'm
back in New York, my group, Chaverim, meets
weekly in my home. Paul and I transliterated a
collection of Sholom Aleichem stories.
Sylvia H Wagreich, Redondo Beach, CA
Thanks for publishing an announcement
of my book Abraham Cahan in your January
issue; I hope that it will find some interested
readers. Also in the current issue I was happy
to see an announcement for papers to be read at
the AAPY meetings next year in Toronto as
part of the MLA Conference. We hope that
some of your readers will submit proposals.
Prof. Sanford E. Marovitz, Kent, OH
Thanks for your continued help getting out
the word for my work of love, Carpati. Yale
Strom, the director, and I are very appreciative.
Producer-Editor-Cinematographer
David Notowitz, West Los Angeles, CA

Thank you so much for -placing the article
on the Yiddish Cultural Association in your
monthly publication, der bay. As a result of
that article, I have heard from several people,.
one of them has sent the club a play. The
thoughtfulness of the sender was quite overwhelming, to say the least.
Co-Pres., Raya Kovensky, Albuquerque, NM
I'm working on my program of Yiddish
Humor-basing it on M. Nudelman's and
Chelm mayselekh. These are articles on the
course at the JCC for Bubes un Zeydes. What
Yiddish contacts can I make on my Italy trip?
Hilda Rubin, Dir. Di Shpilers, Rockville, MD
I am a choreographer. Would your readers
be interested in my piece "Mothersongs"? It
consists of dances I have choreographed to
Yiddish songs, dealing with women's lives, the
old country, the new world, and the Holocaust.
Ruth Botchan Dance Company, Berkeley, CA
510-848-4878 or mbotchan@uclink.berkeley.edu
I thought these 2 letters to the editor of the
Arizona Republic would be of interest to you.
If people have the same feelings as Dr. Weiner,
they are unlikely to help our cause. We have to
counter the statement that Yiddish is dead.
Morrie Feller, Phoenix, AZ
Ed .'s note) We need more people like Morrie.
I've marked in this book, 920 O'Farrell
Street, Yiddish references made by Levy. It is
"a detailed account of growing up in Victorian
San Francisco". This new edition covers the
social standings in the Jewish community.
Rebecca LeGates, Berkeley, CA 510-549-1889
Ruvn Milman gave me your e-mail
address, in response to a question I posed on
Jewishgen BB. A Yiddish play, copyright in
1912, "Sold to Shame" was written by Jacob
Silbert (actor who died in NY, 1937) and "Dr.
Waltzman" (no _first name given). Info about
this play, or playwright will be appreciated.
Editor or Sherri Bobish, sherribob@aol.com
Sadly I must report my beloved
mother, Evelyn Schanses, passed away Jan. 6
after a valiant struggle against cancer. My love
for Yiddish is one of the things that keeps me
connected to her. She was an extraordinary
woman. I enclose a poem that my Yiddish
teacher, Susan Gane, brought to class as a
tribute to my mother's memory.
Barbara Goldstein, Houston, TX

Nomination Committee Slate for IAYC Board of Directors
With so many fine people to choose it was necessary to
set up selection criteria for this election. They included:
1
Geographic distribution
2
Yiddish "club" membership
3
Yiddish conference planning
Past conference attendance
4
5
Future conference leadership
Several nominees not chosen will be recommended
for the prestigious IAYC Advisory Council which the
Board of Directors will select. Geography plays a major
consideration in the committees selection.
Michael Baker: Minneapolis, MN is a Yiddish teacher,
co-leader with his wife Roz of The Vink!, and
they both attended the last two Conferences.
David Barias: Dehay Beach, FL and Ruth, were the
dynamic leadership of the last ICYC Conference in
Miami. He has vast planning and detail ability.
Dr. Allan Blair: Columbus, OH was a member of the
founding ICYC Committee, taught at OSU, leads
a Yiddish club, and takes Yiddish classes at OSU.
Harold Black: Bethesda, MD was a founding member
of the ICYC Committee, is the acting chairman
of our IAYC, a leader in the first ICYC Conference,
past-president of Yiddish of Greater Washington.
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Stephen Dowling: New York, NY was a member of the
ICYC, is manager of the W.C. Book Center, is one
of the leaders in the Mameloshen yearly conferences, and would be the youngest Board member.
Morrie FeUler: Phoenix, AZ attended the last two
Conferences, leads the Phoenix Leyenkrayz, active
contributor to Mendele and der bay, and a computer
maven. with Yiddish capabilities.
Dr. Hy Goldman: Cote Sl Luc, Canada is a practicing
physician and a co-leader of the Klezkanada
Conferences. We look forward to a future Montreal
conference. (a hint)
"Fishl" Kutner: San Mateo, CA was a member of the
founding ICYC Committee, editor of der bay,
leader of the Peninsula JCC/WC Yiddish Club,
and ha1s attended all three Conferences.
Bess Shock1ett: Toronto, Canada was a member of the
founding ICYC Committee the leader of the
Toronto Conference and, with her husband Barry
are very active in the Toronto Friends of Yiddish.

Elections for the First Board of Directors is
planned to uccur at the Conference, Friday afternoon,
May 23, 199'7. Nominations for the Board must be
published tihirty days prior to the Conference.
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Yidldish in Kentucky & Tennessee

Our regular writers deserve the accolades
responsible for these issues. Kayle Goodman,
this year's feature writer continues her great
monthly columns. Dr. Lillian Feldman tells of
her return visit to Costa Rica, and our Mexico
contact has an interesting article.
It's finally here. From May 22-26 our Fourth
Clubs' Conference will be held in Fairfield, CT.
Jtwill mark the first time we shall meet as the
JnternationaJ Association of Yiddish Clubshaving been recently incorporated in the State
of Maryland as a non-profit organization.
We are continually amazed at the small cities
with growing interest in Yiddish. The Vinkl's
Voice of Boulder, Colorado is a well-written
club newsletter reporting that they have started
a leyenkrayz and are in the process of forming a
folk chorus. Write to the editor, Diane Rabson,
at 450 S. 41st St., Boulder, CO 80303.
Please look under your address on the back
page. It shows the date you last contributed.
lf it has been a year already, please, contribute
again. Send correspondence and contributions
to the editor's home-It will reach him faster.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers,
gigs programs, translators, and help for beginners online. There is no listing charge. "FishJ"
Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA
94403, is your editor. Home phone (415) 3496946, E-mail to: FISHL@WELL.COM Make
checks for chai ($18) payable to der bay.
Der bay has The Yiddish Network, TYN (176
people in cities in every state in the U.S. and in
26 other countries all over the world, the largest
updated, international list of Yiddish teachers,
clubs, and K]ezmer groups. It publishes the
only international calendar of Yiddish events.

Dr. Albert Goldin of Louisville is the most
versatile contact in The Yiddish Network. He is a
Yiddish teacher, runs the Redt Yidish Vinkl, and
the Boychiks KJezmer Band. On the other side of
the state in Lexington Prof. Raphael is raising his
children speaking Yiddish. Also in Kentucky is thE
Sherman Family Klezmer Band.
We have some very special members in
Memphis, Nashville, Chattanooga, and Johnson
City, Tennessee. The list includes two Yiddish
teachers; Flo Berman and Chaim Charyn, the
Yiddish Vinkl under the leadership of Mickey
Brown, and Keith Hyman's KJezmer band.
Of special interest is Our Nashville Songbird.
The American Library Association has selected
Lullabies and Love Songs by Ms.Tanja Solnik for
its prestigfous "Notable Children's Recording"
listing. This is an honor given to only twenty-four
recordings a year, out of thousands of those
submitted.
In 1994, From Generation to Generation:
A Legacy ,of Lullabies (also by Tanja Solnik)
received a Notable Chj)dren' s Recording listing.
Lullabies and Love Songs is a compilation of
traditional[ Jewish love songs and lullabies in the'ir
original Yiddish, Hebrew and Ladino. It is a crossgenerational recording that parents and children
can ]isten to together.
Lullabies and Love Songs has received national
airplay on Public Radio Intemational's "Sound &
Spirit''. Titey are available both on cassette and
CD from Tanja through DreamSong (615) 3838141, or vVorkman's Circle 1-800 922-2558 ext 285.
It's great to hear about one of our long-time
readers doing so well. remember that our
contacts in The Yiddish Network are your keys to
new communjties when you travel or relocate.

intematsionaler kalendar

Costa Rica Trip
by Lillian Feldman

May
1 Thurs., (Lecture) Abe Cahan: Editor Jewish Daily
Forward, Boston, MA Call 617-449-1786
3 Sat., 8:30 P.M., Festival of Yiddish Film,
The Last Klez mer, Dr. Michael SteinJauf discussion
afterwards, Philadelp hia, PA Call 215-844-1507
5 Mon., 7:00 P.M., On the Jewish Street, YIVO,
Cecile Kuznitz, New York, N Y, Call 212-246-6080
6 Tues., A Reading of Glatstin's Poems, Richard Fein,
Workman's Circle Yiddish Lecture Series,
Brookline, MA Call 617-232-9165
7 Every Wed., 2:00 P.M., Beth Simcha
Yiddish Kreiz, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Call 0031 20-6613556
11 Sun., Yiddle with a Fiddle, American Jewish
Theater, New York, NY Call 212-889-6800 xt 215
11 Sun., Noon, Boulder Leyen-Krayz,
Boulder, CO Call 303-494-9709
11 Sun., 1:30 P.M., Boulder Vin.kl,
Boulder, CO Call 303-494-9709
11 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Maxwell Street Klezmer Band,
Omaha Jewish Community Center, Omaha, NE
Call 847-329-9089
12 Mon., Brave Old World, Seattle International
Children's Festival, Seattle, WA Call 206-684-7338
13 Tues., 7:00 P.M., Maxwell St. Klezmer Band,
The Hebrew Congregation, Wichita, KS
Call 847-329-9089
18 Sun., 3:00 P.M., Hot Pstromi Klezmer Band
Yale Strom, New York City, Call 212-219-3006
18 Sun., 7:30 P.M., Cafe Kasrilevke, Sholom
Aleichem, Rockville, MD Call 301-230-3756
18 Sun., 7:00 P.M., Maxwell St. Klezmer Band,
Skokie Festival of Culture, Skokie, IL
Call 847-329-9089
19 Mon., 7:00 P.M., Lisa Epstein, YJVO, Dr. Spock
for the {18)90s, New York, NY, Call 212-246-6080
19 Mon., 11 :00 A.M., Yiddish Humor & Song,
Meyer Zaremba, Aberdeen Women' s ORT,
Boynton Beach, FL Call 561-731-3940
20-23 Treasury of Yiddish Music, Archie Barkan,
The University of Judaism, Los Angeles, CA,
Call 310-476-9777 xt 337
21 Wed. (3rd}, 1:30 P.M., PeninsulaJCC/WC
Yiddish Club, Belmont, CA, Call 415-349-6946
22-26 Fourth International Yiddish Club Conference
Hosted by Mame Loshn 97, Fairfield, CT
Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 285
25 Sun. (Last Sun.), Noon, Lomir Redn Yidish,
Kansas City, KS Call 816-363-6259
25 Sun. (Last Sun. of each month), 5:00 P.M.,
Manhattan Leyenkrayz, NY Call 212-874-4765
25 Sun. (Last Sun. of each month), 6:30 P.M.,
Baltimore Klezmer Club, Machaya Klezmer
Band, Pikesville, MD Call 410-484-6200
27 Tues., (last) 2:00 P.M., Redt Yiddish,
Louisville, KY Call 502-895-5996

Two weeks before leaving home I wrote
to the three names you sent, but only heard
from one. Katya Chacon called the hotel, and
left a message inviting me to respond any
time, day or njght. I did and the resulting
conversation was very interesting.
Katya is the daughter who is in touch
with you via computer. The mother spoke
with me in English. She is the one interested
in Yiddi:shkeit. She is a mother of five who
originaJly came from Panama of Italian
backgroun d . She and several of her friends
come together weekly to read the Torah. She
is Christian and strongly suspects that she
must have a Hebrew background. She
believes her ancestors Jeft Egypt with the
Hebrews. She cannot explain her intense
interest iin Hebrew religion.
Although 85% of the Costa Ricans are
Catholic,. they do not practice in the same
way as in the Central and South American
countries. She does not know Yiddish, but
she and some of her friends are teaching
themselves Hebrew in connection with
reading the Torah.
She was most gracious in inviting me
to come visit her, but since Yiddish was not
involved!, and I had a very full fascinating
schedule, I didn't find the time to do so.
The first time I went to Costa Rica in 1996
with Smithsonian Odessey Tours and the
second time with American Jewish Congress
were both fascinating trips. I hope to return
because there is still so much more 1 want
to know about the people and nature study.
Did I tell you that the second Vice-president
of Costa Rica is a Jewish woman of Polish
parents inamed Rebecca Grynspan?
l met a man at a Reform Synagogue in
San Jose,. Costa, Rica who is fluent in Yiddish,
originally from Poland he has a condo that he
and his wife use. Just as soon as he got back to
Rochester he called and came to ou r Kum
Zitz in Syracuse. ] also met a woman who was
to come to the 4th International Conference.
Thanks for your telephone call and
information. I'll see you at the conference in
Fairfield, CT.

A naye lider-antologye aroys fun

A naye antologye fun 125 yidishe lider
untern nomen "Lider fun dor tsu dor / Songs
of Generations:New Pearls of Yiddish Song"
is nor vos aroys fun druk fun dem arbeterring / Workmen's Circle. Di tsuzamenshtelers
zaynen Eleanor Chana Mlotek un Joseph Yosl
Mlotek, redaktorn fun di populere antologyes
"Pearls of Yiddish Song/Perl fun yidishn lid"
un "Mir Trogn A Gezang" un redaktorn fun
der rubrik zint 1970 "Perl fun der yidisher
poezye" in "Forverts."
Di naye antologye brengt dem yidishn
tekst, di transliteratsye, englishe
iberzetsungen un muzik mit akordn. Oykh
vert di biografye fun lid bashribn, mit
varyantn un naye adaptatsyes in di
anotirungen tsu yedn lid. Dos bukh halt a
firvort fun Elie Wiesel vegn zayne tife gefiln
tsum yidishn lid, a vort frier fun profesor
Dov Noy vegn di frierdike zamlungen fun di
tsunoyfshtelers un an esey fun muzikredaktor Zalmen Mlotek vegn der oyffirung
fun yidishe lider. Di lider hot ibergezetst
Barnett Zumoff; di ilustratsyes hot gemakht
Tsirl Waletzky.
In tsugob tsum indeks fun tit]en un
ershte shures fun di lider iz faran a kombinirter indeks fun hekher 350 lider fun di dray
antologyes: "Mir Trogn A Gezang," "Perl fun
Yidishn Lid/Pearls of Yiddish Song" un
"Songs of Generations/Lider fun dor tsu dor."
Zeks ongezeene perzenlekhkeytn drikn
oys zeyer loyb far der arbet un forshung fun di
tsunoyfshtelers. Teodor Bikel shraybt tsvishn
andere: "... Di arbet fun Yosl un Chana Mlotek
iz a Iebediker eydes fun dem kiyem fun der
yidisher shprakh durkh ir vikhtikstn
makhsher: dos lid. Zey dervayzn nokh a mo)
as yidish is a teyl fun undzer kultureler
skhoyre vos men darf oyfhaltn in a lebedikn
otemdikn oyfn. lkh ken nit trakhtn fun keyn
besern oyfn dos tsu dergreykhn vi mit dem
yidishe lid ... "
A New Song Anthology Just Published
A new anthology of 125 Yiddish songs
entitled "Songs of Generations: New Pearls of
Yiddish Song/ Lider Fun Dor Tsu Dor" has

been issued by the Workmen's Circle/ Arbeter
Ring. The compilers are Eleanor Chana
Mlotek anid Joseph Yosl Mlotek, editors of the
popular anthologies "Pearls of Yiddish Song"
and "Mir Trogn A Gezang" and since 1970
editors of the column "Perl fun der yidisher
poezye" in the Jewish Forward.
This new anthology presents the Yiddish
texts, tran1sliterations, English translations
and musical notes with chordal arrangements
by Zalmen Mlotek. Also, the song's history is
described, and variants and new adaptations
are resear,ched in the annotations to each
song. None of the songs are repeats from the
Mloteks' p revious anthologies. The book has
a preface by Elie Wiesel on his emotional ties
to the Yiddish song, a foreword by folklorist
Prof. Dov Noy on the collections that the
compilers previously produced, and an essay
by music ieditor Zalmen Mlotek on the performance of Yiddish songs. The songs were
translated by Barnett Zumoff-the
illustrations are by Tsirl Waletzky.
In addition to an index of titles and fi rst
lines, ther,e is a combined index of over 350
songs of the three anthologies "Mir Trogn A
Gezang," "Pearls of Yiddish Song," and
"Songs of Generations."
Six noteworthy personalities praised the
work and research of the compilers on the
back cover: Theodore Bike!, Bel Kaufman,
Professors. Barbara Kirshenblatt Gjmblett,
Shikl Joshua Fishman, David Roskies and
Mark Slobin. Theodore Bikel wrote:" ...
The work of Yosl and Chana Mlotek is living witness to the survival of the Yiddish
language through its most important tool:
song. They prove to us again that Yiddish
is part of our cultural goods which must be
maintained in a living, breathing fashion.
I can think of no better means than the
Yiddish song to achieve this . .."
The price of the book is $20 plus $2 for
mailing. One place to get it is the Book Center
of the Workmen's Circle, 45 East 33 Street,
New York, NY 10019. Tel: 1-800-922-2558, xts
285 or 293..

If you wish to contact Chana and Yosl Mlotek,
they can be reached online at:
emlotek@aol .com

Tfile far a tseb rokhener velt
Prayer for a Broken World
by Joe Kurland

How does a Jew respond to genocide in
the post- Holocaust world ?
T he Wholesale Klezmer Band decided to
use its music to s peak o ut against genocide,
and support those working for peace and
reconciliation among the religious and ethnic
groups involved in the conflicts. As an outgrowth of a concert of Yiddish music, s tory
and poetry to raise funds for the Am erican
Jewish Joint Dis tribution Com mittee's nonsectarian relief work in Bosnia and Rwanda,
Wholesale has released a recording of that
concert material, "Prayer for a Broken World "
"To me," says Wholesale's lead vocalis t
and violinist Yosl (Joe) Kurland, "being Jewish does not mean indulging in self-pity as
the v ictims of pe rsecution throughout the
ages. Rather, it means that we identify w ith
a ll v ictims of oppression, as we are commanded in the Torah, "You shall not oppress
a stranger, for you know the heart of a
stranger, because you were strangers in the
Jand of Egypt."
The new recording of 11 traditional and
original songs and stori es ha s been broadened
to address wa r and genocide around the
world .. Yet for a ll the serious ness of its
s ubject, "Prayer for a Broken World " doesn 't
present its s ubject witho ut hope. A med ley of
songs dating from both world wa rs ends w ith
a rousing musica l celebration of a soldier
returning home, and the album ends wi th a
couple of upbeat selections.
The album's title song, com posed by
Kurland, s uggests the partnership between
God and humankind in which we are
responsible for making peace in a worl d that
ha s been made beautiful for us.
In the heavens among clouds s ta rs are
being born Jn a neighboring la nd, children are
being lost. Deep in the darkest corn ers of space
suns becom e bound together. And in sad
cities, childhood itself becomes lost.
Your children argue, fight, and kill each
other, While on s unny days people s ing songs
of hatred. Between painted mountains,

tearful cities die. Under autumn-reddened
trees, people fall like lea ves.
Dear G-d, you are so busy, making pretty
lights for us, And yo u have sanctified us with
your o::>mmandments, That we s hould fix the
world you created.
Blessed art thou dear G-d, you make
pretty lights for us, And you have sanctified
us w itJl-1 your com m andmen ts, That we
s hould fi x the world yo u crea ted.
Another song by Kurland, "A vrorn Ta te,"
addresses reconciliation between the Jews and
Arabs, using the trad ition of midras h, o r an
origina l story based on a Torah s tory, in this
case, that of Isaac and Is hmae l.
"Hineni" ("Here I Am ") is a compelling
musical composed by and fea turing clarinetis t Sheirry Mayrent. The selection, writes
Mayrent, "ex presses how as musicians we
s tand before our a udiences and attempt to
draw u1s nearer to God, and how as human
bei ngs we al1 need to take responsibility for
tikkun olam, the repair of the wo rld. "
Other selections, like a recitation of the
dark-humored verse, "The Spear and the
Need le," carry throug h the band's attempt to
bridge cultural differences. "We want our
music Ito bear witness to our responsibility as
Jews and as hum an beings, to oppose
intolerance, oppression and ge nocid e, and to
promo1te peace, and jus ti ce," says Kurl and .
Since its inception in 1982, th e Who lesale
Klezmer Band has performed throughout the
Northeast, s hared the Ca rnegie Hall stage
with Pete Seeger and Sweet Honey in the
Rock .... a nd played at Bil l Clinto n's 1993
pres ide ntial inaugural. In a review of the
group's first album, "S hmir Me," the fo lk
magazine Dirty Linen said, "It is the balance
they achi eve between social un dersta nding
and sodal sa tire that marks The Wholesa le
Klezmer Band as a truly grea t klezm er band ."
CDs a nd tapes of "Tfile far a lsebrokhener
veil" Call Tara Publications 1-800-TARA 400.
T hi~ Wholesa le Klezmer Band Ga n Eydn,
Adams.v ille Road ,
Colrain, MA 01340
Phone/ fax: 413-624-3204
ga neycl n@crocker.com
http: //www.crocker.com / ~ganeydn

For the Very, Very Beginner

So you don't know how to "turn on" a
computer, so you have never used a typewriter,
so you think you have no use for a computer,
so you think you are too old to learn-nu,
what's the worst thing that can happen?
Turning on a computer is the same as turning on the wall lights in your house, you just
flick a switch.
Computers have a keyboard which has all
of the keys on a regular typewriter, all in the
same place. Sure there are a few more keys, but
those come later. Since the keys all have nice
big letters on them-go ahead and look. you
can memorize the keys later as you begin to
type faster. What's the rush?
Some old-timers resisted giving up the
horse and wagon. Some old-timers resisted
using the phone. Remember a phone has a
keyboard with all the digits and most of the
letters. You punch the keys just like on a
typewriter. Some old-timers resisted the
television, for they had to adjust the picture.
Currently many of us still can't program a VCR.
Yes, the computer can do a faster and better
job just like the washing machine and the
vacuum cleaner. One axiom is that you will
shortly find uses for your computer that you
never thought of when you first bought it.
Outside of physically dropping the computer, the worst that can happen is that some
of your typing is lost, if you don't save and
back it up (that means to make a copy of the
information and store it outside of the
machine). After forgetting a few times, you
soon learn this lesson. You can't ruin the
computer, no matter how much you lose.
How about age and the learning curve?
Sure the grandkids will pick it up faster.
What of it? Wouldn't it be great for them
to say, "My bobe un zeyde ken nutsn a kompyuter?" The difference between a smart
person and a slow learner is the length of
time it takes them to learn; however, once
learned they are equal. You learned your home
address and how to get around your neighborhood. The first time it was a challenge.
So let's start. Don't buy one, yet. There are
classes in adult education, elderhostels, senior
centers, and community colleges. While the

manuals are great, most people don't have the
patience to wade through them. Of course there
are videos that are good, but they are expensive.
Now that you are not afraid of it biting you,
let's talk a little about what type of equipment
you may need. It's just like buying a car. Do you
want a strijpped down model or one with all
the whistles?
First is the basic computer which has the
monitor (like a TV screen), a keyboard (has keys
just like a typewriter), and the "brains" which is
called the CPU (Central Processing Unit). Sure
there are other pieces of equipment (called hardware) which you can add later. There is only one
other item you need and that's a printer. This is
much cheaper than the computer and generally
simple to use.
Up to now we have discussed only the hardware. Early in the history of computers, you
needed to write programs (instructions for the
computer to follow), but today very few users
bother, or know how, to write a program. You
just buy them based on your needs.
Programs can be used for typing articles or
letters. These are known as wordprocessors. If
you want to work with numbers, for keeping
track of stocks, or expenses for taxes, a spreadsheet is used.
Then there's a database for keeping track
of people or items. Imagine being able to select
one person out of a large list, or having a series
of facts about each person. A partial list of items
in the editor's database includes; name, address,
e-mail add1ress, telephone/ s, dub leader, Yiddish
teacher, Kl1ezmer band leader, translator, radfo
announcer, date of contribution, referral person,
conference attendance, and misceHaneous.
With this hst names can be selected to create
labels, addiress envelopes, or type lists.
Later when you get a little expertise, add a
modem. It connects your computer to a telephone and permits you to connect with other
computers and information. Another item is a
CD player. It's just what it implies.
What purposely has been omitted is the
choice of birands and styles. Go to the stores.
Listen to the salespeople. Try out the equipment.
Take your training. Join a dub, and most of all
ask questions. No one has all the answers. The
old adage says, "If all else fails, read the
manual."

The Future of Yiddish, for Our Readers:
Just Another Opinion
Since our readers are chiefly not ultraorthodox, this covers mainly the non-khasidik
community. No attempt is made to account for
any defection from the Haredi Community.
What then can we see ahead for our growing
band of Yiddish lovers?
We predominantly pre-date the
establishment of the State of Israel.
We are a computer-illiterate group (>80%).
We live mainly in metropolitan areas.
Many of us are retired.
Many can't read Yiddish with Hebrew letters
Many lost ability to write/read a Yiddish
letter.
Many do not wish to study Yiddish, but love
to sit around and "shmooz" or listen.

In the article on the last page an attempt wa~
made to ease you into the electronic age. For the
many computer mavens who have kindly aided
your editor in his effort to stay with this fastchanging realm, that article is superfluous. But
the majority still say. "We've lived this long
without it, why start now?" Time has long since
come and gone when you should have had that
mashinke at your home and met us in the
Information Age.
It is now simpler to learn and use it. Programming for the average person is a thing of
the past. If you can use the remote on your TV
set, you are now an electronic maven. What is
a little computer alongside a remote?
Here is a portion of the simple instructions
that our Mendele moderator (our list editor)
includes periodically at the end of the postings
(mailings).
Mendele has 2 rules:

The above picture is not very bright, but
that is only one side of the coin. There is a
knight in shining armor who has been charg-ing ahead and smiting the mighty foe of indifference. Alongside of him is a growing array
of Yiddish summer programs, institutes, and
conferences. This proliferation is world-wide.
What has been so thrilling and hopeful is
the slow but perceptible movement of "our
crowd" into the 20th century. Our major Yiddish organizations, yes, and their leaders are
finally realizing it is no longer-business as
usual. It's being on1ine that is making all this
possible. E-mail between two people doesn't
have the explosive effect needed to foster the
perpetuation and propagation of Yiddish. We
need this "Critical Mass".
Thanks to our shining knight, we have a
growing army of Yiddish lovers who read and
occasionally contribute to our "daily electronic
newsletter". Since the last daily Yiddish newspaper recently closed, in France, our "Mendele"
has become the forum of choice. The daily
print-out is read at the breakfast table all over
the world. So what can, and must, the rest of us
do to get into the 20th century?
You may notice that nothing has been said
of the growing interest among the pre-retired
set. Thati:s~ a•future article.

1. Provide a meaningful Subject: line

2. Sign your article (full name p lease)
Send articles to:
mendele@yalevm.cis.yale.edu
Send change-of-status messages to:
listserv@yalevm.cis.yale.edu
a. For a temporary stop: set mendele nomail
b. To resume delivery: set mendele mail
c. To subscribe:
sub mendele first_name last_name
d. To unsubscribe kholile: unsub mendele
Other business: nmiller@mail.trincoll.edu
****Getting back issues****
1. Anonymous ftp archives are available.

ftp ftp.mendele.trincoll.edu
in the directory pub/ mendele / fi Jes
A table of contents is updated weekly.
2. Mendele archives can also be reached. via
WWW, and Gopher
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Yiddisher "briv-fraynd" Club
arele@enter.net.mx (FRIDA Grapa de CIELAK)

k.hoshever fraynd fishl: tzuszamen mit di
tzugeshikte informatzye vii ikh nokh a mol
tzugebn a varemn yeisher-koyakh far di
vunderbare arbet vos ir tut oyf mit ayer shoyn
gut bakante, nitzlekhe un interesante oysgabe
"der bay" zayt gezunt, ayer freydJ cielak
I started the "Yiddisher briv-fraynd Club"
project, which could become a world-wide
Yiddisher pen-pal club. It operates through
the international electronic network of Email. (I chose to call it briv-fraynd instead of
feder-dub because it describes more precisely
what it is all about).
In its two months of existence, several
people have enlisted in this activity. However, I wou Id like to see an increase in the
number of yiddishe fraynd who can take
advantage of this opportunity to practice
the language we love.
Not everybody learned at home Yiddish
as their Mame-loshn, nor were some able to
attend Yiddishe-shules in their childhood,
having then and still now, the possibility to
practice it. Many of them, as well as the
University Yiddish-students and Yiddishgraduates, and mostly, all of us who love
Yiddish, probably do not have the opportunity to practice our beloved language. Now,
we can take advantage through the E-mail
system and communicate in Yiddish with
people from all over the world, (even if it is
transliterated Yiddish, "iz dos ober dokh - a
yidish vort!")
Our Yiddisher "briv-fraynd" Club is more
or less, divided in three group-levels: beginners, intermediate and advanced. (The suggestion is that advanced-group members
should communicate with members of the
other two groups in order to help them improve their Yiddish and encourage them to
maintain their interest. This, of course, does
not exclude communication among members
of the same group level).
To coordinate this Club, I need your
cooperation by accepting _(Yes) to be
included and by, letting me know your :
1 .- Fu 11 name: __________________

Age level: around the_'s
C i ty: _________________________ _
E-m ail address:
(If you have any hobbies, include them).
Hob bies: _________________________ _
. 2.- Self-assigned level: beginner s ___,
in termediate_ or ad vanced_.
3.- Group of fraynd with whom you would
like to communicate: beginners__,
intermediate_ or ad vanced_.
4.- Select your interest or p reference:
E-maiJ-communication (blitz-brivlekh) __
(in transliterated Yiddish) (di vos viln zikh
ibershraybn direkt, durkh blitz-brivlek), or, in
written Yiddish through the regular-mail
system__ (od er di vos viln zikh
ibershraybn direkt, durkh geveyntlekhn post,
vu me ken shraybn mit yidishe oysyes). If so,
please include your full name and address:

Participate and spread the word about our
Yiddish briv-fraynd Club in the hope that we
all plant a seed that will flourish to promote
the survival of our beloved language!
I will gladly try to do my best in coordinating our Yiddisher "briv-fraynd" Club but
since I travel a lot, and my computer knowledge is limited, I will gladly forward all the
information I have to anyone interested in
taking over the coordination of it, preferably
someone who could also create a program
with the profiles of all its members.
lkh dervart fun aykh ale a baldikn entfer,
I am looking forward to receive from all of
you, Yiddish-lovers, your reply, preferably
written in Yiddish, or if you so desire, in
English or Spanish.
Your Yiddisher frayndine from Mexico
City,
Freydl Cielak
FRIDA (Grapa de) CIELAK
Fuente de Ranas #10
phone: (011)(525)589-2128
Col. Tecamachako fax: (011)(525)294-7275
53950, Edo. de Mex. MEXICO
<arele@en ter .net.mx>
e-mail:

Yiddish Club Programs Available

The Yiddish Culture Club is a major
factor in keeping Yiddish thriving in Orange
Co., Calif. Until recently this county was the
fastest growing county in the United States.
This includes a growing Jewish popuJation.
For 16 years this club has been presenting ten programs a year. A topic is selected,
researched, and appropriate material from
Yiddish literature selected. A program is put
together consisting of a brjef talk, poems,
stories, skits, and songs. Assignments are
distributed among the club members.
Frequently the programs are enJivened
with a quiz or sing-along. Sponsorship of the
Yiddish Culture Club is by the Orange
County JCC in Costa Mesa. Several programs
have been presented to other organizations.
Sid Weinstein, program coordinator, has
selected ten of the most successful programs
he has created and is making them available
to Yiddish Clubs. For a listing, send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to Sid at:
5118 Carfax Ave., Lakewood, CA 90713.
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Jewis:h Museums, Jewish Libraries and
Jewitsh Theaters in the United States
A people's cultural heritage is reflected in
its active events and archival memorabilia.
Member groups of the NationaJ Foundation
for Jewish Culture include; Council of Jewish
Theaters, Council of Archives and Research
Libraries in Jewish Studies, The Council of
American Jewish Museums.
In thEi San Francisco Bay area our Jewish
cultural heritage is actively conserved in our
two excellent Jewish museums and Jewish
Library. Jewish Folk Choruses (in Berkeley,
San Francisco, and Palo Alto), theatrical
groups, and Klezmer bands are resources
available to the public at large, and through
the area Jewish Community Centers,
synagogues and temples.
Access to information and dialogue in
cyberspace has been one of the newest modes
by which our rich cultural heritage is available
for viewiing and research. Magnes Museum
staff has been especially active in the natibnal
organizations in leadership roles.
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Ths month an interesting question came from
one of our readers. Our reader asks if any of
these Yiddish authors are stil1 living, and if they
are no longer here, when did they pass away.
Rochel Boimvoll
Shaye Budin
Meyer Charatz
Ber Green
Chaneh Haitin
Benjamin Katz
Charan Kiel

Brache Kopstein
Jacob Daniel Levitz
Chaim Plotkin
Chanah Safran
Freidl Trofinov
Ziame Tallessin
Joshua Zendorf

If you know/ knew any of them, please let
us know and we'll pass along the information.
This question also was posted on Mendele.
Results of your reponses will be published in
the next issue.
********************************

Please look under your address on the back
page. It shows the date you last contributed .
If it has been a year already, please, contribute
again. Send correspondence and contributions
to the editor's home-It will reach him faster.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers,
gigs programs, translators, and help for beginners online. There is no listing charge. "Fishl"
Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA
94403, is your editor. Home phone (415) 3496946, E-mail to: FISHL@WELL.COM Make
checks for chai ($18) payable to der bay.
As a clearinghouse, der bay has The Yiddish
Network, TYN (176 people in cities in every
state in the U.S. and in 26 other countries all
over the world, the largest updated, international list of Yiddish teachers, clubs, and
Klezmer groups. Other lists are; translators,
radio announcers, and computer mavens.

The Foundation for Yiddish Culture and the
Canadian Committee on Yiddish, Quebec Region
are the sponsors of this event which meets at the
B'nai B'rith Camp, Lantier, locabed in the beautiful Canadian Laurentians.
An array of top people who are the specialists
in their respective fields lead a program which
you should not miss. If you did not attend the
IAYC Conference or any of the early summer
programs, here is the one for you. Many of of the
presenters will have been at the l[AYC Conference. If you have the time and resources, then this
is an excellent choice for the late summerespecially for our many Toronto and Montreal
area readers.
During the day there will be workshops,
lectures and discussion groups. 1While each
evening, there will be a mini-film festival and
the KlezKanada Kabaret.
Zalman, Joseph, and Chana Nllotek will be
featured in their specialties. The Klezmer
Conservatory Band will perform. Professors
Robert Shapiro and Gershon Hu:ndert adeptly
will present a retrospective of "1hree Cities of
Yiddish Excellence: Lodz, Vilna .and Warsaw."
Another highlight will be "Yiddi.sh Theater
Around the World". Well-known theater celebrities will speak and a few will perform. Among
them are: Bernard Mendelovitch, Mina Bern,
Bryna Wasserman, and Bruce Adler. Still others
include: Moshe Rosenfeld, Shura Lipovsky, Jeff
Warschauer, and Prof. Emanuel Goldsmith.
Request information from: (514) 345-2610
or write: KlezKanada "97
c/ o Jewish Education Council
5151 Cote St. Catherine Road
Montreal, Quebec H3W 1M6
CANADA

intematsionaler kalendar
J une
1 S un., 2:00 P.M., Grass Valley Klezmer
Festival , Second Avenue Klezmer Ensemble
'
G rass Valley, CA Call 477-1904
1 S un ., 2:00 P.M., Maxwell St. Klezmer Band
'
Pierce College, Forest Hill s, CA
Call 847-329- 9089
1 S un ., 2:00 P.M., Hu-Tsa- Tsa Klezmer Band
'
Toronto, Canada, Call 416-635- 1 145
Yiddish
Simcha
Beth
P.M.,
4 Every Wed., 2:00
Kreiz, Amsterda m, The NetherJands
Call 0031 20-66135 56
4-5 Wed.-Th urs., Carpati, (film) San Diego, CA
Call 6 19-283-3 227
6 Fri ., 11 :00 A.M., Sholem Aleichem Seniors,
Yiddish with Paula Kinnan, Vancouv er, Canada
Call 604-325- 1812
8 Sun., 2:30 P.M., Jewish Folk Chorus of San

Francisc o Seventy -First Annual Concert

'
San Francisco , CA Call 510-533- 3903
8 Sun., 7:30 P.M., The Dy bbuk (Fi lm) Jewi sh
Film Society, Toronto, Canada Call 416,-635- 1145
8 Sun., 10:00 A.M., T he Philadel p h ia Festival
of Yiddish Culture, Rakhmie l Peltz, Penny
Aronson, Phila., PA Call 215-624- 0777
8 Sun., Noon,Th e Boston Kleztet, Israeli
Independ ence Day Strret Fair, BrookJine, MA
CaJI 508-358- 2273
8 Sun., 3:30 P.M., Maxwell St. Klezmer Band
'
Temple Israel, West Bloomfie ld, MJ
Cal l 847-329-9089
9-20 Refreshe r Yiddish Course, Columbi a Univ.
New York City, Call 212-246- 6080
13 Fri., 8:00 P.M., Roslyn Bresnick Perry
'
Deep River, CT Call 680-241 -6746
Camps,
Emanuel
ir,
Klez;1m
14 Sat., 9:00 P.M.,
Copake, NY Call 518-329- 1336
14-15 Sat.-Sun., Jewish Stories Festi val, Rosly n
Bresnick Perry, Chester, CT Call 301-565- 0654
15 Sun., Noon, Hu-Tsa-Tsa Klezmer Band
'
Toronto, Canada, Call 416-967- 1078
Modern
of
16-20 M-F, 9:00 A.M., Survey
Yiddish Lit. in Translat ion, Dr. Katheri ne
Hellerste in, Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA
Call 800-475- 4635
17 Tues., 6:00 P.M, Metropo litan Klezmer
'
T he Jewish Museum, New York, NY
Call 212-423- 3200
18 Wed., 9:00 P.M. , Metropolitan Klezmer
'
Eve Sicular, NY, NY Call 2 12-989-93 18
19 T hurs., 12:30 P.M ., Metropo litan Klezrner
Lunchtime Series, NY, NY Call 2 12-777-3 240'
20-22 ~ ri.-Sun., Roslyn Bresnick Perry,
National Council for Traditional Arts, Dayton, O H
Call 301 -565-0654
22 Su~., R_e ading Skills Worksh op, Columbia
Umvers1ty, New York City, Call 212-246- 6080

22 Sun., 2:00 P.M, Jewish Folk Chorus of San
Francis co, San Rafael, CA Call 510-533- 3903
22 S un., 7:30 P.M., Cafe Kasrilev ke, Teresa Tova
of Toronto, Rockville , MD Call 301-230- 3756
22 Sun., 1:00 P.M., Klezami r, NYBC
Open House, Amherst, MA CaJJ
23-8/1 Uriel Weinreic h Program in Yiddish

Languag e, Literatu re and Culture,

Columbi a Universit y, NYC, Call 2 12-246-6 080
25 Wed, 7:00 P.M. , Workme n's Circle Yiddish
& Klezmer Music Festival , Li ncoln Center's
Damrosc h Park, NYC, Call 212-889- 6800 xt 215
27-~9 Fri.-Sun., ~rof.. Isaac Alteras, Major Issues
m Modem Jewish History, JCE C ircle Lodge,
Hopewell Jct., NY Call l -800-922 -2558 xt 205
29 S un., 2:00 P.M., Klazzj Klezmer Band,
San Diego, CA Call 6 19-231-3 586
29-7/3 Sun.-Thu rs., Profs. David Fishman &
Joseph Sungolo wsky, JCE Circle Lodge,
Hopewell Jct., NY Call l -800-922 -2558 xt 205
July
l Tues., 6:00 P.M., WC Festival of Yiddish
Music, Forest H ill s, NY Call 212-889- 6800
I T ues., Yale Strom Jewish/ Gypsy Drama.
San Diego, CA Call 619-231- 3586
2 Wed., 9:30 P.M., Hu-Tsa-Tsa Klezmer
Band, Toronto, Canada, Call 416-658-5687
3 Thurs. , 8:00 P.M , Brave Old World,
Dartmout h College, Hanover, NH
Call 603-646- 2422
3-6 Thurs. -Sun., Catskills Revis ited, Pete
Sokolow et. al., JCE Circle Lodge, Hopewel l Jct.,
NY Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
6 Sun., Yiddish Concert in the Park
'
Cleveland , OH Call 216-381- 4515
Rutgers
World,
Old
Brave
P.M,
2:00
6 Sun.,
Univ., New Brunsw ick, NJ, Call 908-932- 75 1 J
6-1 l Sun~ Fri , S. Berger, Prof. Joseph Lowin,
Art Literature & the Press, JCE Circle Lodge,
Hopewel l Jct., NY Call 1-800-92 2-2558 xt 205
9 Wed., 6:00 P.M., WC Festival of Yiddish
Mus ic, Forest Hill s, NY Call 212-889- 6800
16 Wed., 7:30 P.M, Mamalo shn May vonim
Buffalo, NY (Visitors welcome ) 716-834- 7075
16, 30 Weds. (2nd & 4th), U of CT Yiddish Tish,
Storrs, CT Call 860-486- 227 l
9- 13 Wed.-S un., Nationa l Storytel ling Assn.,
Worksho p, Roslyn Bresnick Perry, Indianapo lis,
IN Call 423-753- 2171
10 T hurs, 7:00 P.M, Brave Old World, New
England Conservatory, Boston, MA
CaJI 617-536- 2412
11- 13 Fri .. -S un., Prof. Avrom Nowersz tern
'
Writing Jewish, JC E Circle Lodge, Hopewell Jct.
NY Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
13, 27 Sun. 2:30 P.M., Tokyo Yiddish Club,
JCC of Tokyo, Japan, Call 0 3-3400-2 559
13, 27 S uns., 12: 15 P.M. , Yiddish Shmooz Club,

Fort Worth, TX Call 817-731-4721

13 Sun, 1:30 P.M., Milwaukee JCC Yiddish
Club, Milwaukee, WI Call 414--355-1938
13 Sun., 10:00 A.M., JCC Yiddish Vinkl,
Minneapolis, MN Call 612-377-5456
13 Sun (2nd), 2:00 P.M. , Seattle Yiddish Group,
Seattle, WA, Call 206-523-6564
13-17 Sun.-Thurs., Jewish Choral Festival,
Zalmen Mlotek, Kiamesha Lake, NY,
Call 212-362-3335
13- 18 Sun.-Fri. , Yiddish Music, Theater &

Language Workshops, Dr. Chava Lapin,
Bernard Mendelovitch, & Shura
Lupovsky, JCE Circle Lodge, Hopewell Jct. ,
NY Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
16 Wed., 8:00 P.M., Klezamir, Emanuel Camps,
Copake, NY Call 518-329-1336
17-19 Workmen's Circle Trip to Natl. Yiddish
Book Center, CAil 2 12-889-6800 xt 271
18 Fri., 11:00 A.M., Sholem Aleichem Seniors,
with Paula Kinnan, Vancouver, Canada
Call 604-325- 1812
18-20 Bernard Mendelovitch, JCE Circle Lodge,
Hopewell Jct. , NY Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
19 Sat., 3:00 P.M. , Maxwell St. Klezmer Band,
Evanston Ethnic Arts Festival, Evanston, IL
Call 847-329-9089
20 Sun., Noon, Boulder Leyen-Krayz,
Boulder, CO Call 303-494--9709
20 Sun., 1:30 P.M., Boulder Vinkl, Boulder, CO
Call 303-494--9709
20-25 Sun.-Fri., Games, Outings, &

Entertainment With "A Yidishn Ta 'am,
Hopewell Jct., NY Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
21-25 M-F, 9:00 A.M, Thousand Years of

Jewish Life Through Yiddish Literature,
Dr. Rakhmiel Peltz, Gratz College, Melrose Pk.,
PA Call 800-475-4635
27-8/1 Sun.-Fri., Prof. Miriam Isaacs, Zalmen
Mlotek, Creative Expressions, Hopewell Jct., NY
Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
August
1 Fri., 7:30 P.M, Brave Old World, Allegheny
Co. Cultural Programs, Pittsburgh, PA
Call 412-835-4809
2 Every Sat., 7:30 P.M. Yiddish Culture
Club of Los Angles, Los Angeles, CA
Call 20-275-8455
2 Every Sat., 3:00 P.M. Friends of Yiddsih,
London, England Call +44 (0)171-488 3092·
3 Every Sun., 7:30 P.M., Riverdale Yiddish
Leyenkrayz, New York, Call 718-678-8977
3 Sun, 10:00 A.M., Leisure Village Yiddish
Club, Laguna Hills, CA Call 714-472-1221
3 Sun., 1:30 P.M., Yiddish Song Circle,
San Francisco, CA Call 415-668-2284
3 Sun., 7:30 P.M., Yiddish Vinkl,
Cleveland, OH, Call 216-381-4515

4 Mon., 8:00 P.M., Klezamir, Emanuel Camps,
Copak1e, NY Call 518-329-1336
4 Every Mon., 8:30 P.M., Fraynt Fun Yidish,
Montevideo, Uruguay Call (5982) 925-750
4 Every Mon., 5:00 P.M. Yiddish Culture Soc.
of Jerusalem, 10 Rechov Sholom Aleichem,
Jerusalem, Israel, Call 02-712-218
5 Tues., 8:00 P.M., Brave Old World,
Dartmouth College, Call 603-646-2422
5 Every Tues., 10:00 A.M., Tuesday Yiddish
Class., Pittsburgh, PA Call 412-421-4269
5 Tues., 11 :00 A.M., Khavurah Yiddish Club,
Torrance, CA, Call 310-371-9940
5 Every Tues., 7:30 P.M, Teaneck Study Group
Teaneck, NJ Call 201-833-4748
7 Thurs .., 8:00 & 10:00 P.M., Brave Old World,
Santa Monica, CA Call 310-656-8501
8 Fri., llr1dividual, Mishpokhe, and Kehilla,
Prof. Rella Mintz Geffen, Hopewell Jct., NY
Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
9 Sat., 8:00 P.M., Brave Old World, CA Plaza
Presents, Los Angeles, CA Call 213-687-2159
10-15 Sun.-Fri., Dr. Barney Zumoff, Medicine &
the Jews, Hopewell Jct., NY Call 1-800-922-2558
16 Wed., 2:00 P.M, Maxwell St. Klezmer Band
Congregation B'nai Jacob, Des Moines, IA
Call 847-329-9089
17 Sun., 5:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Yiddish
Music Festival, Kensico Dam Plaza, Valhalla,
Westchester, NY Call 800-922-2558 xt 215
17-21 Sun-Thurs, CAJE Conference, Stanford
University Palo Alto, CA Call 212-268-4210
17-22 Sun.-Fri., Chayale Ash, Felix Fibich,
Pesaklh Fiszman, & Zalmen Mlotek, HandsOn Performance Workshops, Hopewell Jct., NY
Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
18 Mon., 8:00 P.M. , Klezamir, Emanuel Camps,
Copake~, NY Call 518-329-1336
19 Tues., 7:30 P.M., Maxwell St. Klezmer Band
Starliglht Concert Series, Evanston, IL
Call 847-329-9089
20-24 Kle:zkanada '97, 'Three Cities of Yiddish
Excellence: Lodz, Vilna, and Warsaw", Bryna
Wasserman, Bernard Mendelovitch, Mina Bern,
Lantier (Laurentians), Canada Call 514--345-2610
24 Sun., 2 Concerts Maxwell St. Klezmer Band,
Dallas, TX Call 847-329-9089
24-29 Sun.-Fri., Prof. Samuel Kassow & Prof.
Emanuel Goldsmith, Jewish Geography,
Hopewell Jct., NY Call 1-800-922-2558 xt 205
26 Tues., (last) 2:00 P.M., Redt Yiddish,
Louisville, KY Call 502-895-5996
30 Sun. 5:00 P.M., Manhattan Leyenkrayz,
New York City, Call 212-874-4765
27-9/2 Yidish-vokh, Yugntruf Annual Vacation in
the Berkshires, Call 212-787-6675
29-9/1 Hands-On Performance Workshops,
Pesakh Fiszman, & Irene Failenbogen,
Hopewell Jct., NY Call 1-800-922-2558

Veltrat Sesye: World Council for Yiddish
Session June 3-4, 1997

Tsu di yidishe klubn un kulturorganizatsyes in yisroyl un in di tfutses
in onblik fun di dringende problemen vos
shteyen haynt far der yidish- rnarokh in
yisroyl un in der velt, firn mir durkh di
yerlekhe farbreyterte baratung fun undser
internatsyonaler ekzekutive, mit der
bateylikung fun di forshteyer fun yidish klubn
un organizatsyes in yisroyl un in der velt.
di baratung vet forkumen in di teg fun
2tn un 3tn yuni, 1997, in beys-leyvik in tel
aviv, un mir betn, az yeder kultur-organizatsye oder klub zol deligirn 2 forshteyer.

we will hold our ·yearly, expanded session
of the Executive of the World Council for
Yiddish with the participation of representatives of Yiddish Clubs and Culture-organizations in Israel and around the world.
The session will take place on the second
and third of June, 1997, in Bet-Leivik, in Tel
Aviv, and we ask each culture-organization
or club to delegate two representatives.
Information/ informatsye:
winer@euronet.co.il
Address/ adres: Leivik House, 30 Dov Hoz St.,
POB 11676. Tel Aviv, Israel.

To the Yiddish Clubs and Cultureorganizations in Israel and Elsewhere

Leybl Botwinik e-mail:
leybl@telecomm.tadiran.co.il>

In light of the urgent problems facing
Yiddis}, in Israel and around the world,

Leybl Botwinik, vitse-forzitser, veltrat far
yidisher kultur.

Kind-Un-Keyt
[English follows the Yiddish]
es iz dershinen der 3ter numer kind-unkeyt, far kleyn un groys. vi di frierdike
numern, iz oykh der numer sheyn ilustrirt, un
bashteyt fun interesante materyaln: fun rokhl
boymvol (yerushalayim), mates olitski (NY),
miryarn krant (montreal). ir vet zikh bakenen
nit 2 naye nemen - khayim sokol (yerushalayim) un ]eye shlosman (sarasota), vos hobn
spetsyel farn zhurnal ongeshribn zeyere verk.
in der rubrik "yidishe vitslingen" vet aykh
makh freylekh der vilner motke khabad; un
der shrayber boris sandler dertseylt aykh 2
naye geshikhtes vegn kleptshik-bebtshik; in
der rubrik :in der velt fun kluge zakhn" zetst
for leybl botvinik zayn shrnues vegn dem
alveltlekhn veb; vegn dem yugntlekhn
ansambl fun ashkelon "kinor david " dersteylt
in zayn reportazh reful blumenfeld; un andere
rnayses, lider un shpiler-ayen. vi tornid, vart
oyf aykh di "freylekhe hafsoke".

The third issue of Kind-un-Keyt, for young
and old, is here! Like the previous issues, this
one is beautifully illustrated and contains
interesting materials: works by Rokhl
Boyrnvol, Mates Olitski, Miriam Krant,
Khayim Sokhol, Leah Shlosman, Boris
Sandler, Leybl Botwinik, and others
A graphically rich issue of stories, poems,
riddles and puzzles, Kind-Un-Keyt may be
ordered as a one year subscription, for 4 issues:
Yisroyl/ Israel: 45 shekel
The Americas - $40
Europe - $35
Australia - $45
"KIND-UN-KEYT",
P.O.B. 39084 Givat-Ram
Jerusalem 91390. Israel.
------ Leybl Botwinik
leybl@telecomm.tadiran.co.il

Yugntruf- Yugnt far yidish
Mitvokh, dem 27stn oygust, biz dinstik,
dem 2tn september in "Kemp Emanuel",
Kopeyk, Nyu York, in di prakhtike Berkshirberg
Far vos iz di Yugntruf-yidish-vokh di same
beste zumer-vakatsye af der yidisher gas? Mir
hobn zikh letstns nokhgefregt bay a tsol bakante
perzenlekhkeytn, un ot zenen etlekhe fun
zeyere entfers: Yosl Yunger Yidishist, student
un libhober fun mame-loshn: S'iz poshet! Di
yidish-vokh iz di eyn-un-eyntsike vos vert
oysgefirt durkhoys af yidish, hakl-bekl-mikl.
Mayne balibtste aktivitetn zenen di umformele
lektsyes, vi oykh di diskusyes af alerley temes,
vi lemoshl: "Zol men shikn yidishe kinder in
algemeyne shuln tsi in yeshives?", un "Arayn
in tsveytn yorhundert funem Forverts." Vu
nokh ken men shmuesn af eyn ort mit der
smetene fun der yidish-velt? Vu nokh ken
men zikh gefinen vu der rov yidish-reders
zenen yunge-Iayt?
Dvoyre Datshenitse: Ikh hob lib tsu zitsn
ba der prekhtik sheyner ozere, aynotemen di
reykhes fun di beymer un blumen, shpatsirn af
di bahaltene steshkelekh, onkukn dern eybikn
him!, un zikh tsuhern tsu der shtilkeyt fun der
natur. Simkhe Sportier, Yidisher atlet: Ikh hob
lib dos gut onshpiln zikh in koyshbol, netsbol
un hilke-pilke, ver redt nokh dos shvimen un
shiflen zikh ayedn tog. Un u-va, s'ara mekhayedik ort tsu loyflen! Brukhe Bukhhalterin:

In Auschwitz Camp I have Not Been
by Edward M. Goldman

In Auschwitz Camp I have not been;
The dead of Bergen-Belsen I have not seen.
The smoke of Dachau I have not smelled;
Naked Children I have not covered.
From all the murdered their blood cries out:
Remember us, remember us with all your might.
I have not tasted the ashes of Chelmno;
The earth, not I, has drunk a sea of blood.
The fire in Treblinka has scorched the sky,
Here I stand, my heart ripped open, grieving.
From all the murdered their blood cries out:
Remember us, remember us, with all your might.

Yidish-vokh 1997!

Dermont ober di emese sibe: ir kent blaybn a
gantse vokh far bloyz $225, arayngerekhnt esn,
trinkgelt un transport fun nyu-york un tsurik!
Un s'zenen do hanokhes far kaledzh-studentn
arbet-sh tu dirnikes !!
A gvaldike metsiye! Gitl Gezelshaftlekh:
Me shpant zikh oys barn redn, barn shmuesn,
barn lakhn. Teyl zenen gevorn gute-brider afn
lebn, un yo - afile khosn-kale. Pinkhes Plyesker:
Bravo, bravo! Bis, bis! Hura! Banzay! [Taytsh:
Talantarnye! Klezmer-kontsert! Folktents!
Zingeray barn lager-fayer! Yidishe filmen!] Her
un Froy Genug Shoyn Kinder: Mir hobn shtark
lib undzere kinder. Nor mir hobn zey nokh
mer lib ven me farshpilt zey, lemoshl, in sport,
hantarbet un kunst, oytser-geyegn, pyeskelekh,
un nokh un nokh - dertsu nokh mit shaferishe
halbtsaytike kinder-ufpasers, un alts af yidish!
Yitzkhok Yid: Un ikh fil zikh mamesh in der
heym mitn koshern esn un dern ortikn shil.
Nu, mit azoyne entuziastishe entfers, darft
ir nokh sibes? Farshraybt zikh vos gikher!
Ale bateylikte af der yidish-vokh darfn zayn
Yugntruf-mitglider. Dos khaver-gelt iz ober say vi a
metsiye: $10 far studentn;
$18 - nisht-studentn;
$20 - Meksike un Kanade;
$22 - mekhuts Tsofn-amerike

Shraybt Yugntruf af: 200 West 72 St., #40,
NY, NY 10023-2824, oder klingt (212) 787-6675,
oder shikt mit der blitzpost (elektronisher post)
tsu: Ruvn Milman: ruvn@aol.com
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Yiddish Education in Moscow and
in the Former Soviet Union.

Mer vi 100 studentn lernen yidish in Moskve. Dem
26-stn November20 studentn fun farsheidene yidishe
universitetn in Moskve zainen gekumen cum bagegenish
rnitn Profesor Shimon Sandler, a mehaber fun zeyer bavustn lernbuch fun yidish. Shimon Sandler hot geredt oif
yidish, un di studentn hobn im gefregt oif yidish vegn
yidishe filologie un vorclen fun yidishe verter. In di
tzveite teil hot profesor derceilt vegn zain zeyer
interesante biografie un vegn yidish in zain lebn un in di
lebn fun zain haveirim. Dr. Mihcail Krutikov OTSA,
New York) hot gefirt dem farzamlung tsuzamen mit
Shimon Sandler. Dos nekste bagenenish vet zain mit Aron
Vergelis, redaktor fun di yidishe zhurnal "Yidishe gas"
("Sovetish Heimland"). Di moskover teil fun BethHillel un zain direktor Zhenya Michaleva hot undz
zeyer gehelft cu hobn dos trefung. Zeks studentn fun
Moskve shraibn iber oif yidish mit di mentshn fun andere lender, zey ainteiln in di program "Feder Fraint".
Jewish University in Moscow
Total number of students 170 (75 new) Depts.: History,
Philology, Sociology. Rector: Prof. Arkady Kovelman
President: Prof. Alexander Militarev E-mail:
jewunimali@glas.apc.org
Total number of students studying Yiddish: 9
Classes: 1st year, 9 students, Yiddish 2h/ week, tutor Anya Shternshis
Yiddish is an optional subject for the students studying on
the faculty "History of Jews in Russia and Soviet Union".

Moscow (Anya Shternshis) and Maimonides State Jewish
Academy (Galina Eliasberg). Spring '96 semester 30
students from Philological Dept. (2nd and 3rd years) of PJ
will start Yiddish classes with Prof. Shimon Sandler.
Maimonides State Jewish Academy
Academy has 370 students. Faculties: Dept. of Judaica &
Hebrew studies - 65 (27 new) students Chair of Yiddish
and W. European languages (Head: Elizaveta Khakina)
Rector: Veronika Irina, Academician. Dean of Dept. of
Judaica and Hebrew studies: Prof.Mikhail Chlenov
Total number of students studying Yiddish: 65
Moscow Touro College: Yiddish faculty: (1991 /92 - 94/95)
June 1995 25 students from the former Yiddish Dept. of
Touro College graduated after the program was canceled
because of lack of financing. After 3 years of studying (4
month in Israel) students received Moscow Touro College
certificates. Together with Project Judaica Yiddish
faculty of Moscow Touro College was one of the best
school of Yiddish in the £.Soviet Union. Started in 1991
this program provided 10 h/week Yiddish classes for
more than 40 students. Yiddish language classes were
taught by Elizaveta Khakina, Sheva Tzuker, Haim
Beider, Mark Meterperel. The program had subjects on
Jewish history and culture taught in Yiddish. Jewish
Folklore was tutored by Prof. Dov Noy, Maria
Kotlyarova taught about Jewish Theatre, Abraham
Karpinovich, Haim Beider taught Jewish literature,
there were subject on Yiddish Rithoriks (Levkovich),
Yiddish songs (Alika Smechova) and others. The
Yiddish faculty was tutored by Prof. Gershon Winer.
Yiddish studies in the Former Soviet Union

Project Judaica
Total number of students: 48 (December 1995) Faculties:
Historical-Archive (18), History-Philological (30)
Dir.: Prof. David E. FishmanE-mail: elena@rggu.msk.su
Total number of students studying Yiddish: 18
Classes: 5th year 18 students, Yiddish 4h/ week, tutor
Prof. Shimon Sandler 5th year 18 students, Yiddish
historiography 4h/ week, Dr. Mikhail Krutikov
Together with the canceled Yiddish Dept. of Touro
College, Project Judaica is the oldest Yiddish program in
former Soviet Union. It was started in 1991 as a program
of Russian State Univ. of Humanities, Jewish Theological
Seminary of America and YIVO. Well-known Yiddish
professors such as Pesakh Fishman, Dov-Ber Kerler,
Abraham Nowerztern, Isaak Niborsky, Sheva ZuckerZvi
Gitelman, David Roskies, Gennady Oystraich, Shimon
Sandler and Boris Sandler took part in Yiddish tutoring
and special Yiddish courses on Historical - Archivial
Dept. of the Project "Judaica". The success of the Yiddish
studies on Project Judaica is proved by the fact that two
senior PJ students are tutoring in Jewish University in

This information was taken from the new directory
"Jewish studies in the institutions of Higher Learning in
the CIS & Baltic countries" made by SEFER Center
(Victoria Mochalova, L yudmila Chulkova. For a copy of
directory send your requests to <sefer@glas.apc.org>.
JEWISH UNIV. IN Sf.PETERSBURG Dept. of Lit. and Culture of Jewish
Diaspora Yiddish 4h/ week, 15 students, tutor A.Reyzlina Address: Russia,
1%247 St.peterburg P.O.B. 10 Fax: 7-(095)-2687568
INTERNATIONAL SOLOMON UNIVERSITY IN KIEV
Yiddish language, tutor E.Alexander
Address: Ukraine, 252033 Kiev Saksaganskogo str. 64 Fax: (044)-220-51%
VILNIUS UNIVERSITY (Vilno) Philological Dept.
Yiddish language, tutor M.Shubes, Jewish Literature in Yiddish,
M.Shubes Address: University str.3, Vilnus, Lithiania.
KISHINEV UNIV. Philological Dept Yiddish language, tutor M.Lemster,
Address: Moldova, Kishinev, A. Mateevichi str. 60 Fax: 373-2-240041
BIROBIDZHAN PEDAGOGICAL INSf. Philological Dept. Yiddish
language, tutor B. Ritenberg: Ru5.5ia, EAO, Birobidzhan, ul. Lenina 27
JEWISH PEOPLE UNIV. OF DNEPROPEfROVSK Yiddish language,
tutor G. Meshenberg: Ukraine 320000 Dnepropetrovsk, Minina st. 1
Editors: Motya Chlenov, Anya Shtemshis
Thanks to Sean Martin (Ohio State Univ.)

Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye

Please print my offer of free copies of my song
"A Yingls Gebet" and "In Auschwitz Lager Bin
Ikh Nit Geven". Edward M. Goldman, 43 W.
32nd St. Bayonne NJ Remember Ed's series of
"transliterated" comic bible scenes in der bay.
far dem YOM HASHOA, vet men in ovnt
(motse shabes dem 3tn mai) aynordenen an
akademye nor oyf yidish in tel-aviv, unter
dem patronazh fu n dem yidish pil teater un
mistome nokh organizatsyes. mer protim hob
ikh dervayle nit. zayt gezun t un shtark un
sheferish. Leybl Botwinik, Netanya, Israel
Yiddish speakers travelling through New
England and wishing a heymish B & B where
you can share a yidish vort, stop in at Gan Eydn,
home of 2 Wholesale Klezmer Band members.
We have 38 acres of apple trees, and kosher
vegetarian meals in western Mass. Yosl Kurland
& Peggy Davis, Colrain, MA Call 413-624-3204.
Please note my new address (to Bromma from
Stockholm). I appreciate your der bay
very much and use it when teaching Yidd ish.
Lennart Kerbel, Bromma, Sweden
Here is information on our Yiddish Kreiz
in The Netherlands: Every Wednesday 2:00
P.M., Beth Simcha Yiddish Kreiz, c/ o Beth
Shalom, Kastelenstraat 80, 1083 DE Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, Call 0031 20 6613556
Jack Wiegman, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
I attended the Yiddish club meeting in Laguna
Hills-Leisure World. This club was mentioned
in a recent edition of der bay. I was very
impressed by their having over 150 in
attendance. At our annual seder, on April 20,
Zel Sax, Fay Dorfman and I conducted it all in
Yiddish. Mike Blain, Indianapolis, IN
Our Klezamir Band will perform a series
of concerts at Emanuel Camps, Copake, New
York in June-August. Also we shall be playing
at the NYBC Open House, four Sundays at the
end of June and beginning of July.
Amy Rose, Amherst, MA arose@crocker.com
I have found in Sar asota a treasure trove of
Yiddish activities (Reading Group, Beginner's
Class, Tish, Vin.kl, and assorted levels reading
group. Many were started by Lin Schlossman.
I'll be returning to NJ. Would you please send
me names of North Jersey Yiddish teachers.
Sylvia Fischbein, Wayne, NJ

Through your inspiration I learned about
Mendele-and other interesting groups via
Internet. Sophia Adler, Southold, NY
I play with a Jewish Renewal group, in the
East Bay-The Shabbatones. A num ber in our
repertoire was recor ded by the Barry sisters,
"vos bistu ketzele broyges". What is the meaning in the song of "shmare vaznik?" We have
a wonderful singer, and are available for gigs.
Rabbi Sholom Groesberg, Martinez, CA
Livi ng Traditions is moving ahead with
plans for reviving our West Coast KJezKamp
in the summer of 1998. Please send us your
snail mail address to livetrads@aol.com .
Henry Sapoznik, Dir., New York, NY
I'm enclosing the 1st issue of Yiddishkayt
L.A. Thanks for the information. It covers all
topics. Hereafter we'll have an in-dep th feature in every issue. Mark Smith, Encino, CA
Klazzj's CD, Wan dering Jew combines
klezmer, with Latin, Gypsy, jazz and AfroCuban percussion. Yale Strom,
West Hollywood, CA yitztyco@aol.com
Yugntruf is looking for people to form a
Yiddish-speaking place for 3-4 people for the
beginning of summer 1998-Probabl y located
near Columbia Univ. Sholem Berger, New
York, NY Call Yugntruf 's office 212-787-6675.
Ikh shik aykh etlekhe bleter vos ikh gib in
onheyb tsu di shiler in mayn klas "an aryanfir
tsu yidish." Efsher emetser ken zey nu tsn.
Sy Pollack, St. Louis, MO svp@cs.wustl.edu
Your readers may wish to know about the
Jewish Travel Network. Our goal is to brin g
together Jews from around the world-for a
meal, a brief home stay or just a phone call.
Sam & Del Silverman, San Carlos, CA
415-368-0880 e-mail jtrvlnetwork@aol.com
My Toronto Klezmer Band plays original
klezmer horas. This last New Year's Eve we
played at an open air plaza in downtown
Toronto with the temperature a cold zero
degrees Fahrenheit. Rick Kardonne,
Toronto, Canada 416-489-8269
Thank you for sending der bay regularly.
I am going to Moscow to present 2 papers
at a conference entitled "The Lessons of
the Holocaust and Contemporary Russia".
Monika Garbowska, Lublin, Poland
MARCIN@klio.umcs.lublin.pl
Marie Curie-Sklodowska University

Gratz College: Summer '97

Support Your Local Yiddish Activities!!

We have written previously about this
wonderful college near Philadelphia. It is one
of the best kept secrets in the Yiddish World.
This summer two exciting courses are
listed. The first entitled, lmaginations in Conflict: Survey of Modern Yiddish Literature in
Translation will be taught by Dr. Katherine
Hellerstein. The second course, taught by Dr.
Rakhmiel Peltz, is A Thousand Years of
Jewish Life Through Yiddish Literature.
Dr. Hellerstein will cover the period from
1846-1984 and include the major Yiddish
writers in Europe and America as well as
lesser known men and women writers. This
course runs 9am-5pm June 16-20
Dr. Peltz will stress Jewish social history
and creativity through proverbs, folktales,
folksongs, medieval epics, drama, film, and
poetry. This course runs 9am-5pm July 21-25.
Other well-known faculty members, who
are teaching this summer, are Dr. Hannah
Kliger and Jerry M. Kutnick. For additional
detwls call 215-635-7302 or 800 475-4635.

Often der bay has extolled the great work
of YIVO, NYBC,. WC, the Forverts, and even
our new International Association of Yiddish
Clubs. However, it all starts and finishes at
home. Unless we all foster our local Yiddish
activities through our dubs, Yiddish teachers,
Klezmer groups, and Yid dish at our local
colleges and universities, all of us will be left
with only archives and beautiful buildings.
It is like a good marriage, it is like our
support for Israel, it is li ke our ca reer-all are
a dual situation. If we neglect one part of the
Yin-Yang dyad, the balance is lost, and only a
fraction of the whole remains.
Support here refers to time, and effort as
well as financial support. Isn't it true that
your Annual Yiddish Club dues may be less
than a dime a day? What a great bargain for
keeping the link in the chain between our
heritage and our grandchildren.
Support also means participation. Don't
go to a meeting just to be entertained. Just as
in sex, be a participator-not just an onlooker.
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International Association of Yiddish Clubs (IAYC) Elects
Exec. Board, Names an Advisory Committee, Opens Club
Registration and Announces Its Available Grants for
Yiddish Education
First IAYC Board Of_Director-S Elected and Officers Selected
Officers
Pres.: Dr. Harold Black
V. Pres.: "Fishl" Kutner
Secretary: Morrie Feller
Treasure: Michael Baker

Bethesda
San Mateo
Phoenix
Minneapolis

MD
CA
AZ
MN

David Barias
Dr. Allan Blair
Stephen Dowling
Dr. Hy Goldman
TBA

Boca Raton
Columbus
NewYork
Hempstead
Toronto

FL
OH
NY
PQ
PO

First IAYC Advisory Committee
Zachary Baker
Ruth Barias
Debra H. Biasca
Susan Gane
Itche Goldberg
Aaron Lansky
Marcia Levinsohn
Prof. David N. Miller
Joseph Mlotek
Dr. Mordkhe Schaechter
lose£ Vaisman
Dr. Barnett Zumoff

New York
Delray Beach
Boulder
Houston
New York
Holyoke
Silver Spring
Columbus
Bronx
New York
Chapel Hill
Brooklyn

NY
FL

co

TX
NY
MA
MD
OH
NY
NY
NC
NY

Abraham Lichtenbaum
Bobbi Zylberman
TBA
Oscar Antel
Prof. Eugene Orenstein
Prof. Yitzhak Niborski
Leybl Botwinik
Dr. Avrom Nowersztem
Jack Halpern
Frida Cielak

Important Application for IAYC Membership
&
Grants for Yiddish Education Projects
(See Inside for Details)

Argentina
Australia
Canada
Canada
Canada
France
Israel
Israel
Japan
Mexico

internatsionaler kalendar

Our Colombia Contact in South America

September
3 Wed, 7:00 P.M, Sholom Aleichem: The
Voice of Our People, Ruth Barias,
Waterbury, CT Call 203-263-5121
3 Every Wed., 10:00 A.M, Kim Redn Yiddish
Philadelphia, PA Call 215-698-8948
3 Every Wed., 2:00 P.M., Beth Simcha
Yiddish Kreiz, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Call 0031 20-6613556
3 Every Wed., 2:00 P.M., A Bissele Yiddish,
Phoenix, AZ Call 602-264-2325
3 Every Wed., 2:30 P.M., Kadimah Meeting
Elstemwick, Australia Call 61-3-523-9817
3 Every Wed., Noon, Yiddishkeit Rap Group
North Hollywood, CA, Call 818-984-0276
3 Every Wed., 8:00 P.M., Maxwell Street
Klezmer, Chicago, IL Call 312-525-3091
4 Every Thurs., 10:00 A.M., Yiddish Culture
Club, Philadelphia, PA Call 215-725-6285
4 Thurs. (1st), 1:30 P.M., Yiddish Discussion
Group, Los Angeles, CA Call 310-552-2007
4 First Thurs, 12:45 P.M., Brandeis Yiddish
Group, Southfield, MI Call 810-350-9789
4 Thurs, 10:00 A.M, Yiddish Songs in
America Troim Handler, Cranbury, NJ
Call 609-655-8019
6 Sat., 4:00 P.M., Yiddishe Cup Klezmer
Band Shaker Heights, OH Call 216-491-1354
7 First Sun. each month, 7:30 P.M, Yiddish
Vink) Cleveland, OH, Call 216-381-4515
8 Mon., 1:00 P.M. , Mamaloshn Mayvonim
Buffalo, NY (Visitors welcome) 716-834-7075
11 Thurs., 1:00 P.M. , JCC Yiddish Study
Group Indianapolis, IN Call 317-251-9467
12-14 Fri.-Sun, Friends of Yiddish Annual
Weekend, Pesach Fiszman, Malke Gottlieb,
Adrienne Cooper, New York, Call 718-224-5497
14 Sun, 2:00 PM, Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band
Berea Arts Fest, Berea, OH Call 216-891-1102
17 Wed, 1:00 PM, Program of Yiddish Stories
& Songs Ruth Barias, Waterbury, CT
Call 203-263-5121
21 Sun., 2:00 P.M, Kol Simcha Klezmer Band
Carnegie Hall, NYC Call 212-247-7800
22 Mon, 7:30 P.M, Sholem Asch's Jewishness
Troim Handler, Cranbury, NJ Call 609-655-8019
22 Mon., 7:30 P.M, Yiddish Lit. Discussion
Group Cinnaminson, NJ Call 609-829-8479
23 Tues., (last) 2:00 P.M., Redt Yiddish,
Louisville, KY Call 502-895-5996
28 Sun. (Last Sun.), Noon, Lomir Redo Yidish,
Kansas City, KS Call 816-363-6259
28 Sun. (Last Sun. of each month), 5:00 P.M.,
Manhattan Leyenkrayz, Call 212-874-4765
28 Sun. (Last Sun. of each month), 6:30 P.M.,
Baltimore Klezmer Club, Machaya Klezmer
Band, Pikesville, MD Call 410-484-6200

I conitacted some of our Yiddish group about your
program, and they are interested, mainly those who
travel frequently. They would like to join Yiddish groups
and m eet people internationally. We want to be members
of your Association, as a club.
The following are the names of the tsunoifkumers
who have agreed.
Esther C.i1ttan
Carol Fassler
Fanny Firnkelman
Manuel Goldstein
Moris Goldstein
Perla Guhnan
Rosa Ker-pel
Dwora Leimer
Moises Lerner
Rosita Markovich

Moises Mermelstein
Jacobo Reines
Sara Reines
Pola Rosenfarb
Rosa Szyller
Leon Vaisberg
David Waisberg
Moises Wasserman
Victoria Wasserman

We want to subscribe to Der Bay and have the club
inscription. Should there be any more members to subscribe, 1 will keep you updated.
Please include us in the next issue, so that everybody
can contact us. We shall be pleased to welcome any Yiddish visitor anytime, as well as any printed material
that any o,f the members would like to share with us.
Please contact our Yiddish Club:
Der Yiddi:sher Tsunoifkum
Conductor: Moises Mermelstein
Mail Add1ress: Apartado Aereo 40808
Bogota, COLOMBIA
Phone/Fax (571) 320-1083
E-mail mermelst@impsat.net.co
Meetings: Monthly, Second Wednesday

\'Vomen's Conferences/Studies
Why have a Women's Conferences or Women's
Studies if lthere aren't Men's Conferences or Men's
Studies? Isn' t it time to put the sexist issue to bed?
NO! ]t isn't necessary to have Men's ...., for that's
basically all we have had. Now that the b rainpower
of women has truly been unleashed, we can look at all
of this talent. Such was the outpouring which resulted
from Di F:royen Conference held in NY, October of 1995.
A small quantity of the Conference Proceedings are
still available. This was a truly historic event and the
proceedin,gs include the 44 papers presented. Jt was by
far the most impressive array of women Yiddishists to
be at any one conference.
The excellent appendixes cover bibliography,
resources, and institutions with a list of the
participants and their specialties.

To get your copy, write to NCJW-NY
Section, 9 East 69th St. NY, NY 10021-4988
or call (212) 535-5909

Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye
There are a few remaining copies of my" A Guide to
the More Common H ebraic Words in Yiddish" . J am
working on an enlarged version which may be completed
next year. Steven A. Jacobson, PO Box 82849 Fairbanks,
AK Ph 907-474-6583
ffsaj@aurora.alaska.edu
We opened for Alan King in Skokie. When we
finished, he stepped onto the stage and reguested an
encore, and started h is act. He went on for literally five
minutes about what a great band we were, and how he
wished that he could fly us in for his seder. The crowd
laughed and applauded. Lori Lippitz, Skokie, IL
Ph 847-329-9089 MaxweilSt@aol.com
Enclosed is a preliminary list of my Fall and
Winter 1997 performances and lectures. As you notice,
they are mainly a mixture of five-day Elderhostel
lectures and Yiddish club performances on the Jewish
Experience Through Humor and Song. Meyer Zaremba,
Delray Beach, FL Ph. 561-496-3514
(Editor's note)
Meyer is the author of "Freud un Fargenign"
I just returned from a family wedding in Cleveland,
where I sat in with Yiddishe Cup Klezmer Band. They
are doing a lively successful job of providing music for
the Jewish community. Enclosed are gigs for my band
Ellis Island- Old World Folk Band.
Carol Ginsburg, Albany, CA 510-524-3293
I've been singing at Yiddish clubs and various
organizations. I have fou nd that some hunger for
Yiddish and others who don't understand it. Yiddish
has made me feel warm, loved and it keeps Mama,
Papa, Bubbie and Zaydie near me at all times.
Cookie Blattman, Tamarac, FL
1 have to smile when I open the paper of der bay.
Here is Kay Goodman, who leads an interesting class,
and here is Gella Fishman who created the SYSA
Collection-my materials and graduation book from the
Sholem Aleichem School in Chicago included (circa
'30s). Keep up the good work.
Edith Wanamaker, Beverly Hills, CA
We're Yiddish stud ents in Malverne, L.I. It's been
our continuing z'khus to have as our teacher Dr. Sol
Goldman, retired director of education of the JNF. In his
honor we are providing him a subscription to der bay.
Dr. Goldman's Students, Malverne, NY
Yiddish translations- manuscripts, letters, texts,
etc. done at reasonable cost. Please contact me at:
(617) 566-0755. Esther Ritchie, Brookline, MA
Editor's note) Esther has taught Yiddish and is
associated with the W.C. Brookline I.L. Peretz School
We are seeking a beginning Yiddish teacher for
the fall semester. We will hold the class at either our
San Francisco or Berkeley sites. If you know of anyone
interested, please let us know. Or if you can spread the
word about the position that would be great.
Karen Nelkin, Berkeley, CA 510-845-6420
We were amazed when Nekhama came up from the
twin cities with over 50 workers to help with the shut,
and, bringing a check to help out. It was good to see a

Jewish relief organization so organized. I' ll try to rou ndup the information a nd get it to you a.s.a.p., i.e., when
we get po1wer and phone in my office.
Dave Marshall, Grand Forks, ND
Please send me the March, April and May issues
to complete our set. Do you have addresses for Yiddish
types in the Ukraine? I want recently published books
from ther,e.
David Hi1rsch, Univ. Research Library UCLA
PO BOX 9-51575, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1575
Te l: 310-825-2930 FAX: 310-206-4974
e-mail: dU1.irsch@library.ucla.edu
Enclosed is the list of events for our Yiddishe Cup
Klezmer Band. The album "Klezmerized" is available
at Workmen's Circle, 0hvation, Playhouse Square,
Goose Acres, and Playhouse Square. Bert Stratton,
Cleveland! Heights, OH Call 216-932-3586
I'm sending a flyer of an issue of Gebiritg's unknown
and yet unpublished songs w hich were issued in Israel.
The book, "Mayn Fayfele", is marvelous! The songs
were found in Archives in Israel and I.W.0., New York.
Contact I. L. Peretz Library, 14 Brenner Str. 63826
Tel Aviv, Israel.
Ben Giladi, Kew Gardens, NY
In a frierdikn briv hob ikh aykh geshribn vegn
undzer yidish leyen krayz velkher ekzistirt shoyn 27
yor. mir tnE!fn zikh eyn mo! in der vokh un leyenen un
diskusirn y idishe literaturun un tsaytungen. dem krayz
hot geshafn mayn man e'h. mit groys-derekh erets.
Paulina Kirman, Vancouver, BC Canada
Your publication is very helpful.
Rabbi Ner Bresler, Brooklyn, NY
Here in Indianapolis our Jules Dorfman Yiddish
Oub had its First Annual Summer Luncheon. We now
have Yiddish classes and study groups meeting
Thursdays: at the Jewish Community Center. Those
wishing to sign up should call 317-251-9467 xt284.
If you are in town please do call.
Michael A. Blain, Indianapolis, IN
I enjoyed speaking with you at the Conference. I
also enjoyed the last paragraph of the June issue. Bar
Green passed away in a nursing home. The late poet
Aaron Kramer visited him there. My co-author, Kazuo
Uedo of Jajpan, has written to me about working on
another Yitddish-Japanese book together.
Troim Harldler, Cranbury, NJ
My band's name is Honorable Mentshn. Cantor Ian
Geller joined us. His wonderful voice really added a new
dimension to our performances. Most of our gigs have been
at bar/bat mitzvahs and weddings. We look forward to
doing gigs for festivals, conferences, and institutes.
Steve Rei11tfranck, Evanston, IL 847-869-6187
As a Yiddish teacher and as a leader of a Yiddish
Vinkl here in H ouston, I really appreciate your wonderful work as a clearnghouse for all things Yiddish.
Susan Gane, Houston, TX
My Klezmer band Hu-Tsa-Tsa has a tape. It can be
had for a postal money order of $5.00. 141 Rushton Rd.,
Toronto, Ont M6G 3H9 CANADA Jonno Lightstone

Freedman Yiddish Music Collection at Penn
by Kathryn Hellerstein

The University of Pennsylvania Library is pleased
to announce the acquisition of the Robert and Molly
Freedman Archive of Jewish Music. consisting of more
than 3,000 songbooks, reference works, and sound recordings, the Freedman Archive is estimated by scholars to
be the largest and most important collection of Yiddish
music in private hands.
The Freedmans assembled the Archive over a
period of 35 years. It includes the spectrum of Yiddish
music: folk songs, art songs, theatre mus ic, musical
comedy, and klezmer music. ]t spans art and the camp,
secular and sacred, high culture and popular culture, and
is a special way of documenting the social and cultural
trajectory of the 20th century Yiddish-speaking
community.
The A rchive is accessible through a computer
database created by the Freedmans for the collection.
This remarkable tool includes over 25,000 entries which
index exhaustively the bulk of the Archive. It is
capable of locating specific artists, t itles, genres,
Biblical references, poems, etc. Because the collection
has been so extensively indexed it can answer hitherto
unanswerable questions and open up the field of Yiddish
music to scholars in new ways. At present, the database
is only locally access ible. However, we hope to make it
available on the internet.
An inaugural celebration of the Archive and of the
achievement of the Freedmans will be held this coming
fall, when the Archive will be formally open as part of
the Penn Library's collections. For information, contact
Michael Ryan, Director of Specia l Collections, at 215898-7552 or ryan@pobox.upenn.edu.

My Life as a Hasid

s teeped in their musical tradition. Many tunes arc
serious, melancholic; however, some are more lively.
I would be d elighted in making a presentation in
your community of my experiences and ins ights into
contemporary Hasidic life or on Has idic Nigunim. This
presentation is informative, touching and humorous in a
heymisher Yiddish or English.
Yosef Weiss, 6023 Lafayette Avenue, Omaha, NE 68102,
Ph. (402) 556-5880

Coming WC Yiddish Events in the Phila. Area
Milton Kant

milton@uscom.com

These are two that are confirmed (keyn aynhore!):
9/28/97 "Home for the New Year" concert with Richard
Lenatsky, s ponsored by the Workmen's Circle/Phila.
District and the David G. Neuman Senior Center.
Although Richard studied voice as a child, he went
into the greenhouse bus iness. A few years ago, he was in a
New York delicatessen, one of the few remaining (and
thriving delis) on the Lower East Side, he asked if he
could s ing. He did so, and was applauded and as ked back.
5/16/98 lSRAEL 50 celebratory concert with the
Wholesale Klezmer Band, who wilJ be s inging Yiddish
songs from their compilation CD "Tfile far a Tsebrokhene
Veit," three songs in Yiddish about Israel, and others, in
Yiddis h and in Loshn Kodesh (As hkenazic Hebrew).
Sponsored by the W .C./Phila. Dis trict and the JCC of
Phila. - Klein Branch, with a grant from Philadelphia's
ISRAEL 50 Consortium, it is the only program that
highlights Israel's Yiddish Heritage in song. The name
of the program is "Two Countries, Two Languages, One
People's Heritage: Yid dish and Hebrew in Song."
Also: 9/14/97 our Booth and Exhibit at Northeast
Ph iladelphia Jewish Heritage Fes tival will highlight
our contribution to the promulgation of Yiddis h and
Yiddish culture, as well as our local programming.

Der yidisher kompyuter vegvayzer:
I am a 26 year-old former Hasid who currently
resides in Omaha, Nebraska. Until Thanksgiving 1994,
I had a beard, payos and wore full Hasidic regalia I am
the oldest of 12 children. My father is a rabbinic judge in
Monsey, NY. From a young age I was curious about everything. My grandmother said "I should save it for the Ma
Nish Ta Na." My curiosity and s kepticism has led me to
leaving my fold and joining the secular world.
This Spring I lectured on "Hasidic Life, Being There
and Leaving" at Mame-Loshn '97. The course detailed
my experiences as a Hasid, attending Hasidic yeshivas,
being close to the Rebbes, and s ubsequently leaving that
world.
Among the questions I addressed were: "What do
Hasids think of other Jews?' 'What is the underlying
spiritual content of Hasidic life?" and "What was it
like to see my first movie and TV s how at the age of 24?"
I found many people involved with Klezmer mus ic
interested in hearing, learning, and discussing the
Hasid ic nigunim. I was involved with Slonimer
Hasidim (originally from White Russia) and I am

Leybl Botwinik

Radio Program
leybl@telecomm.tadiran.co.il

There is a monthly 10-minute radio-show on the
Yiddish program of Kol-Yisracl about computers,
Internet and the World Wide Web. The program is
entitled: "The Yiddis h Computer Guide - Radio
Program" prepared and presented by Leybl Botwinik.
The first program was heard on:
Tues. June 24th, 19:00-19:25 (16:00 GMT) and Wed. June
25th, 19:00-19:25 (16:00 GMT). Both evenings on 927 AM
and one hour later (20:00-20:25) on 88.2 FM, in Israel.
Intl. broadcasts: Until Sept. 13, 1997
Local Time KHz Meters Target Areas
16:00-16:25
9365 32.03
Central Europe
9435 31.79
North America
11585 25.89
East Europe
11605 25.85
C.Europe/N.America
17:00-17:25
943531.79
North America
11585 25.89
East Europe
11605 25.85
C.Europe/N.America
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Speaking Yiddish
by Annabelle Weiss
I attended a great conference sponsored by
the International Association of Yiddish Clubs.
It was their fourth annual conference, this year
hosted at Sacred Heart University, in Fairfield,
CT (they hired a mashgiakh who kashered the
kitchen and presided over delicious kosher
meals). I tell you friends, Yiddish lives! There
were wel1 over 400 people in attendance, many
of them families with young children who
spoke to their parents in Yiddish!
We heard a marvelous group of speakers
from many countries who addressed themselves to some fascinating aspects of current
Jewish life. Most talks were offered alternately
in Yiddish and English, so no one felt excluded.
Do you know the story of Birobidzhan? It's
an area of Russia near the Chinese border
where the Communist government, in the late
1920's, tried to resettle Jews. They were offered
the opportunity of becoming farmers, and to
sweeten the offer, Yiddish became the designated language of the area. Schools, a newspaper, and a radio station, were all operated in
Yiddish, for Jews and non-Jews alike. Public
signs were printed in both Russian and Yiddish.
Our speaker was a young man, Nikolai
Borodulin. Born and raised in Birobidzhan, he
described its geography, history and the antiSemitism of the government in beau tiful
Yiddish. Nikolai was 29 years old when a nonJewish neighbor wished him a "gut yontif".
Nikolai asked him what the holiday was. "Rosh
Hashanah", came the reply. This was the first
time that Nikolai had ever heard of any Jewish
holiday. Imagin e, a Jew speaking in perfect
Yiddish who knows nothing about his heritage.
Another story was a talk by Nadja Gemmel,
a young German Jewish musician. Her parents
and grandparents are Holocaust survivors who
remained in Germany after the war. She told us
that the Jewish culture in Germany is so popular today that musicians support themselves
playing klezmer music. The Jewish population
of Germany is minuscule. Young Germans are
the audience at sold-out klezmer concerts.
I found myself squirming in discomfort and
anger as Nadja reviewed post W.W. II life in
Germany. She described a "wall of silence"

between parents and children regard ing the
past. In the late 1960's, young people began to
raise questions. Yiddish folksongs became
popular. In the 1980's klezmer music burst on
the scene! Nadja reflects that the phenomenon
is intimately connected to the alienation young
Germans feel from their own culture.
There were a range of classes offered-a
choral group, bird-watching (in Yiddish),
Yiddish on the Internet, children's classes, etc.
I enjoyed Fani Jacobson, the longest serving
staff member of the Forverts. She has worked
there for 49 years, and is a living repository of
its history. Famous Yiddish authors were first
published in the Forverts, induding I. B.
Singer. She shared thumb-na:il sketches of them
all, and told stories about Abraham Cahan-its
first and most famous editor, known to staff as
Abcahan (one word). She told us that the
circulation of the Forverts in l 939 was 250,000,
which was higher than four of the larger New
York dailies.
The conference coincided with the 100th
anniversary publication of the Forward, and Dr.
Barnett Zumoff, President of the Forward
Association, gave the keynote address. The
Forward is published in three IanguagesYiddish, English, and Russian. (The editor of
the Russian Forward, a recent emigre, was also
one of our speakers. I regret I did not hear him.
You just had to make some difficult choices.)
Another wonderful speaker was Mordkhe
Schaechter- a world renowned Yiddish
lexicographer. I asked him the meaning of the
common Yiddish phrase "Nisht geshtoygn un
nisht gefloygn", and was treated to a delicious
explanation. (I know when to use this phrase,
but I've never been sure of its meaning.)
According to Mordkhe, it refers to the story of
the resurrection of Jesus and his ascension, and
the Jewish refusal to accept the story:
" Nisht geshtoygn" = "No rising"
"un nisht gefloygn" = "and no flying"
Evenings were filled with fun: dancing to
klezmer bands, performances by talented actors
and singers, and cabarets featuring talented
attendees. The " tum.I" went on until 2-3 am .
Other Clevelanders in attendance were
Harry and Marilyn Cagin, Simon and Myra
Swirsky, and Florence Zinker .

International Association of Yiddish Clubs
(IA YC) Establishes Foundation Fund

The International Association of Yiddish
Clubs (IA YC) has established a Foundation
Fund for the Advancement of Yiddish
Education. Its prime purpose is to provide
financial support for projects that would
help to:
1. Foster and develop Yiddish language,
literature, and cultural programs on elementary, second ary, and university levels, and
adult education;
2. Support programs for Yiddish teacher
training;
3. DPvelop Yiddish curricula and pedagogical materials for children and for adult
groups.

Detailed proposals including financial
requirements and inquiries should be
addressed to David and Ruth Barias, 1010A
Heritage Village, Southbury, CT 06488.
Telephone: (203) 264-7328

Enjoy reading this newsletter as much as
I do in publishing it. There has never been a
missed or late issue. Please check the date
unde r the zip code on the label. It shows
when you last contributed to der bay. As a
one-person publication, there is no time for
billing. If you didn't contribute in the last
year, won't you please do your fair share
now? If you did, many thanks.
Contributors receive der bay monthly
( 1Ox a year). They have priority for
speakers, programs, and references for
gigs-especially when on tour. Keep abreast
of the International Association of Yiddish
Club Conference announcements.
Compiling and updating lists of Yiddish
clubs, teachers, Klezmer bands, computer
mavens and radio announcers. are important
functions of der bay. (TYN) The Yiddish

From Our Amsterdam TYN Contact
Jack Wiegman

I'd like to report on another Yiddish
course. This course will be held at the Joods
Studiencentrum Qewish Study Center) at the
city of Leyden. The address:
Levenda.al 14,
2311 JL Leyden,
The Netherlands
The 1:::ourse starts this fall, October 27th.
This is a Yiddish reading course which will
require sufficient language ability, and will
deal with the novel "Di Kliatsje", by Mendele
Moykher Sforim. Teaching the course will be
the highlly experienced teacher, Willie Brill.
Her address:
le Bloemdwarsstraat 20,
1016 KS,
Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
I've enclosed the complete course program of
the Jewish Study Center.

Network is now in 176 cities and in 26
countries around the world. Information is
free to contributors who send a SASE.
Der bay is your clearinghouse for
translators, teaching positions, programs,
and gigs. There is no charge. Philip "Fish)"
Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo,
CA 94403, is your editor. Use the home
phone (415) 349-6946. E-mail address is
fishl @well.com Make a contribution for
chai ($ 18), or more if you can, payable to
der bay. Send it and all mail to the editor,
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA
94403

If you absolutely can't afford Chai
($ 18), send what you can. Please send
listings for events as well as suggestions.
FisW

International Association of Yiddish Clubs
TJ1?j? Ytzi'i:' 11:J iJ~Ji~:, ?~J~'l~J1Yt,J'~
7420 Westlake Terrace #709
Bethesda, Maryland 20817-6564

e-mail: hersh23@juno.com
Phone: 301-469-0865

Membership Application
Please enroll our club in the International Association of Yiddish Clubs.
Name of Club- - - - -- -- - - - - -- - -- - - - Conta ct person_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address- - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - e-mail address- -- - - - -- - -- -- Number of members in club- - - - Minimum dues@a dollar/member/year: Total_ _ _ _ __
Voluntary contribution to help our education projects_ _ _ __
Please make check out to IAYC, and mail to:
M.H.Baker, Treasurer IAYC
2012 Girard Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55405
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Update on the North Dakot.a Flood Recovery
by David Marshall

Notice our new telephone area code---650!
With increasing overseas copies of der bay
comes increased correspondence and articles.
This month there are reviews of excellent books
from Paris, a report from our Mexico City
contact, and from Toronto. This is in addition to
letters from Australia and Germany in the

Oystsugn fun briv in der redaktsye.
It is extremely important for our Yiddish
clubs, and groups, to enroll in the International
Association of Yiddish Clubs. Information and
an application are again printed in this issue.
You may make copies.
Please look under your address. It shows
the date you last contributed to support der
bay. If it has been a year already, please help
again. Send correspondence and contributions
to the editor's home-It will reach him faster.
For updated information of the International
Association of Yiddish Clubs, read der bay. It
has been selected as its official newsletter.
Der bay has The Yiddish Network (TYN)
128 people in cities in every state in the U.S.
and 55 cities in 31 other countries all over the
world. These people are your contacts when
traveling and the major source of information
for der bay. It is a world-wide. clearinghouse
and maintains the largest updated, international list of Yiddish teachers, clubs, and
Klezmer groups. Others are; translators, radio
announcers, and computer mavens.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers, gigs
programs, translators, and help for beginners
online. There is no listing charge. "Fishl"
Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo,
CA 94403, is your editor. Home phone (650)
349-6946, E-mail to: FISHL@WELL.COM
Make checks for chai ($18) payable to der bay.

I have exhausted the resources here in Grand
Forks at UND's library-the repository for the
shul's historical records. Am going to see if I can
use their records to find out about the early YIVO
there in the late 1800s.
We are fine, and all is progressing well. There
is a fluency in learning the language of disaster
such as FEMA, SBALA, etc. and the ability to
manipulate the govemmentese wording to get
flood insurance payments and disaster relief.
The shul has been helped greatly by persons
all over the continent and the world, enough to
make us have a new definition of "tsedaka". A
busload of volunteers, some of families to three
generations, came to "muck out" the shul
basement. The meat locker loaded for Peysekh
(the flood was two days before) had to be cleaned
out after five weeks without electricity-truly a
heroic job .
When Nekama-Jewish Disaster Relief-came,
they pitched in, and helped not only the shul but
also many congregants' homes in the very sloppy
and messy jobs. I don't think I had dry eyes for a
week from being moved by the outpouring of
help, generosity, and concern.
With the help of perhaps over a thousand, we
were able once again to worship in our s~ctuary,
in the oldest synagogue in the entire state of
North Dalwta.
Fishl, you would have loved to have heard the
Yiddish as the people worked; sprinkled around
was Engli:sh (of course) but also Modem Hebrew.
Watching the cleaning out of the meat locker with
its aromatic contents, I heard several new
Yiddishisms; how the phonetic sounds so
matched the expression and reaction of the
speaked

internatsionaler kalendar
October
4 Sat., 8:00 P.M., K.lezmatics, Alvemo College
Milwaukee, WI Call 414-382-6084
8 Wed, 2:30 PM, Yiddish Humor & Song, Meyer
Zaremba, Boynton Beach FL 561-73 1-5030
9 Thurs, 1:00 P.M, JCC Yiddish Study Group
Indianapolis, IN Call 317-251-9467 xt284
9 Thurs., 1:00 P.M., Cafe Kasrilevke, Capita]
K.lezmers featuring lead singer Frieda Enoch,
Rockville, MD Call 301-881-0012
12 Suns, 6:30 PM, Yiddish, Lehrhaus Judaica,
Berkeley, CA 510-845-6420
13 Mon., 1:00 P.M., Mamaloshn Mayvonim
Buffalo, NY Call 716-834-7075
13 Every Mon., 10:00 A.M., Yiddish Havurah,
North Hollywood, CA, Call 818-984-0276
13 Every Mon., Noon, Yiddish Tish, U of MD,
College Park, MD, Call 301-405-0264
13 Every Mon., Noon, YIVO Yiddish Tish,
YIVO in New York City, Call 212-246-6080
13 Every Mon., 1:00 P.M., Red Lion JCC
Yiddish Club Phila., PA Call 215-698-8948
14 Tues. (2nd/4th) 10:30 AM Beth Jacob Yiddish
Club, San Diego, CA Call 619-582-1316
14 Every Tues., 7:45 P.M. Vancouver Jewish Folk
Choir, Vancouver, Canada 604-325-1812
15 Wed, 7:00 P.M, Yiddish Culture Club of
Jade Winds, N. Miami Beach, FL
Call 305-947-7889
15 Wed. (3rd), 7:30 P.M., Temple Beth Abraham
Yiddish Club, Nashua, NH Call 603-424-4888
17 Every Fri., 11:00 A.M, Sholem Aleichem Senrios
Vancouver, Canada Call 604-325-1812
19 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Friends of Yiddish,
New York City, Call 718-224-5497
19 Sun., 10 10:00 A.M., Jewish Food Festival,
Mark Levy, Carmel, CA Call 408-338-7283
20 Mon., 7:30 P.M., Yiddish Humor by the
Handlers, Cranbury, NJ Call 609-655-8019
20 Mon., 7:30 P.M., Yiddish Discussion Group
Cinnaminson, NJ Call 609-829-5507
20 Every Mon., 1:00 P.M., Yiddish Club, 7000
Canal Blvd, New Orleans, LA 504-288-0325
20 Every Mon., 8:30 P.M., Fraynt Fun Yidish
Montevideo, Uruguay Call (5982) 925-750
20 Mon., 5:00 P.M. Yiddish Culture Society
of Jerusalem, Israel Call 02-712-218
26 Sun., 7:30 P.M., Songs of Joy and Sorrow
Victoria, Australia Call 03 9905 1111
26 Sun, 7:00 P.M.Maxwell Street Klezmer Band
MSU,.Lansing, MI Call 517-353-1982
28 Klezrnatics, Starting, Adaptation of S. An-ski's
Dybbuk, New York City Call 212-260-2400
28-29 Treasurey of Yiddish Music, Archie Barkan,
Elderhostel, Ojai, CA Call 310-476-9777
31-11/2 Yiddish Tour-Holocaust Museum Wash.
D. C . Bus Trip Call 800-922-2558 xt 271

Hulyet Kinderlekh!
A Yidish Lernbukh far Kinder

A large coloring book for children has just
arrived. It is an excellent tool for learning to
read and write Yiddish. Copyrighted by the
Bibliotheque Medem (Medem Library) in
Paris it is one of two French books reviewed
this month in der bay . See the article on the
new Yiddish dictionary of Hebrew words.
The large letters and pictures are great for
children or adult beginners. Early in the book
grammar is introduced with pictures of
children saying, "ikh heys, du heyst, zi heyst,
and mir heysn" using Hebrew letters. The
page is entitled "vi heystu". This is followed
by the terms of greeting and departing.
On page 14 of 128 pages, "di bobe leyent a
bukh" the verb "leyenen" is conjugated as is
"zayn" the verb "to be" on page 28. All this is
in simple form meant for a child, but a great
resource even for a beginning adult.
Holidays are included. Pictures are shown
with the word both in print and written. The
pages covering khanike, include the conjugation of ''esn" as well as "khanike oy khanike".
Further in the book is a picture of a face with
the parts named and giving their gender.
One of the difficult areas with beginners
is the use of diphthongs. Teaching the "zh"
(zayin shin) sound is covered nicely in the
book with the poem "di zhabe under oks".
Several examples exist where preferred
words are used. One example is in the use of
"avion" for "airplane" It is Weinreich's
preferred word.
Both purim and peysakh are given full
exposure with songs, words, and pictures. On
page 99 the cardinal numbers are introduced.
Then eighteen animals are shown with the
sounds they utter. Another group of eighteen
follows. This time they are fruits with their
pictures and names. The book ends with a
lovely shmues. Its first line reads, "oto shteyt
a hoykher moyer".
For information on the book contact them
at: 52, rue Rene-Boulanger
75010 Paris,
FRANCE
E-mail medem@club-internet.fr
Tel 01 42 02 17 08 Fax 01 42 02 17 04

A Letter from the
Hawthorne Yiddish Society
I am amazed at the outpouring of Yiddish
languages shown by your magazine der bay.
Incidentally, where is the bay referred to? [Bay
is an acronym for Bay Area Yiddish - the San
Francisco Bay, in California.]
Academic Yiddish is on the increase here
with degree courses at London and Oxford. But
conversational Yiddish is on the decline as
second generation immigrants from Eastern
Europe "pass to their eternal rest". However,
we are doing our very utmost to revive the
language amongst those of us who still
remember the odd phrase or two and are
attracted to its warmth and beauty.
We meet fortnightly (i.e. once every two
weeks), learn basic grammar and some script,
read stories and jokes in transliteration, sing
traditional songs, and perform a Yiddish farce
on Purim. Our learning is accompanied by
frequent draughts of tea or coffee.
We are only a small group, but what we
lack in quantity we make up for in quality and
enthusiasm, Our contribution towards membership in the International Association of
Yiddish clubs will be sent after commencement of our term in September.
Convenor: Harry Balkin
14 The Drive
New Southgate
London Nl 1 2DX
ENGLAND

Exciting news from Yale Strom
I have been commissioned to write a
symphonic overture that will honor the 50th
anniversary of Israel's independence. This
piece wilJ look at the various stages of aliya to
Isarel through music and text. I will put to
music poetry written by Jews about Israel. The
languages will be Russian, Yiddish, JudeoSpanish, Romanian, French, Arabic and
Hebrew. The length of the composition will be
between 30-40 minutes. The piece will be
written for a small orchestra (20) and for my
Klezmer ensemble as the folk instrumental
soloists (4-6).

I would like to have this piece performed
across the country. It has been set to be performed in San Diego, L.A., and Prague. Could
you post this in the newsletter. Perhaps some
people in Jewish communities will contact me
about performing this piece in their city.
Yale Strom
838 Hilldale A venue
W. Hollywood, CA 90069
tel: 310-652-7744
E-Mail: yitztyco@aol.com

Mike Blain, The Yiddish Network Contact
for Indianapolis, IN
My wife Sylvia and I recently visited
Budapest and Prague. In Budapest we heard a
concert by the Budapester Klezmer Band.
In Prague's Jewish Town Hall we heard a
concert of Israeli and Yiddish folk songs by the
Sarbilach Chamber Ensemble.
In Budapest I learned that, of the eight
musicians in the group, only the leader is
Jewish. Nevertheless, the female non-Jewish
singer did a great job with the Yiddish
"Romania, Romania."
In Prague, I was told, all seven musicians
and singer are Jewish. However, I was disappointed that such classics as "Rozhinkes un
Mandlen" and "Tumbalalayka, were not sung,
only instrumental.

"Fartshadert un Farklempt:
Full-up and Half-Crazy:
On October 26th between 11am and 4pm
We'll have an "Affectionate Exploration of
Jewish Culture and Art." (Festival featuring
Booths and Exhibits, Kosher Food Vendors,
Jewish Art, Jewish and Yiddish Music
(Workmen's Circle Chorus of Philadelphia
will sing Yiddish folk and theatre songs):
Workmen's Circle/ Phila. District will have
a booth and exhibit, and we plan to feature
Yiddish books from the Arbeter Ring
Bookstore in NY).
Location: Burlington County College of NJ,
Route 530, Pemberton, NJ
Contact: Jacob Freedman (609) 235-3819
Milton Kant milton@uscom.com

A New Yiddish Dictionary of Hebrew Words

Yiddish in Toronto

It just arrived from Paris and it's a true
blessing for those of us who need help with
reading Yiddish words of Hebrew origin.
While other dictionaries of this type are
extant and covered in previous issues of der
bay, this one is the most user-friendly.
Prof. Yitzhok Niborski's dictionary is
entitled verterbukh fun loshn-koydesh
shtamike verter in yidish. It is for average to
advanced students, and defines 6,000 Yiddish
words derived from Hebrew.
The words are listed with three different
style fonts. First, the Hebrew word is listed in
large print. Second, it is spelled as if it were
written in Yiddish--Russian old style. Third,
it is defined in Yiddish. Adding to its value is
a list of 150 authors and poets whose quota. tions are used and their years of birth and
death. A bibliography of six Yiddish dictionaries is included.
A comparison of this dictionary with two
like kinds was interesting. All three showed
the use of three separate fonts. Prof. Steven
A. Jacobson's A Guide to the More Common
Hebraic Words in Yiddish, has an introduction in English and the definition is likewise
in English. This is fine for English speaking
beginners and intermediate, and it has 1500
Hebrew words. The first section is spelled as
in Hebrew. The second as it sounds (as in
Russian style). A revision is in the making.
Nachman Krupin's 1957, published in
Argentina, hantbukh fun hebreyizmen in der
yidisher shprakh, is in hardback (very sturdy).
It is divided into four sections. Included are
idioms, prefixes and suffixes. It gives the
Hebrew terms for the numbers, months of the
year, holidays, and books of the Bible. Both
the Krupin and Jacobson dictionaries have
been covered in previous issues.
Harkavey authored a trilingual dictionary,
(Yiddish-English-Hebrew) now out of print.
For further information and prices for
Prof. Niborski's excellent Hebrew-Yiddish
Dictionary, contact him at:
52, rue Rene-Boulanger
75010 Paris, FRANCE
E-mail medem@club-intemet.fr
Tel 0142 02 17 08 Fax 0142 02 17 04

Enc:losed are items which reflect our
activism. The first is a feature based upon
short Yi1ddish essays written by students of
Bialik Hebrew Day School. it appeared in Kind
un Keylt. Included is the Yiddish valedictory
which was delivered at this year's graduation.
In addition to the Yiddish programs at
Bialik, Toronto has a thriving Yiddish
Children's School on Sunday mornings.
Yiddish classes for adults abound-many
of which are co-sponsored by synagogues.
There are classes for beginners, intermediate,
and advanced students. This year we are
introducing Yiddish Literature in Translation.
We have a growing Yiddish programme
at the University of Toronto which offers four
Yiddish courses.
Maire Kates is the first Yiddish major to
graduate from the University of Toronto. He
is a graduate of our Bialik Hebrew Day School
and now teaches in the children's and adult
classes. "As a fifth-generation Torontonian he
was raised in a home where Yiddish was not
spoken.. He claims that his love of Yiddish
was sparked by his two Yiddish teachers, Ana
Berman and Henia Reinhartz."
Finally, we are very fortunate in having
the highly capable and dedjcated Ethel Cooper
appointed as Chair of the Committee for
Yiddish of the UJA Federation of Toronto.
Sylvia Lustgarten, Director
Committee for Yiddish
4600 Bathurst Street,
North York, Ontario M2R 3V2
CANADA
Tel. 416-635-2883 xt 155 Fax 416-635-9565
***************

At the Second International Association
of Yiddish Clubs Conference in Toronto we
were impressed by the high caliber of Yiddish
spoken in Toronto, and in Montreal, Calgary
Winnipeg, Vancouver, in addition to small
towns. The Friends of Yiddish (FOY) under
the leadership of Eda Zimler-Schiff, and the
Conference Coordinator, Bess Shockett, gave
us a goal to shoot for. The Yiddish Network of
der bay is in fifteen Canadian cities (We are
looking; for a good contact in Edmonton).
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Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye
Here at the Daughters of Miriam, we have housing
in two buildings known as Aparbnents One and Two. In
each building I lead a monthJy Yiddish meeting caJled
the Yiddish Cirde, and over twenty regularly attend.
If any of your readers would like to participate in any of
our meetings, please let me know. We would love to have
them attend.
Taube Berger, Oifton, NJ
I just got home from a gig with The Klezmer Trio.
The gig was fun, as I got to sing "Slippin' And Slidin"'
with a klezmer line-up. We threw in everything- Ladino,
R'n'R, Latin and standards along with the Yiddish songs
and regular klezmer. At least we got the concerts to
concentrate on the 'raison d'etre. I'd enjoy seeing der bay.
David Krycer, Victoria, Australia
kryceI@alphalink.com.au
This past summer an article appeared in the
Ambassador, the magazine of TWA and Trans World
Express. It was entitled Hora Homie and described my
store Hatikvah Music International. It quoted me as
carrying "Jewish music from around the world."
Simon Rutberg, Los Angeles, CA 213-655-7083
Our Yiddish Literature Discussion can be contacted
at 609-829-9415. We attended the dedication of the new
NationaJ Yiddish Book Center building. The center-piece
of the event was Aaron Lansky's address. It was a very
thrilling and moving taJk. Everyone was cheering-some
were crying. Zeke & Sara Berlin, Palmyra, NJ
lkh bin a zingerin fun yidishe lider un a fidl
shpilerin. lkh bin geven baym letstn Klezkamp in Niu
York, un ikh bin zeyer interesirt tsu hem nayes funder
klezmer velt. Monika Feik, Niimberg, Germany
A while ago we spoke about my ideas to start a
Yiddish club in Nashua, New Hampshire. A sheynem
dank for your wonderful advice. The group has been
consistently meeting. We are affiliated with Temple Beth
Abraham. Contact me at: Leybl Yelgin,
Nashua, NH 603-424-4888
LOUIS_YELGIN@HP-andover-om3.om.hp.com
The Portland State University InternationaJ
Performance Festival presented "The Dybbuk Project".
Director Michael Griggs and I went to Budapest, Hungary,
and Bialystok, Poland, to collaborate with artists from
former festivaJ favorites R.S.9. and WierszaJin on
adaptations of S. Ansky's "The Dybbuk".
Jack Falk, Portland, OR jackfalk@teleport.com
Our PaJm Beach Garden Brandeis University
Women's Committee will be starting a Yiddish class
this winter. We welcome new members who are interested
in the Yiddish class. Ilene Barocas, Juno Beach, FL
In the June issue Sy Pollack of St. Louis, Missouri
offered his "bleter" that he distributes to his class as an
"araynfir tsu yidish". Is it possible to get a cop y of this
material. {YES} My Yiddish group learned over 50 songs
(folksongs, festival songs, and general). We learn about
the poets and authors who wrote the lyrics_
Fannie Yokor, New Orleans, LA

Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced Yiddish
classes are taught here at the Workmen's Circle Building by the master teacher, Yakob Basner. In addition,
we have Lomir AJe Zingen, the Arbeter Ring Yiddish
Chorus, and a Yiddish Discussion Group.
Eric Gordon, Los Angeles, CA 310-552-2007
ArbeterSCA@juno.com
A dank far Reb Margolin's telefon numer. di rebitsn
hot mir ayngeladn tsu dertseyln Yidishe mayses mit
zeyere zumer-tog-lager. 13 kinderlekh - s'iz geven a
mekhaye! di Rebitsn redt Yidish mit ir 4 kinder. zi hot
undz geshikt tsum JCC in Norfolk, Virginia.
Marcia Levinsohn, Silver Spring, MD
We distribute more than 12,000 programs on cassettes
every year to our subscribers, free of charge. In the concert
series is De Goldene Keyt Yiddish Chorale.
Pearl Lam, Administrator of Library Services,
The Jewish Braille Institute of America,
110 East 30th St., NY, NY 10016
I perform a program "Songs and Lore of the Jewish
Tradition," and teach Yiddish language arts and songs
here in Sullivan County and in the metropolitan New
York area. Marianna Cassells, Monticello, NY
The Grcle of Yiddish Clubs is alive, and will resume
activities this Fall. The full page coverage of the IV
International Yiddish Club coverage was brilliantly
reported by Annabelle Weiss of Cleveland, OH. I agree,
for I was there. Sunny Landsman, Mountain View, CA
Editor's note) Sunny was one of the four founders of the
International Yiddish Club Conference Committee, which
was the forerunner of our International Association of
Yiddish Clubs.
Our Gilbert & Sullivan Light Opera Co. of Long
Island, has produced Der Yiddisher Mikado, H.M.S.
Pinafore, and The Pirates of Penzance. It has been a great
fundraiser for Y's, Centers, and Temples. I am proud to be
the producer. Contact us at: PO Box 1184, Bellmore NY
11710 or e-mail GNSYiddish@aol.com Robert Tartell
Getting more and more calls to do translations from
Yiddish into English. My work at Steven SpieJberg's
Shoah Foundation has led to many caJls to translate
Holocaust themed prose and poetry. My course at Pierce
College "Fun with Yiddish" runs until October 27, and
starts again at November 3 and will run until December 8.
In addition my two Elderhostel courses, are "Yiddish in
America" and "The Treasury of Yiddish Music and Song".
Archie Barkan, Woodland Hills, CA
Starting Oct. 6, Dr. Eli Katz will teach a Re~ding
Yiddish Texts course. Students will read and discuss
selections of Yiddish prose and poetry from the 19th and
20th centuries. It wilJ focus on comprehension, based not
only on the lexicon and syntax of the Yiddish language, but
on culturaJ contents in which the texts are embedded.
Karen Nelkin, Lehrhaus Judaica, Berkeley, CA
Call 510-845-6420 or e-mail lehrhaus@aol.com
We had a great time at Circle Lodge (W.C. summer
camp) in July, hearing about Jews in film, Yiddish among
the Chasidim, and listening to Zalmen Mlotek.
Deborah Bernick, Piedmont, CA

International Association of Yiddish Clubs
(IA YC) Establishes Foundation Fund

Simcha Simchovich:
A Wonderful Canadian Writer

The International Association of Yiddish
Clubs (IAYC) has established a Foundation
Fund for the Advancement of Yiddish
Education. Its prime purpose is to provide
financial support for projects that would
help to:
1. Foster and develop Yiddish language,
literature, and cultural programs on elementary, secondary, and university levels, and
adult education;
2. Support programs for Yiddish teacher
training;
3. Develop Yiddish curricula and pedagogical materials for children and for adult
groups.

Simcha Simchovich is the winner of the
prestigious Annual Toronto Jewish Book
A ward. He has recently published Funken in
Zhar (Sparks in Embers). It is a new poetry
collection. This remarkable series of poems
covers elegies for his family which perished in
the Holocaust. Also included is a celebration of
his new creative life in Canada, as well as
lyrical deliberations on the human condition.
This book is his tenth one published.
Some of these have been translated into
English by Simcha and others as well as set to
music. They are included in his book A Song
Will Remain published in 1996. You may get
Funken in Zhar by sending Simcha $18 (this
includes shipping & handling) to:

Detailed proposals including financial
requirements and inquiries should be
addressed to David and Ruth Barlas, 1010A
Heritage Village, Southbury, CT 06488.
Telephone: (203) 264-7328

Mr. Simcha Simchovich
17 Tillplain Road,
North York, Ont., M3H 5Rl
CANADA,
or call: (416) 635-7199

International Association of Yiddish Clubs
7420 Westlake Terrace #709
Bethesda, Maryland 20817-6564

E-mail hersh23@juno.com
Telephone (301) 469-0865

Membership Application

Please enroll our club in the International Association of Yiddish Clubs.
Name of C 1u b - ---- ------- ---------------------------------------------Person ______________________ __________________________________ _
Contact
Address
E-mail
Address ________________________________________________________ _
Number of Members in Club- - Minimum Dues a Dollar/Member/Year:
Voluntary Contributions to Help Our Projects _____ _
Total Contributions
Please make checks out to IAYC, and mail to:
M. H. Baker, Treasurer IAYC
2012 Girard A venue South
Minneapolis, MN 55405

Our Mexico City Contact for The Yiddish
Network & IAYC Advisory Board Member

Midwest Opportunity
by Michael Baker

Ikh vel oysnitsn di gelegenhayt aykh tzu
lozn visn az ikh hob shoyn 75 mitglider in
dem "Yiddishn briv-fraynd Club" vos ikh hob
ongehoybn ersht mit a por khadoshim tsurik.
Nisht shlekht, emes? (Ver es vii zikh
farshraybn ken zikh shteln in kontakt mit
mir, mir tzushikn glaykh a blitzbrivl tzu
<arele@enter.net.mx> (FRIDA Grapa de
CIELAK) oder durkh snail-mail (geveyntlekhe
briv) un ikh vel umgefer entfern glaykh nokh
yom-tov).
Hot mir ale a gut gezunt yor, un zol G'
aykh bentshn.

Our Minneapolis Jewish Community
Center is interested in presenting a gala performance of Bernard Mendelovitch, star of the
London Yiddish stage. A collaboration with
other JCCs and Yiddish clubs would make it
more affordable for all. His great performance
of the world of Yiddish theater in story, song
and humor is a two-hour program with intermission.
We are particularly eager to collaborate
with Midwestern Yiddish clubs in places such
as Madison or Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Kansas
City, St. Louis, or Chicago. If you are interested
in collaborating, please contact:
RuthAnn Weiss, Cultural Arts Director,
Minneapolis JCC,
4330 South Cedar Lake Road,
Minneapolis, MN 55416.

----------------------------------------------

FRIDA (Grapa de) CIELAK
Author of the Yiddish Workbook set, called
"ARELE" Organizer from the International
Yiddish "Briv Fraynd" Club Fuente de Ranas
#10 Col. Tecamachalco
53950, Edo. de Mex. MEXICO
phone: (011)(525)589-2128
fax: (011)(525)294-7275
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Michael Baker is treasurer of our IAYC.
He and his lovely wife, Roz, are "Mr. & Mrs.
Yiddish of Minneapolis."

The Golden Gate to the World-Wide Yiddish Community
November 1997

Der Redaktor
The major news this month is the announcement of the Fifth International Association of
Yiddish Clubs Conference to be held next
August 27-30 on the beautiful UCLA campus.
See the back page for the article.
Other news reported is the announcement
of Joel Berkowitz's appointment as Yiddish
literature teacher at Oxford. His article this
month is on the Workmen's Circle Shuln. He
will write the feature articles for der bay next
year on the theme of the Yiddish Theater.
It is extremely important for our Yiddish
dubs, and groups, to enroll in the lntemationaJ
Association of Yiddish Clubs. Information and
an application are again printed in this issue.
Please look under your address. It shows
the date you last contributed to help der bay.
If it has been a year already, please help again.
For updated information of the International
Association of Yiddish Clubs, read der bay. It
has been selected as its official newsletter.
Der bay has The Yiddish Network (TYN)
128 people in cities in every state in the U.S.
and 55 cities in 31 other countries all over the
world. These people are your contacts when
traveling and the major source of information
for der bay. It is a world-wide clearinghouse
and maintains the largest updated, international list of Yiddish teachers, clubs, and
Klezmer groups. Others are; translators, radio
announcers, and computer mavens.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers, gigs
programs, translators, and help for beginners
online. There is no listing charge. "Fishl"
Kutner, 1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo,
CA 94403, is your editor. Home phone (650)
349-6946, E-mail to: FISHL@WELL.COM
Make checks for chai ($18) payable to der bay.
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From Prof. Dov Noy in JEirusalem

We have here, in the Yiddish Culture Center
an eve in memory of Benjamin Zema ch (actor,
professor of drama, among the "Habimah"
founders over 70 years ago), and Jam participating ("Di lider vos BZ hot lib gehat - a bintl
zikhroynes"; some two hours late:r our Monday
Evening Open House will reopen; Prof. Shikl and
Gele Fishman, Prof. Itsik Gottesman and others
from the USA will probably be among those
present). Tomorrow the teachers who attended
the Kiev Yiddish seminar and the International
Yiddish Conference, and the "Ukrainiam Hassidic
tour", will meet in Jerusalem and I am participating (I left Kiev on my third day there, after
addressing, in Yiddish, a fine audience); my
nominee, VeJvl Tshernin, was approved as the
teacher of Yiddish (full time job!) at the BenGurion University in Be'er Sheva, etc.
Love to all of you and aldos guts aykh ale Hy Kaplan Sends WC SE Florida Regional
Yiddish Calendar of Events

Thanksgiving to Peysakh is the: regular events
season here. For further information people can
ca11 Hy Kaplan 954-572-7464 or:
Charles Infeld 954-974-3429
Br. 679 Call Abram Harchik 305-947-7889
Br. 1046 4th Mon. Lee Monk 561-4(99-7484
Br. 1051 2nd Wed. Al Weinstein 561-499-7155
Klezmer Mania Back Again

Kaila Flexer and Mike MarsahJl host The
Flying Bui gar Klezmer Band, The San Francisco
KJezmer Experience, Third Ear, and Stuart
Brotman. Sat. & Sun., November 8 & 9
Call 510-642-9988 or KFiexer@aol..com

internatsionaler kalendar
November
1 Sat., 8:00 P.M., Yanke! Der Shrnid, Folksbiene
Opening Night, New York, NY 212-755-2231
1 Sat., 8:00 P.M. , Metropolitan Klezmer Brooklyn
NY, Call 212-475-4544
2 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Workmen's Circle Nassau Co.
Yiddish Vink.I, East Meadow, NY 516-681-1465
3 Mon. (every) 6:30 P.M., San Diego Reders un
Fresers, San Diego, CA Call 619-298-9004
5 Weds. (1st & 3rd), University of Connecticut
Yiddish Tish, Storrs, CT Call 860-486-2271
5 Wed., 8:30 P.M., Metropolitan Klezmer,
New York, NY Call 212 475-4544
7 Fri., 9:00 P.M., Fervorfn Vinkl, Great Neck, NY
Call 516-829-8967
8 Sat., 7:30 P.M., Workmen's Circle, Mark Levy
Los Angeles, CA Call 310-552-2007
8 Sat., 7:00 P.M., A Tickle in the Heart (subtitles),
Cleveland, OH Call 2 16-381-4515
8-30 Sat, 8 P.M., Sun., 2 P.M., Dybbuk, A Traveling
Jewish Theater, San Francisco, CA 415-399-1809
9 Sun., 3:00 P.M., Mazeltones Klezmer Band,
Paradise Valley, AZ Call 206-282-7298
9 Sun., Noon, Boulder Leyen-Krayz, Boulder,
CO Call 303-494-9709
9 Sun., Noon, Maxwell St. Klezmer Band "Living
Together" Chicago, IL 312-922-9410 xt659
10 Mon., 8:00 P.M., The Golden Peacock: A Search
for a Usable Past in AmericanYiddish Literature.
Prof. David Roskies, Palo Alto, CA 415-723-7589
10 Every Mon., 5:00 P.M. Yiddish Culture Soc.
of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel, Call 02-712-218
l I Tues, 4 PM, Here Lies the Jewish People: Shaping
of the Workmen's Circle Cemetery in Queens, NY ,
Prof. David Roskies, Palo Alto, CA 415-723-7589
11 Tues., 1:00 P.M, Br. 679 Workmen 's Circle,
North Miami Beach, FL Call 305-947-7889
13 Thurs., 1:00 P.M. , JCC Yiddish Study Group
Indianapolis, IN Call 317-251-9467 xt284
14 Fri., (2nd) 1:00 P.M, Forest Trace Yiddish Club
Lauderhill, FL Call 954-572-7464
16 Sun, 3:00 P.M, Yosl & Chana Mlotek, Songs of
Genertations, Rockville, MD Call 301-881-0012
16 Sun., 7:00 P.M, Mazeltones Klezmer Band,
Brooklyn, NY Call 206-282-7298
16 Sun., 4:00 P.M, Yugntruf Shmueskrayz, New
York, NY Call 212-787-6675
19 Wed, 7:00 P.M, Yiddish Culture Club of Jade
Winds, N. Miami Beach, FL Call 305-947-7889
19 Wed., 2:00 P.M., Beth Simcha Yiddish Kreiz,
Amsterdam The Netherlands 31 20-6613556
19 Every Wed., 2:00 P.M., A Bissele Yiddish,
Phoenix, AZ Call 602-264-2325
19 Every Wed., 2:30 P.M., Kadimah Meeting,
Elsternwick, Australia Call 61-3-523-9817
30 Sun., 1:00 P.M., Music Festival, Fay Nichol,
Boca Raton, FL Call 561-499-7155

Our New Southern France Contact in
The Yiddish N etworlk (TYN)
We moved to the South of France. Thanks for sending
usder bay, it is truly appreciated.

Petra and I founded an Association for the Promo,tion
of Yiddish Culture ("Verein zur Forde-rung Jiddischer
KuJtur"). We have about 60 members in Switzerland and
Germany. We are develop ing membership in France. The
aim is to record people who from personal experience
remember the Shtetl and so to build archives of
reminiscences and songs. We are well ,on our way, thanks to
the members' contribu-tions; money is of course needed as
the work usually involves traveling. We also organize or
help organize concert, lectures, etc.
We publish a newsletter, Yiddis~r lebt, 4X a year
with book and CD reviews, news about Yiddish cultural
life, in Germany, Switzerland, etc. In future issues we will
publish transcribed extracts from our iinterview recordings.
The newsletter is in German with usually 2 pages in
Yiddish, transcription, and translation. When we get
French members, we will add two pag;es in French.
Our next Festival of Yiddish Son;gs and Klezmer
Music in Fuerth (Germany) will take place next March
8th-15th.
For application forms for the Association and samplers of
Yiddish lebt.:

Petra Goldman & Francois Lilienfeld,,
2 bis, rue Chenier, F-11100 Narbonne, FRA CE

Amsterdam TYN Contact
Baygeleygt di program fun em finftes internatsionales yidish muzik pasirung tsvishn Nov. 22 un Nov. 30,
organizirt fun ]dee) Organ-iseren Weteringschans 269, 1017
XJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Tel1efon 0031-20-4201711. Di program nemt arayn forshtel ungen, seminarn, un
lektsyes m it aktsentirung fun sefardis.he muzik. Biletn ken
m en bakum en fun Theater Bellevue. Telefon 0031-20-5305301. Oykhet bayge-leygt di programen fun di argentincr
z inger yosinte un klez mer grupe di goyem.
Sof oktober vel ikh forn kayn tel aviv oyf finf khadoshim.
Tkh vel prubirn tsu gefinen a farbayter. Ver iz dayn
kontakt in tel aviv?

Mazeltones Great Seattle Klezmer Band
Having served its purpose well, Seattle's Mazeltones
will close its small (but, Hey, 16 years) contribution to the
klezmer scene Sept. 1998. Founding meimbers Rabbi James
M_irel of Temple B'nai Torah, Mercer llsland, and Wendy
Marcus, cantorial soloist at Temple B,eth Am North
Seattle, turn their energies to their rapidly growing
congregations. Meanwhile we travel t:o Temple Sole!
in Paradise Valley, AZ for a concert on Nov. 9 and to
congregation Beth Elohim in Brooklyn, N.Y. on Nov. 16
Anyone interested in booking us for the last year, contact
Wendy Marcus at 206-282-7298 or mazcltonc@aol.com

My Visit to Vilna
paulazaroff@juno.com (Paul Azaroff)
I recently returned from a five day sojourn
in Vilna, Lithuania (they call it Vilnius, but I
couldn't bring myself to say it their way).
The community is small but there is still
a lot for a Yiddish lover to see and do. Many
streets have been renamed to reflect their
Jewish characteristic (Zydowska and Gaona
streets). The Jewish museums are doing very
well (two buildings) and they exhibit many
interesting items.
There's a Karaite synagogue near the downtown section of Vilna. But most of all it was the
people who made my trip so unforgettable.
Misha is principal of the Jewish Day school
where the Yiddish was so alive and good to the
ear. He's a young man with a big dream.
Rochel Konstania, the Scientific Secretary of
the Jewish Museum, walked with me through
the streets of the old Ghetto. We went to see the
grave of the Vilna Gaon (my own seventh great
grandfather). She spoke to me for seven hours
non-stop because she so wants to transmit and
educate people about Jewish Vilna.
Five days was not enough. Such wonderful
new friends. The sound of Litvak Yiddish still
sits on my ears. I want to go back, but this time
to visit Riga, Kovno, and Talinin where there
are more Jews and Jewish places to discover.
From Florida to California
by Sunny Landsman

.
Joel Berkowitz
Named Feature Writer for 1998

I'm honored by your invitation to
contribute a series to der bay, and would be
happy to do so. I shall write articles about the
Yiddish theatre. The possibilities are endless
(great moments in the Yiddish theatre, for
example, culminating in a piece on current
p rojects).
I ultimately would like to see the Yiddish
theatre take its well-deserved place of high
recognition in the exciting Yiddish revivalalong with the music and fiction, so this looks
like a most useful forum to mak~ Yiddishlovers aware of the richness of their theatre
history.
A Public Thanks to Hershl Hartman

A dank farn dank. (agav, men zogt nisht
az eyner is "rikhtik," nor az er iz "gerekht.")
I'm amaz,ed that mine was the first correction;
let's hope it's not the last. I know that there is
a largely JPOSitive tendency to be forgiving
toward enors in Yiddish; but true respect for
individuals and for the language requires tha t
egregious errors-especially those so public-be
corrected, respectfully but firmly.
My best wishes, too, to you and yours for
the New Year (as delayed as it may be after a
leap year)!: may we all by our actions write
ourselves for a good and sweet year.
Reb Zalmen Shachter Le<;ture

It's a whole different world going from
Florida to California-from East to West. In
Florida Yiddish is welcomed and loved! In
California, the Yiddish Vinklekh are much
more spread out. But the pursuit of Yiddish has
given me a "raison d'etre".
l am becoming deeply involved with the
JCC in Palo Alto, and at this time have seven
gigs ahead of me. Far vemen? Hadassah, ORT,
Jewish Women International (formerly B'nai
B'rith Women), Men's Club Temple Beth
Emeth, Redwood Villa (where I reside) are on
tap. At the Palo Alto JCC I'll have a six-week
class-A Yiddish/ English Theater Group.
Outside of the area, I'm looking forward
to the gig at Leisure World in Orange County.

Our keynote speaker at our December
meeting w ill be Reb Zalmen Shachter, who
currently lives here in Boulder, Colorado.
He has graciously volunteered to deliver a
lecture in Yiddish about his excellent translations of the poetry of Abraham Joshua
HescheJ. This should be a good, big meeting,
and we shall get more information to you
shortly.
The event will be videotaped, audiotaped
and photographed. We hope to get the Intermountain Jewish News to do a feature on the
Vinkl in coordination with the lecture.
Diane M. Rabson, Boulder, CO
rabson@meeker.ucar.edu

Yiddish in the Arbeter-Ring Shuln
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"Do the Workmen's Circle shuln still teach
Yiddish?" I hear that question fairly frequently,
and my affirmative response meets with various reactions: a sigh of relief (Yiddish lives!), a
bemused smile (ah, how quaint!), or a contemptuous sneer (don't you have something more
important to do?).
Yes, most of the 400-plus students in the
thirteen Workmen's Circle schools still learn
Yiddish; after all, a central objective of the
organization is "to foster Jewish identity and
participation in Jewish life through Jewish,
especially Yiddish, culture and education."
Most of the students range in age from 5 to 13,
though several of the schools boast thriving
teen groups as well.
How, and how well, our students learn
Yiddish depend on a number of factors, chief
among them time, money, and attitude. Most
Workmen's Circle schools meet three hours
a week for about 28 meetings per year; two that
have both the kheyshek and the gelt meet twice
a week. In order to make the most of such
limited class time, we have begun creating a
"curriculum bank," a sort of cabinet of teaching
materials, and at the same time are planning a
curriculum that will integrate the various
subjects and build from one year to the next.
Even in Workmen's Circle circles, one
sometimes finds parents and teachers who feel
that Yiddish language no longer belongs in the
curriculum. On the whole, though, the shuln
share the organization's commitment to
Yiddish language instruction. True, in just
a few hours per week of studying not only
Yiddish, but also Tanakh, history, holidays,
literature, ethics, and other subjects, lan guage
proficiency is an unrealistic goal (except in the
case of our Pripetsh.ik school, organized by
parents who are raising their children in
Yiddish). However, a great deal can be accomplished by teaching our students Yiddish: to
give them literacy in the alef-beyz, a foundation
of several hundred Yiddish words, and most
important, an abiding sense of Yiddish as a key
component of a life of Jewish learning and
maysim toyvim (good deeds).

In the House on the Farm

In Shtib oyf der Farm
. ~ ll.lll' l'N ::,,m 1'N ,'l'v'fl'.(1
(~
nrTll.l)...'ll/N:)\!/l/.l i'N

There. in the house in those years,
There stood .. . (remember?)
(There in the house. in the kitchen ... )

Donn. in shtib in yene yom,
Is geshtanen. . . (gedenkst?)
(Donn in shtib, in der kikh .. . )

A china closet!
Only a large closet.
Not just a little one ...

A Shafkele!
Nor a groyse shafe.
Nisht bloyz a shafkele .. .

Only with little windows above...
With two little doors ...
Six little windows on a side.

Nor mit fensterlekh oyvn .. .
Mit tzvey tirelekh...
Zeks fensterlekh oyf a zayt.

Below the china closet stood a cabinetWith two large drawers,
Built in ...

Untem shafkele iz geshtanen an almerMit tzvey groyse shiflodn,
Arayngeboyt ...

. And under the drawers in the cabinet,
Also closed with two little doors,
Place for two shelves, the whole length..

.. . Un unter di shifleydlodn in aimer,
Oykhet farmakht mit tzvey tirelekh,
A platz far tzvey politzes, in gantm breyt.. .

So. was everything in order there?
Forget about it!
But wait, not so bad ...

Nu, iz altz geven in ordnung donn?
A nekhtiker tug!
Ober vart oys, nishkoshe .. .

With all the windows painted.
And the drawers stuffed!
And the shelves all overloaded!

Mit ale fensterlekh farfarbt,
Un di shifleydlakh ongeshtipt!
Un di politzes ongelegt!

And papers, junk. without an end t
And whatever else (no one knows)!
A mess, without a purpose!

Un papim, shrnontzes, on an ek!
Un vos veyst men nisht!
A balagan, on a tzvek!

!j:)ll

But Oh, Open the little Doors!
And there! There they stand ...
Mama' s prettiest candlesticks!!

Ober Oy! Efu oyf di tirelekh,
Un ot! dort shteyen zey .. .
Mames shenste laykhterlakh! !

. , ~ , , ~ 'j!lll•."N 1lr.ll:'

! remember as a child.. in those times..

Ah. there, there the silver ones.. .
Ready then, shiny, (such) a happiness!!

.. . 'Khgedenk als kind .. .In yener tzayt,
Oy dortn, dortn di zilbeme. ..
Demolts greyt, glantzndik, a gliklekhkayt! !

'.'low? well ... , forget the china closet.. .
- the kitchen's already gone: the house has
disappeared, and the farm' s already gone .

Nu, fargesdosshafkeke-Di kikh iz shoyn nishto:
di shtub farshvindn, di farm iz shoyn nisht,o..

A hundred years, the candlesticks,
And more, (its just a trifle!)
But yes : It Is generation ... four.

Shoyn hundert yor di laykhterlakh,
Un mer, ( Eyn kleynikayt!!)
Ober Yo! Der ferter do r!

r·ve Mama's silver treasure-Saved! There. on a shelf they stand . the pair,
All ready.. for the coming generation I

Yo. kh'hob Mame' s zilbemem oytserGerotevet!! Ot shteyen zey! A por
Oyf a politze. b' seydr... fam ' Kumendikn Dor'!
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Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye
I have composed a series of 25-30 amusing playlets or dialogues that contain popular idioms and colloquialisms and that I have used with great success with
my group over the years. They are transliterated.

Society doing development work for the Technion, in
Haifa, Israel. I still live in the Boston area and am
involved in community Yiddish activities.

Daniella HarPaz, Boston, MA

We enjoy reading your paper and read excerpts
in our Yiddish class. We meet every Thursday at the
Jewish Community Center here in Indianapolis. We
have lunch and then learn a little Mame-loshen.

Our devoted teacher, Sorell Skolnik, keeps our
little vinkl together despite her personal physical handicaps. She was one of the earliest zamlers for the
NYBC, and was given the honor of cutting the
traditional ribbon at the dedication of NYBC's new
building. She is a remarkable woman and all of us
truly admire her.

Zel Saz, Indianapolis, IN

Lillian Sacks, St. James, NY

I enjoy reading your newsletter. It keeps me up
to date with the Yiddish world. I am always amazed
at how much is going on in the most unlikely places.
Alas, here in South Africa not much is taking place
and what little there is, is mostly on an academic level.
Editor's note) Lilian is The Yiddish Network contact
for Capetown, South Africa

l retired as a Correctional Counselor Supervisor at
San Quentin. I love KJezmer Music and Yiddish folklore. I lost a1fantastic Yiddish language book, written by
H. Goldin. I would like to replace it. Can you help me.
We live in an isolated area in the Siskiyou Mts. 70 miles
from Ashland, OR. No Yiddish programs there. I wish
to continue Yiddish studies by myself.

Lilian Dubb, Cape Town, South Africa

Rodney G. Golden

The University of Maryland's Yiddish Tish meets
at noon every Monday on the campus at College Park.
Contact me at (301) 405-0264. Beginning Yiddish
classes at the University of Maryland are held Tuesday
and Thursday mornings throughout the year.

Currently I am teaching for the Melton program,
Ethics, Rhythms (life cycles), Dilemmas (History) and
I'll be teaching at Florida Atlantic University a course
on Jewish Arts and another course called Post-Biblical
Jewish History. Beginners Yiddish, Sephardic History
are all of initerest to me, and would welcome inquiries.

Fannie Yokor, New Orleans, LA

Prof. Miriam Isaacs, College Park, MD
There is a position as director of Workmen's Circle
shttln-to be fitled. We-are looking for a person with
some Yiddish proficiency and able to work in a Jewish
secular environment.
Contact: Dr. Chava Lapin, c/o Workmen's

Circle 45 East 33rd St., NY, NY 10016.
Your friends at Maxwell St. Klezmer band in
Chicago referred me to you. I am getting married next
June in Des Moines, Iowa and need a KJezmer band.
The closer to Des Moines the better. We need a group
to play some good and trnditional Eastern European.

B. G.,

ggcom@netins.net

515-255-6301

We've resumed our group's Yiddish vinkl here in
the retirement village (Homestead at Mansfield) where
we have been meeting the past seven years twice a
month, except July & August.

Moishe Greenhouse, Columbus, NJ
There are 4 Yiddish conversation groups. First is
SPY (Soc. for the Preservation of Yiddish). It meets
at Temple Solel in Encinitas. Then there is the Senior
Center of Chabad. Another is at the Sr. Ctr. of Chabad
in Poway. The Gateway Retirement Community in
Poway. Finally the Seacrest Village Retirement Home,
Rancho Bernardo. Libby Taylor, San Diego, CA
I was at Oxford one summer and there were 70
students in four levels of Yiddish proficiency. I worked
with the intermediate gro up, of whom 75% were
Jewish. Many of the non-Jews were from Germany.
The class was Language and Yiddishkayt. Yidish
shprnkh un yidish kultur geyn beyde tsuzamen.

Peysakh Fiszman, New York, NY
I have left Brandeis University as the Yiddish
lecturer. l am now working for the American Technion

Paul Azaroff,
paulazaroff@juno.com
742 Hottywood Bivd. Hollywood, FL 33019
Ij un main Yiddishe grupe J.C.C. fun La Jolla,
CA. trefn m.ir zij ein mol a monat shoin 12 yor; hobn
grois hanohe fun aier jurnal, mir greitn tzu a literarisher
cultureler program, altz oif yiddish. Bazunder, trefn mir
zij an ander grupe iedn montik bainajt mit mitglider vos
arbetn baito,g in private haizer un mir redn di gantze tzait
oif yiddish. Liber fraint ij bet aij ir zolt zain zoid gut un
shikn mir di tzen skits fun Ed Goldman.

Raquel Lieisorek, San Diego, CA.
Laugh along with Helen & Meyer Zaremba and 19
Beloved Yiddish Folk Songs are the cassettes we've
produced based on our lectures, school programs, and
elderhostels. Each is an hour in length and $8+$1.25

Meyer Zaremba: 6406 Pointe Pleasant Circle,
Delray Beach, FL 33484 561-496-3514
Mir ho,bn nor vos tsurikgekumen fun Ukraine un
Rusland. Ikh veys nisht vi ontsehoybn. Mayne trern
hobn nokh nisht oysgetriknt funder Lvover geto un fun
Babi Y ar. Antisemitisme iz gezunt un shtark in beyde
lender, obe1r fun destvegn zenen mir gegangen in shul in
k'mat yeder shtot. lch hob fir klasn af yidish tsu lernen.
Nu, a dank got derfar--fun eyn klas iz gevorn fir.

Kay Goodman, Encino, CA
I am sure you got my name from "Mameloshn 97"
held in Fairfield, CT. We hope they will repeat it in
1998. I am co-leader of two Yiddish clubs in Fairfield
Co., CT. One is in Westport, the other is in Bridgeport.
I will strongly suggest to them to join IAYC. I am an
aficionado of Yiddish song and was thrilled to see that
more Gebirtig songs were discovered in Israel.

Dr. Sidney B. Doris, Bridgeport, CT

A Sample Set of Yiddish Club Programs
Mike Baker (IA YC Treasurer) and his wife Roz, are
leaders in the Minneapolis Yiddish community.
READINGS
Abe Cahan
I.L. Peretz:
Bontshe shvayg
Di frume kats
A peysakh mayse
Moishe Nadir:
Sholom Aleichem:

A bintl briv
Der kuntsn makher
Khanike lempl
Berl der shnayder

A ganev-ver ken im?
fkh bin a yosem
A union far shabes
Mani Layb:
POETRY
ltsik Manger:
Abraham Sutzkever:
SINGING
A Sing-along
Mordecai Gebirtig Songs
GROUP PARTICIPATION
Arbet vos mayn tate hot geton
Mayses vegn mayn marne
Khanike in der heym
Peysakh in der heym
In zumer: vos ikh hob geton (Early Fall meeting)
Vu ikh hob geven, vos ikh hob gezen
Mayne shtetele Belz (the old country)
Shprikhverter
A tog_far kveln fun kinder oder eyniklekh

[nteresante mentshn vos ikh hob gekent
Just p lain shmoozing- Current ~vents
GROUP GAMES Yiddish Tr ivia
"kleyne m ayselekh" (Each adds to the story)
FILMS Golden Age of Second A venue
Yiddish: The Marne-Loshn
Jumpin' Nigh t in the Garden of Eden
Di kleyne mentsh elekh
JEWISH HUMOR Dertseyl vitsn far purim
OTHER SUGGESTIONS
Attend/sponsor a Yiddish event
100 Yid d ish Words Everyone Should Know
Litvaks un galitsiyaners- vi zey redn
"My Visit to _ _"
Yidd ish 12ublications
Yiddish Organizations
Play Yiddish Bingo
"What's the Yiddish Word for _ _ _?"
"Ikh heys
ikh voyn___J ikh_"
(First Fall meetin g)
Yiddish words sounding like an English one
Yiddish on the interqet.
The Wonderful Aleph-Beyz
Tricks in reeognizing the letters
Lett~rs used ru.-numb~rs
Caligraphy
Hebrew words- in Yid d.ish
Match- Yi<idish and English, 2 colupms
___J

International Association of Yiddish Clubs
7420 Westlake Terrace #709
Bethesda, Maryland 20817-6564

E-mail- hersh23@jurrCY.com
Telephone (301) 469--0865

Menruership: Application
<
Pl ease enrol~ our club- in the Inter I ca tionat Association of Y+ddish-Clvbs.
Name
of Club _________________________________________________________ _
Contact
Person ________ _
Addr~ss _____________________________________________ _ _ ____________ r - E- rn ail

Address ____________________ _
Number of. Members in Club--,------Minimum Dues a Dollar/ Member/ Year:
Voluntary Contributions to Help Our Projects _____ _
Total Contributions
Please make checks out to IAYC, and mail to:
M. H. Baker, Treasurer IA YC
2012 Girard Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55405

-----

The International Association of Yiddish Clubs (IAYC)
Proudly Announces Its Fifth Conference
The International Association of Yidd is h
Clubs is proud to a nnounce that the Fifth
Conference wi ll be heJ d A ugu st 27-30, 1998 in
the beautiful Westwood section of Los Angel es
at prestigious UC LA (U nive rsity of California at
Los Angeles) with the Bel Air sectio n across the
s treet from the campus. lt is the o nly univers ity
in the West w ith a full Yiddis h program.
IA YC Presid ent, Dr. Harold Black, s tated
that this is the first time the group w ill be
meeting on the Wes t Coast. It w ill not onl y g ive
the second larges t U.S. Jewish population the
opportunity to participate, but offers Canadia ns,
Easterners and Midw es terners the chance to
ha ve an ex tended vacation in o ne of the truly
vacationland s in Ame rica.

Trave ling South, ou r third confere nce was
held at the DiLido Hotel in M iami Bea ch and
was coordinated by Ruth and David Barias. In
May of thi:s year our fourth conference w as
hosted by Ma melos hn in Fairfield, CT.
T his Fifth Co nference's coordinato r is Mel
Rogow. Together w ith his excellent comm ittee,
the basis for o ur finest confe rence is taking
s hape. Eve rything w ill be done to ma ke your
vis it and acco mmodatio ns the very best that
is poss ible. T he roo ms are g ues t s uites a t th e
UCLA Confe rence Center. O ur meetings,
d ining, accommodati ons, and enterta inme nt
w ill be held around a courty ard area.
With e ach mo nth 's iss ue der bay w ill u pdate w ith itnfo rmation as to p rog rammi ng a nd

Our previous conferences have been held

aH of 1he p articulars. Regular subscribers auto-

at the University of Mary la nd and hosted by
Yiddish o f Grea ter Washing ton. T he second
conference w as hosted by the Toronto Frie nds
of Yidd ish near the Uni ve rs ity of To ro nto.

matica lly w ill get informat io n and appli cation
forms. lf y•:> u d o no t receive der bay m o nthly,
please send a note requesting the ap pl ica tion
and information w ith no oblig ation.
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This newsletter's policy continues to give full
publicity to every Yiddish group which has the
objective of helping to foster and spread Yiddish
language and culture. It fully encourages contact
online and is looking forward to the day when a
sufficient readership can receive der bay entirely
online. Today's number is under 20% and seems
to be rising at the rate of 5% annually.
Mendele has been, and continues to be by far,
the most significant Yiddish list. We encourage
all to join it as soon as one has e-mail access.
What a wonderful way to give a gift-several
readers have written in to send khanike ma tones
for relatives/ friends or for a library. This is a very
thoughtful idea.
Please look under your address. It shows the
date you last contributed to help der bay. If it
has been a year already, please help again.
For updated information of the International
Association of Yiddish Clubs, read der bay. It has
been selected as its official newsletter.
Der bay has The Yiddish Network (TYN) 128
people in cities in every state in the U.S. and 55
cities in 32 countries all over the world. These
people are your contacts when traveling and the
major source of information for der bay. It is a
world-wide clearinghouse and maintains the
largest updated, international list of Yiddish
teachers, dubs, and Klezmer groups. Others are;
translators, and computer mavens.
Der bay is the clearinghouse for teachers, gigs
programs, translators, and help for beginners
online. There is no listing charge. "Fishl" Kutner,
1128 Tanglewood Way, San Mateo, CA 94403, is
your editor. Home phone (650) 349-6946, E-mail
to: FISHL@WELL.COM Make checks for chai
($18) payable to der bay. If you are able, won't
you send a little extra so others can receive it?

Beause its chief editor, Jack Halpern is
involved in so many ventrues and is truly a
world traveler, this marvelous newsletter has not
been published regularly. That does not
diminish the fact that this is truly a wonderful
addition to the growing numbE~r of Yiddish club
newsletters.
Its five articles/poems are in s-b-s (side by
side) format with the Yiddish, !Using Hebrew
fonts, on the right and the Engbsh translation
on the left. The writing has remarkably few
errors and makes an excellent learning tool.
The annual subscription (in ,cash) is overseas
$20 and airmail $25. Fishl recommends that if
you order, use air mail:
Kanji Dictionary Publishing Society
1-3-502 Niiza-shi, Saitama352
JAPAN
Voice: 011-81-48-(481-3103) Fax (479-1323)
E-mail: jhalpern@super.win.or.jp
WWW: http:/ /www.win.or.jp/-jhalpem
A Letter from Troim Handler

I have the 1st cassette, accompanying the
Yiddish-English-Japanese conversational guide
to Japan which Prof. Kazuo Ueda and I wrote.
Both are sold by Daigakusyorin Publ. Co. in
Tokyo. We'll work on our next book, Introduction
to Yiddish- in Yiddish and Japanese. Az men
lebt, derlebt men.
What a pity that Harkavy's Yiddish-EnglishHebrew Dictionary, which was reissued in 1988
with a full introduction by Dr. Dovid Katz, is out
of print. My three leyenkrayzn depend on it.
I'm enclosing an artcle of Prof. Ruth Wisse
from the July-August Harvard lv1agazine, which
I'm sure you, too, will find most interesting.

internatsionaler kalendar

Titles in Jewish Studies

December
2 Tues., 7:45 P.M., Vancouver Jewish Folk Choir,
Vancouver, BC Canada Call 604-325-1812
3 Weds., Noon University of Connecticut Yiddish
Tish, Storrs, CT Call 860-486-2271
4 Thurs., 7:30 P.M., From the Yiddish Stage
to the Klezmer Revival, Zalmen Mlotek,
Walnut Creek, CA Call 510-938-7800
4 Thurs., 7:30 P.M., Temple Sinai Yiddish Literature
Group, Cinnaminson, NJ Call 609-829-9415
6 Sat., Semi-monthly, Menke Katz Leyenkrayz,
West Palm Beach, FL, Call 561-684-8686
7 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Friends of Yiddish, Yanke!
Stillman, Stories of Mendele NY 212-666-62447 Sun., 1:00 P.M., Japan Yiddish Club,
Tokyo, Japan Call 48-381-3103
9 Tues., 1:00 P.M, Br. 679 Workmen's Circle,
North Miami Beach, FL Call 305-947-7889
9-10 Tues., & Wed., Carpati: 50 Miles, 50 Years: Film,
Roxy Cinema, San Francisco, CA 415-863-1087
11 Thurs., 1:00 P.M. , JCC Yiddish Study Group
Indianapolis, IN CaJI 317-251-9467 xt284
13 Sat., 7:30 P.M., Claire Klein Osipov in Concert,
Vancouver, BC, Canada Call 604-325-1812
14 Sun, 2:00, A Chanukah Concert, W.C. & Temple
Shaaray Tefila Choruses, Zalmen Mlotek & Cantor
Bruce Ruben, New York, NY Call 718-224-1672
14 Sun, 1:30, Pre Khanike Celebration, Deborah Rose,
Martha Krow-Lucal , & members of the S.F. Jewish
Folk Chorus, San Francisco, CA 650-349-6946
14Sun., 7:00 P.M., Yale Strom & Klazzj in a Klezmer
Concert, Poway, CA Call 619-451-1200
14Sun., 1:00 P.M., Japan Yiddish Club,
Tokyo, Japan Call 48-381-3103
14 Sun. (2nd), 10:00 A.M., JCC Yiddish VinkJ,
Minneapolis, MN Call 612-377-5456
14 Sun., 2:00 P.M., Hanukah Concert, 2nd Avenue
Klezmer Ensemble, San Diego, CA 760-436-4030
16 Tues., Maxwell Street Klezmer Band, Do It
Yourself Hanukah, Chicago, IL Call 773-525-7793
17 Wed, 7:00 P.M, Yiddish Culture Club of Jade
Winds, N. Miami Beach, FL Call 305-947-7889
18Thurs, 9:00, Metropolitan Klezmer, New York,
NY, Call 212-219-3006
19 Fri., 11:00 A.M., KCRW 89.9 (radio) Klazzj live on
Ruth Seymour's Chanukah Show, CA
21 Sun, 1:30 PM, Musical Festival, Marlene Tuchinsky
Moshe Buryn, Plantation, FL Call 954-572-7464
21-27 KlezKamp, Parksville, NY Call 212-691-1272
(See detailed article inside)
27-30 American Assn of Yiddish Professors Annual
Conference on Modem Jewish Studies, MLA
Convention, Toronto, Canada
28 Sun., 3 & 7 P.M., "Around the World in 8 days",
Klazzj, Los Angeles, CA Call 310-552-2007
28-1/4 Yiddishn Ta'am Cruise, Eastern Caribbean,
Zalmen Mlotek, Call 212-889-6800 xt 271

Syracuse University Press has several
publications listing books of interest to our
Yiddish comm unity. Scholars chose a great
variety of topics-especially translation from
Yiddish into English.
Five new books are listed under the
headings of Yiddish Literature and Yiddish
Studies. Yehuda Elberg has translated two of
his books into Yiddfah. Ship of the Hunted
concerns the family's existence in the Warsaw
ghetto at the beginning of the Holocaust.
Elberg' s second translation, The Empire of
Kalman the Cripple, is about rus life in a
Polish shtetl prior to the second World War.
The third and final book listed under Yiddish
Literature, is The Stories of David Bergelson;.
Golda Werman translated this modern
Russian Yiddish fiction writer.
Under the heading of Yiddish Studies are
two additionaJ books. A Traveler Disguised:
The Rise of Modern Yiddish Fiction in the
Nineteenth Century is by Dan Miron. Prof.
Miron is one of the foremost Yiddisrusts.
He traces the growth of Yiddish fiction from
its inception to today's standards. Vagabond
Stars: A World of Yiddish Theater, by Nahma
Sandrow, contains over 400 pages of wellillustrated material of the Yiddish theater.
Its breadth and depth is great in bringing to
life people and events which have occurred
all over the Yiddish world since the late 17th
century.
In addition to the Yiddish related books,
several excellent ones have been written by
people on der bay's list. Dr. Michael Steinlauf,
who recently became affiliated with YIVO, is
a specialist on Eastern Europe. Professor Sarah
Blacher Cohen, in addition to being a talented
author, is well-known for her excellent plays
which have had great reviews on her tours.
Cynthia Ozick also has 4 fiction books.
These books may be purchased from various outlets including the Workmen's Circle
Book Store and the Syracuse University Press
located at 160 Jamesville Ave., Syracuse, NY
13244-5160. Receiving descriptive catalogs
helps in determining which books to buy.
We recommend you look around and
purchase from the most reasonable place.

Yiddish Festival Dec. 281997 - Jan. 41998
MAZAL TOV - ISRAEL AT 50
SUNDAY - DEC. 28
09:00 Registration H otel N eve Ilan
11:00 Tour to Jerusalem - Davids Tow er & Mea Shearim
18:00 Readings in Yiddish
19:00 Dinner & Festive Opening

MONDAY - DEC. 29
08:00 Breakfast
09:00 FROM SOLOMON TO TODA YfS SUPREME COURT
Tour to Jerusalem-Supreme Court and the Knesset
14.30 Mu rray Greenfield ... Hllegal Jews Split the Seas...
personal stories from 1946 - 1948
18:00 Readings in Yid dish
19.00 Dinner & CHANUKA PARTY
TUESDAY - DEC. 30
08:00 Breakfast
09:00 Women in Yiddish Literature
14:00 Visit Mt H erzl
15.00 Visit Yad Vashem - Valley of Communities,
16.30 Lecture : Yiddish as a culture in Lost Communities
17.30 Poetry, texts and dia ry readings
19.00 Yidd ish Songs w ith Ruth Levine
WEDNESDAY - DEC. 31
08:00 Breakfast
09:00 All d ay trip to Masada and the Dead Sea
19.00 Dinner & Klezm er Fun
THURSDAY - JAN . 1
08:00 Breakfast
10.00 Tour to Tel Aviv - Lecturers: Prof. Dov Noy
14.30 The Diasp ora Museum -Tour an d lecture
18:00 Yiddish Readings
19.00 Hotel N eve llan Dinner & Entertainment

FRIDAY JAN. 2
08:00 Breakfast
09:00 Literary Day-Current Yiddish writers

14:00 Yidd ish Movie - With commentary
16.30 Kabbalat Shabbat
18:00 Readings in Yid dish
19.00 Shabbat Dinner- Even ing of Yiddishkeit

SATURDAY - JAN . 3
08:00 Breakfast
11 :00 Yiddish Fun & Social gam es-Lay a Skiva
13:00 Lunch & Relaxation
17:00 Tea Time and Story Telling
19.00 Farewell Festive Dinner
SPONSORS: Ministries of Tourism and Education Municipality of Jerusalem - Die Letste Nayes - Dor
Hemsh eh Ohavei Yiddish - Yoav / Yehuda Council
TEL: 972 2 5339 339 FAX: 972 2 5339 335
EMAIL: Neve Ilan Hotel neve-ilan@kibbutz.co.il
http:/ / w ww.virtual.co.ii /tra vel / travel / nev eilan

KlezKamp 13

Living Traditions will hold KlezKamp 13
Dec. 21-26 1997 at the Paramount Hotel in
Parksville, NY. We will explore the rich and
diverse history of Jewish life cycle eventsbrisses, bar /bas mitzvahs, weddings and the
rituals and meanings behind them. A highlight is an on-site khasene.
Classes will be on East European Jewish
folk arts, music, dance, film, theater, history,
folklore, poetry, Yiddish language, papercutting and calligraphy. Lecturers include:
1) Jenna Weissman Joselit, examines how
Jewish rituals have changed over the years
2) Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, presents
on the Jewish wedding, and lead a panel on
changes in bar-mitzvahs over the last 70 years.
3) Aviva Weintraub, will talk on Jewish Life
Cycle as Depicted in Film and Television.
4) Joel Berkowitz of Oxfor d Univ. will discuss
the Life and Theater of Abraham Goldfaden.
Yiddish will be taught by Pesakh Fiszman,
Paula Teitelbaum, Miriam Isaacs and a Yiddish
lecture by poet Beyle Schaechter-Gottesman.
There are classes with musicians from Kapelye
Klezmatics, Klezmer Conservatory Band,
Klezmer Plus & Freylekh, and Ray Musiker.
Vocalists choose from KlezKamp chorus,
Jewish life cycle songs and a class for singers
of Yiddish theater led by Zalmen Mlotek and
Adrienne Cooper. Also a course on the life
and repertoire of th.e Yiddish singer Martha
Schlamme, by Beth Anne Cole. There's a
children's p rogram, Jenny Romaine's teen
theater, and a klezmer youth orchestra.
Evenings feature concerts, films, Yiddish
sing-a-longs Kabaret and jam sessions.
Room s have private bath, and there is a
full kosher menu (also vegetarian entrees).
Tuitions: $615 / double, $540 / triple, $280 / ages
2-6, and $305/ ages 7-11; children under 2 years
are free. A Living Traditions membership is
required (you can join when registering).
Living Traditions
430 W. 14th St. Suite 514,
New York, NY 10014
Tel. (212) 691-1272
Fax (212) 691-1657
Li vetrads@aol .com
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International Colloquium of the Jews in
China: From Kaifeng to Shanghai

Here are some papers presented on the
International Colloquium of the Jews in
China: From Kaifeng to Shanghai. Lectures
included:
"Der Weg nach China. Judische Niederlassungenin
alten China."
"The Case of the Kaifeng Jews."
"Accultu ra tion of the Jews in Kaifeng, China, and
Cochin, India."
"The State of Research into Jewish M usic in China ."
"Personal Im pressions of a Jewish Musician in China."
"History of the Jews in lnner Mongolia, Liaoning,
Beijing, Tianjin, Qingdao (1911-1949)."
"The Jews of Harbin."
"China und Jiddisch. Jiddische Kultur in ChinaC hinesisch e Literatur auf Jiddische ."
"Ghettoisierung d er ji.idischen Fli.ich tlinge."
"Der chinesische Gen eralarzt Dr. Jakob Rosenfeld:
Mensch und My thos."

These were presented in conjunction
with the exhibition "Yorn Kaifeng ... bis
Shanghai-Juden in China" Meetings
were held in conjunction with:
Institut Monumenta Serica
e-mail: monumenta.sericaAt-online.de
China-Zentrum e. V.
e-mail: china-zentrum@t-online.de
Ethnologisches Museum "Haus Volker
und Kulturen"
Tel. 49-(0)2241-237-406
Meetings were at the Arnold-Janssen-Haus,
Museum "Haus Volker
National Center for Jewish Film
Anita Weiner, Program Associate

The NCJF is a non-profit film archive,
resource center, and distributor established
in 1976 to preserve the cinematographic
records of the Jewish experience. With over
12,000 reels of film, the NCJF is the largest
Jewish film archive outside of Israel and,
with 250 titles in our circulating collection,
the distributor of the largest collection of
Jewish-themed film in the world.
While best known for our restoration
of classic Yiddish feature films, the NCJF
collection includes films /videos on topics,
including: Israel, Sephardim, women,

Holocaust, immigration and Hollywood
features with Jewish subjects.
The main activity of the NCJF is film
restoration. To date, 28 Yiddish feature films
have been restored.
Screc~nings are a great opportunity for
the Jewish community and the general public
to see and enjoy the Center's work-classic
Jewish fiums preserved for future generations.
More work needs to be done and donations
are always welcomed (and tax-ded uctible).
The NCJF rents film and video for classroom/ public performance use and sells videotape for home, library, and ins_titu~onal use.
To receive a catalogs and film hst, please
contact us with your postal address. Catalogs
are free within the United States; Canada
and Mexico please send $3.00 (US); All other
countries please send $6.00 (US).
The Natilonal Center for Jewish Film
Brandeis, Univ. - Lown 102
Waltham, MA 02254
phone: 617-899-7044
fax: 617-736-2070
e-mail: ncjf@logos.cc.brandeis.edu
Editor's :note) Films are an excellent source
of Club ]Programming-vary your format.
Direcltory: Jewish Entertainment Resources
by Judy Ginsburgh

I enjoy receiving Der Bay and was so
interested to find out that so many Yiddish
clubs exist. We work with a number of artists
who preserve the Yiddish culture through
their artistic expression. We are the Jewish
Entertainment Resource Center- a clearinghouse for Jewish performers-actors, singers,
bands, dancers, storytellers, etc. We try to help
Jewish entertainers market themselves to a
wider auidience and work with organizations
that hire Jewish entertainers to find them the
best performance for their needs and budget.
We publish a Directory of performers and _
maintain a web site. If we can ever be of help
to any of your members or clubs, please
call (318), 442-8863; jerd@centuryinter.net
or visit our web site at:
www.ax.centuryinter.net/ jewishentertainment

Oystsugn fun Briv in der Redaktsye
Mrs. Layah Laks wrote me a lovely note
along with a literal translation. I appreciated
confirmation on the vocabulary, especially the
euphemisms for "consumptive." I'm a linguist
and the euphemistic-dysphemistic cycle really
clouds meanings after 50 years!. We've had a
lot of euphemisms for tuberculosis and I didn't
know the ones in Yiddish!
Dvorah Biasca, Boulder, CO
When I read your informations in der bay.
I discovered that I know some of the people of
the IAYC Board for many years: David Miller,
Mordkhe Schaechter, Avrom Nowersztern, ...
It's nice to feel at home in such a community.
I am glad I established contact with you.
Klaus Cuno, Bonn, Germany
I continue to be grateful for the round-up of
news and developments in the Yiddish-speaking world. So sign me up for another year.
Laurie Melrood, Tucson, AZ
It's always a pleasure to get der bay and
to find out what's going on in the world of
Yiddish. It certainly makes those of us living
"in the sticks" (at least as far as Yiddish matters
are concerned) feel like we're part of the mainstream. Thanks for your great work!
Susan Gane, Houston, TX
I'm sad to report that my dear wife passed
away in late August. Enclosed is a check in her
memory. Morgan Young, Southfield, MI
Ediotr's note) Mildred had the Brandeis group.
We'll all miss her, and her effort, very m uch.
I joined the Presidium of "Circle of Yiddish
Clubs" in South Florida- an honor. I'm in
touch with Ruth & David Barlas and Sunny
Landsman whom I admire very much. In a past
issue you mentioned my letter of the Miami
Club led by Sara Fershko, please send me a copy.
Eleanor Robinson, Sunrise, FL
I returned from a seminar in Germany,
and then a short trip to Israel. Thought the
info on Yiddish in China would interest you.
Rena Krasno, Mountain View, CA
I checked out from the resource center of
our Bureau of Jewish Education: "Bridge of
Light" - Yiddish Film Between Two Worlds
by J. Hoberman (Schoken, 1991). It looks like
a super source of material about Yiddish films.
Morrie Feller, Phoenix, AZ

Fairfax's Musical Treasure is an article in
the Oct. 31, 1997 Jewish Journal. It is about my
store, Hati/..."Vah Music International, whkh has
the world's largest collection of Jewish music.
Did you know thatConnie Frances Sings ]etVish
Favorites is the all time biggest selling Jewish
record? Simon Rutberg, L.A., CA 213-655-7083
Subject: International Yiddish Festival in
ISRAEL We hear from Stephen Dowling in NY
that you are a fan of "Yiddish". Please help us
announce the Yiddish Festival in Neve Ilan Dec. 28, 1997 to Jan 4, 1998. We would be happy
to send you a brochure about events to celebrate
Israel's 50th! Shirley Gonshor fax: 514 4890519
e-mail: sgonsh@po.box.mcgill.ca
I came here as a retired Yiddish teacher
from the Sholom Aleichem School in Skol<le,
IL, and formed Yiddish clubs in the condos. A
local papers had a headline: "Yiddish Blossoms
in Florida". When I get your material, I tell my
class to become members, and show them wha t
you're doing. Blossom Cooper, Delray Beach, FL
Yiddish is at Indiana U. in Bloomington,
IN. Nina Warnke, who came to LU. from
Columbia University, is teaching a beginning
Yiddish course and one on Eastern European
Literature. Next Spring she will continue her
Yiddish class and add American Yiddish
Literature. Michael A. Blain, Indianapolis, IN
From Jan. 21-25, at the Robsharn Theatre,
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA there will
be a Musical adaptation of Abraham Cahan's
novella "The Impor ted Bridegroom". Original
music is by Joanne Baker, and lyrics by Pamela
Berger . For tickets/ information 617-552-8588.
Daniel A Kirschner, Chestnut Hill, MA
A friend, Zell Sax in Indianapolis, gave me
your e-mail address. I'm a semi-beginner in
Yiddish and interested in lool<lng at CD discs as
a means of starting Yiddish again. If you have
information or suggestions about this medium,
please contact me. Leo Fang, Indianapolis, IN
I studied Yiddish at a W.C. shule in Phila.,
and am an internationally published children's
author. My book, The Rose Horse, was inspired
by the lullaby Rozhinkes rnit Mandlen, and the
Coney Island, Jewish immigrant carousel
carvers. Deborah Lee Rose, Walnut Creek, CA
Since leaving the Bay Area, I miss your
Yiddish class. I hope to get to the Conference in
Los Angeles. Charlotte Flecker, Palm Desert, CA

The International Association
of Yiddish Clubs

As a membership organization, our
purpose is the fostering of Yiddish through:
1) Participating in club activities by acting as a
resource center for program materials.
2) Learning to read, write, and speak Yiddish
through formal classes.
3) Appreciating of Klezmer music as
performed by Klezmer groups.
4) Stimulating interest about Yiddish among
young children.
5) Developing an appreciation of Yiddish in
the theatrical realm both in live theater and
in the old Yiddish films.
6) Co-operating with other excellent Yiddish
organizations for the betterment of Yiddish.
7) Encouraging Pen Pal Program participation.
8) Fostering Yiddish teacher training through
support of curriculum development.
9) Networking travelers interested in Yiddish.

Yiddish Clubs Which Recently Joined IA YC

Center for Cultural Jewish Life (Workmen's
Circle New York, NY)
Der Yiddisher Tzunoyfkum (Bogota, Columbia)
Friends of Yiddish (New York, NY)
Friends of Yiddish (Toronto, Canada)
Heritage Village Yiddish Club (South bury, CT.)
Lafayette Yiddishe Kultur Klub, W Lafayette, IN
Leyenkrayz (Cranbury, NJ)
Lomir Lernen Yiddish (New Orleans, LA)
Menke Katz Leyenkrayz (West Palm Beach, FL)
Mameloshn Meyvinim (Tonawanda, N Y)
Phoenix Leyenkrayz (Phoenix, A Z)
PJCC/vVorkmen's Circle (San Mateo, CA)
The Vinkl QCC of Minneapolis, MN)
Undzer Shprakh (Columbus, Ohio)
Vilna Holocaust Association (Vineland, NJ)
WC Br. 105, Hemshekh (New York, NY)
Yale-New Haven Yidish Tish (New Haven, CT)
Yiddish Club of JCC (Bridgeport, CT)
Yiddish of Greater Washington (Wash., D.C.)

International Association of Yiddish Clubs
E-mail hersh23@juno.com
Tel. (301) 469-0865

E-mail fishl@well.com
Tel. (650) 349-6946

E-mail feller@indirect.com
Tel. (602) 274-8964

Membership Application

Please enroll our club in the International Associabon of Yiddish Clubs (IAYC).

Club Name
---------------------------·------------------------Contact Person
Mailing Address
E-mail Address (if available)
Name of Club Newsletter (if you have one)
Club Meeting: Day and Time
Number of Members in Club
Minimum Dues a Dollar/ Member/ Year:
Voluntary Contributions to Help Our Projects
Total Contributions
Please make checks out to IAYC, and mail to:
M. H. Baker, Treasurer IAYC
2012 Girard Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55405

Yiddish Mentoring Pro~~ram
We have a wonderful Pen Pal Program
(PPP). Now it is time for a Yiddish Mentoring
Program (YIMP). Just as pen pal relationships
do come in many forms, so do mentoring
programs. The obvious one is the bobe-zeyde
with an eynikl. However, it could be part of a
storytelling period in a school or after-school
activity.
Our success in getting Yiddish as part
of the Hebrew School curriculum, in a large
scale, is very low. There are other means of
spreading interest in Yiddish. Let's look at
several possibilities.
Every year millions of boy and girl scouts
earn merit badges. There is a Ner Tamid badge
for Judaism. Why not have a merit badge for
proficiency in Yiddish?
Shtetl Storytelling, or "Stories of the Shtetl"
can easily be done in English, but introducing
words and ideas which stimulate interest and
knowledge about their Eastern European
ancestors- Chelm stories-always are an easy
and fun way to start.

Teaching songs of holidays or lullabies is
particularly good in groups. First telling about
the song, and then translating it, adds interest
and information which most youngsters will
enjoy. One favorite relates to the parts of the
body (Oy mayn kepele tut mir vey).
Children's games are fun. This can range
from shiimon zogt (Simon Says) through the
dreydl to string games like etJ-betl.
Children are interested in what it was
like when their parents were kids. This can
lead into their starting to trace the history
of their ancestors-genealogy.
Children love to; sing, hear songs, and listen
to lullabies. Those who don't si ng well may
wish to hum along.
Children enjoy eating, and the holidays
have special foods. Many have exotic names
and Yiddish words can be taught.
Children easily memorize simple poems
and dithes. Teach them on trips in the car, or
waiting for a bus, train or plane.
Send in your experiences. We'll print them.
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